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Abstract
THIS thesis studies solutions to increase the capacity of optical communication
systems in the presence of nonlinear effects. Extending the optical bandwidth and
mitigating nonlinear distortions were identified as promising ways to increase the
throughput in transmission system.
Raman amplification was investigated as a potential replacement of the conventional
erbium-doped fibre amplifier (EDFA). In this context, the performance of discrete and
distributed Raman amplifiers was studied in the linear and nonlinear regimes. Despite
the bandwidth benefits, discrete Raman amplifiers were shown to exhibit an increased
noise figure and nonlinear distortions, compared to EDFA. Additionally, for the first
time, a thorough study of digital back-propagation for distributed Raman amplified links
was performed, allowing for higher transmission rates at the expense of an increase of
25% in the algorithm complexity.
A major focus of this work was to investigate the growth of nonlinear distortions
in optical communication systems as the bandwidth is expanded. This work was the
first to experimentally validate the Gaussian noise model (and variations accounting for
inter-channel Raman scattering) in a wideband transmission regime up to 9 THz. Using
these models, the merit of increasing the optical bandwidth was addressed, showing a
beneficial sublinear increase in throughput despite the growth of nonlinear effects.
An alternative nonlinear compensation method is optical phase conjugation (OPC).
The performance of OPC was experimentally evaluated over an installed fibre link,
showing limited improvements when OPC is used with practical transmission con-
straints. To overcome this limitation, a new method combining OPC and Volterra
equalisation was developed. This method was shown to enhance the performance of
two limited nonlinear compensation techniques, offering an attractive trade-off between
performance and complexity.
The results obtained in this research allow for higher information throughput to
be transmitted, and can be used to plan and design future communication system and
networks around the world.
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Impact Statement
OPTICAL fibres form the backbone of the global telecommunications infrastructure.
They will need to provide higher transmission rates to satisfy the ever increasing con-
sumer demand for data. To do so, it is important to understand the physical phenomena
that restrict the capacity of optical fibre as a communication channel, and propose meth-
ods to overcome these limitations. Optical fibres are a nonlinear medium, and therefore,
signals propagated through them experience distortions depending on their optical
power and bandwidth. The use of higher optical powers or large bandwidths, or both,
increases these distortions, which bound the capacity of optical fibre communication
systems.
In this thesis, experiments were performed to quantify the growth of nonlinear
distortions in optical communication systems as the optical bandwidth is expanded up
to 9 THz. This work is the first to validate the Gaussian noise model (and the variations
thereof that account for inter-channel Raman scattering), a tool ubiquitously used in the
design of transmission links, in a wideband transmission regime. These experiments
led to a greater understanding of nonlinear interactions for wideband signals: the
first step in increasing the usable fibre bandwidth to maximise the capacity of optical
communications systems.
Moreover, the mitigation of nonlinear distortions using digital, optical, and a novel
combination of both techniques, was addressed. Nonlinear compensation techniques are
of tremendous commercial interest, as they can provide an increase in the throughput of
a transmission system, and their future deployment only depends on the computational
complexity of the selected algorithms. Therefore, the higher gains shown in combination
with Raman amplification, and the potential of simplifying the complexity of the
nonlinear compensation scheme by moving part, or the complete, signal processing
towards the optical domain could be an attractive solution that can be implemented in
the near future.
Overall, the solutions proposed in this work have the potential to result in revolution-
ary increases in the transmission capacity for future optical communication systems.
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1
Introduction
THE exchange of information has never been higher. Driven mainly by thewidespread use of smartphones, music and/or video on demand, and newapplications such as augmented reality and cloud computing, the amount
of data transmitted across the globe keeps increasing year after year. Moreover, the
imminent deployment of the fifth generation (5G) mobile networks, with the promise of
faster mobile transmission rates, will further add to this trend. As the number of devices
connected to the internet keeps increasing, the anual data traffic will continue to grow,
and it is expected to reach up to 3.3 Zbytes per year by 2021 with a 24% coumpound
annual growth rate as forecast by Cisco [3]. In order to sustain the ever-increasing data
demand a global communication infrastructure capable of providing enough capacity is
required.
Optical fibres are the foundation of modern communication systems with an ubi-
quitous presence in today’s interconnected society, from the modem in our homes to
submarine cables linking different continents. In 1966, the use of the optical fibre cable
as a communication medium was proposed by Kao and Hockham [4], who highlighted
their capability of guiding light. In the following years the improvement in manufac-
turing processes allowed a dramatic reduction in the losses present in optical fibres.
Starting from over 1000 dB/km in the 1960s and reaching numbers as low as 0.2 dB/km
at a wavelength of 1550 nm in 1979 [5]. These improvements enabled optical fibre to
become the dominant medium for communications.
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1.1 Evolution of optical communication systems
With an extremely low attenuation region that spans tens of terahertz, and, the possibility
to use carrier frequencies of hundreds of terahertz, optical fibres have been identified as
the preferred communication channel to support the global communication infrastruc-
ture. They remain the main medium to transmit information at high speeds and have
been successfully deployed all over the world in the last 40 years. Historically, different
transmission windows within the low attenuation region of the optical fibre have been
used. Among them we can find: the original (O-) band from 1260 to 1360 nm, the
region where the minimum chromatic dispersion is found; the conventional (C-) band
from 1530 to 1565 nm, the region where the minimum attenuation is found; and the
long-wavelength (L-) band from 1565 to 1625 nm, the region where the second lowest
attenuation is found. Several developments have allowed the capacity of optical commu-
nication systems to increase over the years: the carrier frequency was decreased towards
transmission windows with lower losses to increase regenerator spacing; opto-electronic
signal regenerators were replaced by optical amplifiers allowing the amplification of
multiple, or multiplexed, signals with a single device independent of the modulation
format and the symbol rate of the optical signal; coherent detection enabled the use of
different degrees of freedom of the optical field to encode information; and information
theory has delivered coding schemes that allow an increase in the information carried
per symbol and the correction of errors.
Modern optical transmission systems seek to increase their capacity by transmitting
more channels using the wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) technique. To do
so, new amplification schemes were introduced to overcome the bandwidth limitations
of the erbium-doped fibre amplifier (EDFA). Firstly, the amplification window of the
EDFA was shifted towards the L-band, enabling the amplification of C- and L-bands
simultaneously using a parallel configuration [6]. Moreover, Raman amplification
was combined with EDFA in a hybrid configuration [7], and the use of multiplexed
Raman pumps was proposed [8] with the same objective. Additionally, thanks to
the re-established interest in coherent receivers [9–11], the use of amplitude, phase
and polarisation to encode information has led to a greater number of bits being
transmitted within a single symbol slot, thus increasing the bits transmitted over a
fixed spectral range (also known as spectral efficiency and measured in bits/s/Hz) of the
system. Information theory has provided forward error correction (FEC) codes to use
in combination with high order modulation formats, as seen in [12] for example, which,
in recent years, has been combined with constellation shaping schemes [13] to further
approach the capacity limits of the fibre channel.
State-of-the-art transmission systems are starting to include all the aforementioned
technologies, pushing the optical fibre capacity limits further year after year. To illustrate
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Figure 1.1: Evolution of record throughput in long-haul communication systems based on
single mode fibre since the year 2000. Different markers represent the used modulation format:
on-off keying (OOK), polarisation multiplexed quadrature phase shift keying (PM-QPSK),
16 quadrature amplitude keying (16-QAM), 64 quadrature amplitude keying (64-QAM), 56
amplitude phase shift keying (56-APSK).
this trend, a summary of the evolution of the record throughput demonstrations for
long-haul transmission systems, using single mode fibre, is shown in Fig. 1.1. The data
from Fig. 1.1 was compiled from the work in references [14–49]. The overall trend is
one of growth, with more complex modulation formats and coding schemes being used
as time passes. The latest record corresponds to [49], where a total throughput of 70.46
Tb/s was transmitted over 7600 km. Noticeably, in the last few years the trend seems to
be slowing down, and, to date, no new record for long haul systems employing single
mode fibre has been reported during 2018. However, for distances below 1000 km, new
amplification solution such as wide-band semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) and a
renewed interest in hybrid EDFA-Raman amplification have lead to the transmission of
throughputs in excess of 100 Tb/s [50, 51]
Considering the future demand for data, the question is then: how much further can
the capacity of single mode optical fibre be increased, and what technologies will be
responsible for driving a new generation of communication systems?
1.2 Capacity limits of optical communication systems
To understand the capacity limits of optical fibre systems, two clarifications, which
will be formally discussed later in Chapter 2, are required. Firstly, the capacity of a
communication channel is defined as the maximum rate at which reliable communication
can be achieved [52]. Of practical importance is the case of an additive white Gaussian
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noise (AWGN) channel, which is used to model the effect of various noise sources
present in nature such as thermal and shot noise. It was shown in [52] that the capacity
of an AWGN channel is determined by:
C =W log2
(
1+
P
N0
)
, (1.1)
where W , P and N0/2 correspond to the signal bandwidth, signal power and noise
power, respectively. The quantity PN0 is referred to as signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
Secondly, optical fibre is a nonlinear channel, and, thus, determining the exact
capacity of the channel is a complex problem. However, assuming that the noise
contributions to the system are additive and approximately Gaussian, Eq. (1.1) can be
used to obtain insight into the factors that limit the capacity of an optical communication
system. They are: (i) the SNR and (ii) the optical bandwidth available to transmit signals.
Therefore, it is possible to conclude that in order to increase the capacity of the optical
fibre channel two courses of action can be taken: (i) maximise the received SNR, and/or
(ii) increase the bandwidth of the transmitted signal. Increasing the SNR can be achieved
in two ways, either by reducing the noise added to the signal during transmission or
increasing the power of the signal. However, limitations are found in both proposed
solutions. The use of amplifiers leads to the addition of a minimum amount of noise to
the signal [53], and an increase in used optical power will, in turn, lead to the generation
of nonlinear effects.
Bandwidth is directly proportional to the rate of the information transmitted and
corresponds to the range of frequencies covered by a modulated signal. In a com-
munication system, the bandwidth available to transmit information is limited by the
frequency response of the channel or its subsystems. Fortunately, single-mode optical
fibres present a low-loss region, with losses below 0.4 dB/km, which potentially enables
transmission of signals over a bandwidth of approximately 50 THz (from 1260 to
1700 nm). In this region, multiplexing techniques, such as WDM, can be employed
to use the available bandwidth to its full potential. To date, commercially available
EDFAs solutions are only able to support transmission over approximately 9 THz (from
1530 to 1600 nm), corresponding to 20% of the low-loss region of single-mode fibres.
Alternative optical amplification solutions have been demonstrated to operate for band-
widths up to approximately 12.5 THz (100 nm) using semiconductor optical amplifiers
[50], and up to 17 THz (136 nm) using amplification based on the stimulated Raman
scattering effect [54]. However, both proposed solutions have not been demonstrated to
work in a long-haul communication system.
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1.3 Research problem
The capacity of an optical communication system is related to the physical processes
occurring in the communication channel. Key components of the communication
channel are optical fibres and optical amplifiers, and, therefore, their properties, namely
noise performance, bandwidth and nonlinear effects, determine the capacity of the
system. The research described in this thesis focuses on the investigation of ways
to increase the capacity of optical communication systems. Three main problems
were addressed, which are: (i) the performance in transmission systems of wideband
amplification solutions, namely Raman amplification, in terms of the generation of noise
and nonlinearites; (ii) the accumulation of nonlinear effects due to the Kerr effect and
stimulated Raman scattering, and their detrimental effects as the optical fibre bandwidth
is increased; and (iii) the mitigation of fibre nonlinearities experienced in the optical
channel using receiver based digital signal processing (DSP) techniques or optical
nonlinearity compensation schemes, or both, as a way to increase the received SNR.
Firstly, extending the transmission bandwidth requires new optical amplification
solutions. Raman amplification was studied as an alternative to the conventional EDFA
to extend the transmission window. The stimulated Raman scattering effect, where
energy is transferred from high to low frequencies, can be used to amplify signals in an
optical fibre. Raman amplifiers have been shown to provide up to 100 nm amplification
bandwidth by using multiple pump wavelengths [8, 55]. Amplification beyond this
bandwidth has been shown to be possible by multiplexing the optical signals in the
same spectral region as the Raman pump [54]. Additionally, Raman amplifiers can
be used to amplify a signal in a distributed manner along the transmission fibre with
reduced generation of amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise compared to EDFAs
[56]. In this work, the performance of Raman amplifiers was studied in optical fibre
transmission systems. The generation of ASE noise for different Raman amplifier
configurations, namely discrete and distributed, was analysed. Further, the nonlinear
distortions induced in the gain fibre of discrete Raman amplifiers, and due to modified
signal power evolution in distributed Raman amplifiers were quantified.
Secondly, the question of how much the optical bandwidth, and thus the system
throughput, can potentially be increased, was assessed. The use of larger optical
bandwidths has the drawback of increasing the nonlinear effects generated in the
transmission fibre. These are hard to quantify using numerical simulation tools, due
to the high computation resources needed to numerically solve the Manakov equation,
which describes signal propagation in optical fibres. A simpler way to model fibre
nonlinearites to predict the performance of a transmission is system, is using the
Gaussian noise (GN) model [57]. The GN model describes nonlinear propagation in
dispersion uncompensated coherent transmission systems, and it is used to calculate a
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noise power spectral density for the fibre nonlinearities. It assumes that the transmitted
signal behaves as a Gaussian process, and that nonlinearities can be modelled as additive
noise. The validity of this assumptions, and the accuracy of the GN model have been
numerically [57] and experimentally [58, 59] confirmed, however, they had not been
verified for optical bandwidths larger than 3.5 THz. Another effect that limits the
throughput as the optical bandwidth is increased, is the power transfer between co-
propagating channels due to stimulated Raman scattering (inter-channel stimulated
Raman scattering (ISRS)). ISRS modifies the power profiles of channels transmitted
along the fibre, changing this way the strength of the nonlinear distortions experienced
by them. To date, the detrimal effect of ISRS in transmisison systems had only been
addressed theoretically, using a modified GN model in [60]. This thesis focuses on
experimentally studying the growth of nonlinear distortions as the optical bandwidth
is increased. These results were used validate the predictions from the GN model in a
wideband transmission regime up to 7.3 THz. In additional, the influence of ISRS on
the evolution of the signal power, and thus the enhancement of nonlinear distortions,
was experimentally evaluated, confirming the validity of the model from [60] for optical
bandwidths up to 9 THz.
Finally, different nonlinearity compensation schemes were studied as a way to
increase the received SNR. Digital back-propagation (DBP) [61, 62] is a technique
where the the fibre propagation effects are digitally reversed. Previously, it had received
modest attention in Raman amplified systems, with demonstrations showing limited
performance improvementd [63–66]. In the research described in this thesis, DBP was
investigated as tool to mitigate the generation of nonlinearities for Raman amplified
links, and, additionally, as a way to reduce the impact of ISRS on transmission systems.
DBP achieves perfect compensation of the fibre nonlinearities, however, it requires a
large computational complexity to process wide optical bandwidths. An alternative
to DBP is the use optical phase conjugation (OPC) [67, 68], which is a method to
compensate for propagation impairments within the transmission link itself. OPC
imposes a set of symmetry conditions on the transmission link to fully compensate
for fibre nonlinearities [69], requiring a symmetric signal power profile relative to the
conjugation point. This condition is not fulfilled using EDFA in transmission links. For
this reason, the effectiveness of this technique has usually been assessed in laboratory
enviroments where, for example, complex distributed optical amplification solutions
could be used [70]. The benefits from OPC were previously studied in an installed fibre
link using dispersion compensating modules [1, 2]. In this work, the performance of
OPC in modern dispersion uncompensated links was evaluated using the National Dark
Fibre Infrastructure Service (NDFIS) installed optical network. Additionally, due to
the reduced performance improvement found using OPC in practical systems, a novel
method to overcome the OPC symmetry constraints was proposed and studied, which
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consists in the use of a Volterra series frequency equaliser (the Volterra-assisted OPC
(VAO) method) to compensate for the residual nonlinearity present after transmission.
The Volterra series expansion is a tool used to model the behaviour of nonlinear
systems, in particular for optical communication systems, the first- and third- order
terms represent the linear and nonlinear transfer functions of the system, respectively
[71], and can be used to compensate for fibre nonlinearities.
1.4 Thesis outline
The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the theory
of optical communication systems together with the physical phenomena impairing
signal propagation in optical fibres. Additionally, the theory of Raman amplification
and approaches to nonlinearity compensation are presented.
Chapter 3 addresses the advantages of Raman amplification as an alternative to
the conventional EDFA. The transmission properties of discrete Raman amplifiers are
characterised experimentally, and the properties of the distributed Raman amplifiers are
studied though numerical simulations.
Chapter 4 studies the behaviour of nonlinear effects in transmission systems as the
optical bandwidth is increased. The accumulation of nonlinear effects, and the influence
of inter-channel stimulated Raman scattering are studied experimentally. Additionally,
the merit of increasing the optical bandwidth to obtain higher capacities is theoretically
analysed.
Chapter 5 focuses on an alternative approach to nonlinear compensation, namely
the use of optical phase conjugation (OPC). The performance of OPC in an installed
systems is assessed, and a novel nonlinear compensation method is proposed combining
OPC with Volterra equalisation.
A summary of the thesis is given in chapter 6, highlighting the most important
findings, and suggestions for future work are proposed.
1.5 Key contributions
The key contributions of the work described in this thesis are listed below:
• In section 3.2, the performance of Raman amplifiers as an alternative for conven-
tional EDFAs was experimentally and numerically studied. Highly nonlinear fibre
(HNLF) and dispersion compensating fibre (DCF) were studied as gain media
to build discrete Raman amplifiers with 70 nm bandwidth. HNFL was shown to
result in an improved transmission performance due to the reduced amount of
nonlinear distortions generated, compared to DCF.
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• For the first time, the benefits of using distributed Raman amplifiers together with
digital back-propagation (DBP) in long haul transmission systems occupying the
full C-band was studied. Using distributed Raman amplification and full-field
DBP, a 1.3 dB higher gain was found, compared to EDFA. Finally, an increase
in the transmission rates of 2 bit per symbol, compared to EDFA, was found
using DBP together with distributed Raman amplification for the studied back-
propagated bandwidths using 256-QAM as modulation format. These results are
reported in section 3.3 and published in item 3 from the list of publications.
• Experiments were performed to quantify the growth of nonlinear distortions as a
function of the transmitted optical bandwidth. This work corroborated the validity
of the Gaussian noise model in a wideband regime up to 7.3 THz. Additionally,
the trade-off between an increase in the transmission bandwidth and the growth
of nonlinear effects was studied. It was concluded that, to increase the trans-
mission system capacity, using a larger transmission bandwidth overwhelmingly
outweighs the benefits of nonlinearity compensation. These results are reported
in section 4.1 and published in items 6 and 11 from the list of publications.
• In section 4.2, an experimental study to quantify the interplay between inter-
channel Raman scattering and nonlinear distortions was performed using an
optical bandwidth of 9 THz. The predictions from the model presented in [60]
were validated within the studied transmission bandwidth. These results were
published in 13 from the list of publications.
• The merit of increasing the optical bandwidth as a solution to increase the capacity
of single mode optical communication system was theoretically studied in section
4.3. The use of a transmission bandwidth of 35 THz was shown to increase
the system throughput by a factor of 3.3, compared to state-of-the-art 9 THz
bandwidth. For all studied cases increasing the transmission bandwidth resulted
in higher throughputs.
• The performance of optical phase conjugation (OPC) as a nonlinearity com-
pensation scheme was studied in section 5.1 using the National Dark Fibre
Infrastructure Service (NDFIS) optical network, high order modulation formats
and large number of channels. A limited nonlinearity compensation gain was
found due to the lack of link symmetry properties in dispersion uncompensated
EDFA-based links. For the studied link no improvement in the maximum SNR of
the system was found when using OPC, results published in 14 from the list of
publications.
• In section 5.2, a new nonlinearity compensation scheme that combines OPC and
Volterra equalisation was proposed and evaluated. Volterra-assisted OPC was
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demonstrated to effectively enhance the nonlinearity compensating capabilities of
OPC in EDFA-based links, and SNR gains up to 4.2 dB, compared to either OPC
or Volterra equalisation, were found using this scheme for a 1000 km transmission
link, results published in 17 and 18 from the list of publications.
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Theory and literature review
OPTICAL FIBRES currently form the underlying structure of our communica-tions networks. They act as the communication channel and can be found innetworks connecting servers inside a data centre to cities separated by thou-
sands of kilometres. To utilise them to their full potential, it is essential to understand
their working principles and the physical phenomena that govern the propagation of
signals through them. This chapter reviews the concepts introduced in chapter 1 in
addition to the linear and nonlinear impairments induced during propagation in optical
fibres, and different techniques that allow for their mitigation.
2.1 Information theory
Since the revolutionary work presented by Shannon in [52], information theory has
been used to understand and design communication systems. Several new concepts
were introduced in the aforementioned publication, some of which have high relevance
for the work presented in this thesis.
2.1.1 Mutual information
Mutual information (MI) is a measurement of how much information from a message
generated by the transmitter can be obtained by the receiver in a communication system.
Consider that the transmitted and received signals are represented by the random
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variables X and Y , respectively. Then, the mutual information is given by [52]:
I(X ;Y ) =
∫∫
pX ,Y (x,y) log2
(
pX ,Y (x,y)
pX(x)pY (y)
)
, (2.1)
where pX ,Y (x,y) is the joint probability density function of X and Y , and pX(x) and
pY (y) are the marginal probability density functions of X and Y respectively. MI
represents the maximum rate at which a communication system can reliably transmit
information using an optimal coded modulation scheme, and is measured in bits per
symbol. MI has recently been proposed to characterise optical communication systems
and their achievable rates [72–74], and is used as a system performance metric in
sections 3.3 and 4.1 of this thesis.
2.1.2 Channel capacity
As mentioned in chapter 1, the capacity of a communication channel is defined as the
maximum rate at which reliable communication can be achieved. The channel capacity
corresponds, therefore, to the maximum MI, maximised over all possible inputs [52].
C = max
p(x)
I(X ;Y ). (2.2)
The capacity of a communication channel is measured in bits per symbol. In a channel
affected by noise, the capacity is determined by the previously defined Eq. (1.1).
2.1.3 Throughput
The throughput of a communication system is the rate at which information is success-
fully transmitted over the communication channel. The system throughput is measured
in bits per second and is defined as:
T = RsRc log2 M, (2.3)
where Rs is the symbol rate, Rc is the code rate defined as Rc , k/n, with message
length k and coded block length n. log2 M represents the nominal spectral efficiency, or
the amount of information per bandwidth unit in bit/s/Hz, of the system. The symbol
rate corresponds to the rate at which the transmitter is able to generate and transmit
symbols and is measured in Baud. The code rate is the proportion of useful information
in a coded message using a FEC code.
In the same way that the channel capacity is an upper bound for the MI, the product
of the symbol rate and the MI corresponds to an upper bound for the system throughput.
The throughput of optical fibre communication systems in the presence of nonlinear
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effects is studied in sections 4.1 and 4.3.
2.2 Advanced optical communication systems
Optical fibres potentially offer a large bandwidth with low attenuation losses. To date,
researchers are focused on developing transceivers capable of operating at rates in
excess of 100 GBd [75–78], which corresponds to only 2% of the bandwidth available
in C-band. For this reason, different techniques are used to benefit from the available
bandwidth and allow for high capacity transmission systems. The use of individual
channels with a different optical carrier frequency results in an increase of the used op-
tical bandwidth, while advanced modulation formats increase the amount of information
carried per unit bandwidth.
2.2.1 Multichannel system
Optical fibres offer the possibility of transmitting multiple channels at the same time
by multiplexing them. This can be done either in the time or frequency domain. The
technique that employs different optical carrier frequencies, or wavelengths, to allocate
separate channels is called wavelength division multiplexing (WDM). Each carrier is
modulated using an individual and independent bit stream and later combined into the
same fibre for transmission. At the receiver the channels are either demultiplexed or
filtered out and detected individually. The WDM technique allows one to take advantage
of the large bandwidth available in the previously mentioned transmission windows.
The total number of carrier frequencies is determined by the frequency spacing between
the channels and the available optical amplifier bandwidth. Standard erbium doped
fibre amplifiers can be used in the optical C-band and, with some modifications, in
the L-band, with a total combined bandwidth of approximately 9 THz. Currently, the
international telecommunication union (ITU) standard G.649 defines a frequency grid
as "a reference set of frequencies used to denote allowed nominal central frequencies
that may be used to for defining applications" [79]. The frequency grids are anchored to
193.1 THz and current steps in channel spacing for fixed grids have historically evolved
by sub-dividing the 100 GHz grid by factors of two. This way, frequency grids ranging
from 12.5 GHz to 100 GHz are employed.
2.2.1.1 Nyquist spaced WDM
To increase a systems’ spectral efficiency, or the information transmitted within a
given bandwidth, one can reduce the frequency spacing between the transmitted WDM
channels. In order to do this, and, avoid interference between adjacent channels in
frequency, and transmitted symbols in time, spectral and temporal orthogonality needs
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to be fulfilled. The use of sinc shaped pulses satisfies the Nyquist criteria of inter-symbol
interference creating orthogonal signals in the time domain. Additionally, the spectrum
of a sinc pulse is a square which allows one to reduce the spacing between adjacent
channels in the frequency domain. In practical cases it is only possible to approximate
a perfectly rectangular filter in the frequency domain, and studies have been performed
evaluating the performance of optical, electrical and digital filters to perform this action:
these concluded that filtering in the digital domain provides the optimal performance
[80]. Typically, root raised cosine is used at the transmitter and receiver to perform the
digital filtering. The number of channels used in optical systems is determined by the
symbol rate and the spacing between them. Up to date experimental demonstrations
using 295 channels have been performed using a symbol rate of 32.6 GBd and a spacing
of 33 GHz [49] using a bandwidth of 9.74 THz. The total throughput for the experiment
reported in [49] was 70.46 Tb/s over a distance of 6,970 km.
2.2.1.2 Polarisation Multiplexing
Single mode optical fibres support the propagation of two signals at the same frequency
on orthogonal polarisations. When this technique is used to transmit two independent
signals it is known as polarisation multiplexing (PM) and allows one to double the
amount of information being transmitted through an optical fibre. Additionally, differ-
ent polarisation states of the optical signal can be used to encode information. This
modulation format is known as polarisation shift keying (Pol-SK); however, due to
the need for active polarisation management at the receiver, Pol-SK has received little
attention over the years [81].
Due to random polarisations drifts during transmission, PM is typically used in
coherent system that allow the tracking of the polarisation rotations using DSP [82].
Equalisation algorithms such as the constant modulus algorithm (CMA) allow one to
approximate the inverse of the channel response to recover the original polarisation
state of the signal [83]. PM is used in the work described in this thesis to maximise the
amount of information transmitted by the systems under study. Simulations neglected
effect of polarisation mode dispersion (PMD) to focus on different transmission effects;
and experimental work used the CMA algorithm to recover the polarisation states.
2.2.2 Advanced modulation formats
Aided by the use of coherent receivers and DSP, the implementation of more efficient
modulation schemes was performed. The electrical field of an optical carrier is defined
as follows [82]:
E(t) = Re
[
Ae(iφ−iω0t)
]
, (2.4)
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Figure 2.1: Example of advanced modulation formats used in optical fibre communication
systems, a) QPSK and b) 16-QAM.
where A is the amplitude, φ is the phase and ω0 is the carrier frequency. By using both
the amplitude and the phase of an optical carrier to encode information it is possible
to increase the spectral efficiency of transmission systems, compared to amplitude
modulated systems.
Of particular interest for coherent optical communication systems are quadrature
amplitude modulation (QAM) formats. To generate QAM formats, an optical carrier is
split into two waves, out of phase from each other by 90◦, and modulated in amplitude
before being recombined. A constellation diagram is used to represent modulated QAM
waveforms, and it displays the signal as a XY-plane diagram in the complex plane at
symbol sampling instants. The X and Y axis of the diagram represents the in-phase
and in-quadrature carriers, respectively, that form the QAM waveform. Fig. 2.1 shows
examples of two frequently used modulation formats in optical communication system,
QPSK and 16-QAM.
A QAM constellation formed by a total of M symbols, carries log2(M) bits of
information per symbol, thereby increasing the number of symbols contained in the
modulation format leads to improvements in spectral efficiency.
In experiments and simulations performed during the research reported in this thesis
different modulation formats were used. Experimental demonstrations in chapters 4 and
5 employed higher order modulation formats such as 64- and 256-QAM to maximise
the throughput of the transmission system. On the other hand, simulation work from
chapters 3 and 5 focused on physical phenomena experienced during fibre propagation,
therefore 16-QAM was used for this purpose.
2.3 Impairments of the optical fibre channel
2.3.1 Chromatic dispersion
In an optical fibre different frequency components travel at different group velocities.
This effect is known as group velocity dispersion (GVD), and it affects a pulse being
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propagated in an optical fibre by temporally spreading it, since different spectral com-
ponents reach the destination at different times. If ∆ω is the spectral width of an optical
pulse, after travelling along a fibre length of Ls, the total pulse broadening is given by
[82]:
∆T =
d
dω
(
Ls
vg
)
∆ω= Ls
d2β
dω2
∆ω= LSβ2∆ω, (2.5)
where vg is the group velocity, and the parameter β2 is known as the GVD parameter.
Usually, optical fibre manufacturers use a different parameter, called the dispersion
parameter D whose physical units are ps·km−1·nm−1, and is related to β2 as follows:
D =−2pic
λ2
β2, (2.6)
where λ is the wavelength of the optical wave and c is speed of light in vacuum. This
way, the evolution of a signal travelling through an optical fibre with complex amplitude
A(z, t) in the presence of chromatic dispersion is given by
dA(z, t)
dz
=−iβ2
2
∂2A(z, t)
∂t2
. (2.7)
This equation can be solved analytically using a Fourier transform, and the frequency
domain transfer function is then given by:
A˜(z,ω) = A˜(0,ω)ei
β2
2 ω
2z, (2.8)
where A˜(z,ω) is the Fourier transform of A(z, t). Dispersion can cause inter-symbol
interference if the broadening of the pulse is larger than the assigned time slot for it,
and eventually limit the propagation distance or the data rate. For standard single-mode
fibre used in telecommunication, the dispersion parameter D has a value of about
16 ps·km−1·nm−1 at λ = 1550 nm. To minimise the effects of chromatic dispersion,
different fibre types have been developed. The development of dispersion shifted
fibre (DSF) was realised by tailoring the core-cladding profile to shift the zero dispersion
wavelength from the 1300 nm region to 1550 nm. However DSF was not suitable for use
in multichannel systems, due to the enhancement of nonlinear effects such as four-wave
mixing. A different approach to manage dispersion in optical fibres is to compensate for
the accumulated dispersion after the signal has propagated. For this purpose fibres with
negative dispersion values were developed. This way, a fibre based optical solution to
the dispersion problem emerged. The use of dispersion maps was introduced, where the
accumulated dispersion of a fibre span was compensated by a dispersion compensating
fibre (DCF) module. DCF, however, showed a high attenuation due to its long length
of several kilometres. The introduction of the coherent receiver and DSP techniques
allowed one to compensate for the total link dispersion at the receiver. By using the
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inverse of Eq. (2.8), a digital filter can be realised to compensate for the effects of
dispersion on the received signal [83].
Compensation of chromatic dispersion impairments is necessary in every optical
communication system. It allows for the detection of signals without inter-symbol
interference, which is critical to successfully demodulate and decode the transmitted
data. The use of uncompensated transmission links, where dispersion is compensated
digitally at the receiver, has offered several benefits over dispersion managed systems.
The amplifier design has become simpler and cheaper without the need to support
additional losses from the DCF modules. Additionally, dispersion uncompensated
systems are less affected by nonlinear distortions due to the temporal spreading of the
transmitted pulses.
2.3.2 Attenuation
When light is propagated through a medium, the intensity of the optical field is atten-
uated. The power of the optical signal is related to the attenuation of the medium as
follows [82]:
dP
dz
=−αP, (2.9)
where α is known as the attenuation coefficient of the medium. It is possible to solve
this differential equation to find the optical power after propagation over a fibre of
length Ls, and is given by:
Pout = Pine−αLs, (2.10)
where Pout and Pin represent optical power after and before propagation. In optical
fibres, the attenuation coefficient depends on the wavelength of the signal and the main
physical processes responsible for it are Rayleigh scattering and infra-red absorption. A
lower limit on attenuation (αT ) can be calculated from [84]:
αT = αR+αIR, (2.11)
where αR and αIR are the contributions from Rayleigh scattering and infra-red absorp-
tion respectively and are defined as:
αR =
A
λ4
, (2.12)
αIR = Bexp(Jλ) , (2.13)
where A, B and J are different constants that depend on the fibre type. For standard
Single Mode Fibre (SMF) they are: A = 8.5×10−25, B = 4.6×10−14 and J = 1.72×
107 [85].
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Figure 2.2: Fibre attenuation coefficient (α) as a function of optical wavelength.
In Fig. 2.2, the attenuation coefficient as a function of wavelength is illustrated for
an optical fibre according to Eq. (2.11). Of special interest is the region between 1300
and 1700 nm, that shows the lowest loss for single mode transmission, and corresponds
to a total bandwidth of approximately 50 THz.
Recent advances in fibre fabrication made possible to reduce the attenuation coef-
ficient of single mode fibres. The use of pure silica core together with fluorine as a
cladding dopant ensured the reduction of compositional Rayleigh scattering. To date,
the lowest attenuation coefficient reported is of 0.1419 dB/km at 1560 nm [86]. Re-
duction of the attenuation coefficient is critical for long haul and submarine systems, it
allows to increase the repeater spacing or reduce the output power requirements of the
optical amplifiers.
To overcome attenuation in optical fibres transmission, optical amplifiers are em-
ployed. They are optical devices capable of amplifying the amplitude of an optical
signal. The amplification process, however, generates amplified spontaneous emis-
sion (ASE) that corresponds to incoherent amplified light produced by the spontaneous
emission process and is added to the optical signal as noise during amplification.
2.3.3 Nonlinear effects
The core of an optical fibre, the section through which the light is guided, has a diameter
of 8 µm for standard single mode fibres. Due to this small size and the low attenuation
of optical fibres, the light confined in it has high intensity, leading to nonlinear effects
that can be divided into three categories:
• Stimulated light scattering: is the process where light is scattered generating a
new lower energy frequency component. Two different scattering processes can be
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distinguished as Brillouin and Raman, the main difference between them being the
frequency shift experienced by the newly generated photons. Brillouin scattering
has a frequency shift of approximately 10 GHz, while Raman scattered photons
experience a shift of approximately 13 THz. The fundamental difference between
both nonlinear scattering phenomena is the nature of the phonons that participate
in the process: while acoustic phonons participate in Brillouin scattering, optical
phonons are responsible for Raman scattering. This also determines the frequency
shift experienced in both processes. When the intensity of the incident light field
exceeds a threshold value, both processes become stimulated. Both scattering
processes can be detrimental for communication systems as they result in a loss
of optical power for signals propagating through optical fibres.
• Nonlinear phase modulation: when the intensity of an optical field confined in
an optical fibre is high, the refractive index of the medium is modified due to
the Kerr effect. This effect causes an intensity dependence in the propagation
constant as follows [82]
β′ = β+ γP, (2.14)
where γ = 2pin2/(Aeffλ) is known as the nonlinear coefficient, n2 and Aeff cor-
respond to the nonlinear refractive index and effective area of the optical fibre
respectively. Effective area is defined as Aeff = piw, where w is the radius of the
optical field, also known as the spot size. Usually for SMF, γ ≈ 1 W−1km−1.
When an optical wave is propagated through an optical fibre β′ will cause a
nonlinear phase shift. If the phase shift occurs due to the power of the chan-
nel on itself the effect is known as self phase modulation (SPM); on the other
hand, if the effect is caused due the intensity of adjacent channels it is known a
cross-phase modulation (XPM). Nonlinear phase modulation will induce phase
distortions into signals being transmitted through the fibre channel as the power
is increased. Nonlinear phase modulation is translated into amplitude noise due
to the interplay between Kerr nonlinearity and chromatic dispersion, thus limiting
the performance of transmission systems.
• Parametric processes: Third order parametric processes can be observed in op-
tical fibres, involving nonlinear interactions between four optical waves. Phenom-
ena such as third-harmonic generation, four wave mixing (FWM) and parametric
amplification fall into this category. FWM has been extensively studied in optical
fibres due to its efficiency to generate new wavelengths. When 3 optical waves
of frequencies ω1, ω2 and ω3 propagate through an optical fibre, a new wave of
frequency ω4 given by:
ω4 = ω1±ω2±ω3 (2.15)
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is generated. In practice, most of the combinations of frequencies are not
generated due to phase matching conditions; however the combination ω4 =
ω1+ω2−ω3 becomes nearly phase matched at wavelengths close to the zero dis-
persion point. FWM impacts communication systems by transferring power from
signal waves to new frequency components, and increasing crosstalk between
channels. Nonetheless FWM has several applications in optical communica-
tions systems, such as wavelength conversion or the generation of optical phase-
conjugated signals.
The increase of the effective area of optical fibres has allowed the reduction of non-
linear effects and the use of higher signal powers. Commercially available optical fibres
such as Corning® Vascade® offer different effective areas for different applications,
from 27 µm2 for negative dispersion fibres up to 150 µm2 for long-haul systems.
2.3.4 Propagation of pulses through optical fibres
2.3.4.1 Nonlinear Schrödinger equation
The mathematical description of the propagation effects in an optical fibre is usually
performed by including the different effects into one single equation known as the
nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) [82]. The NLSE for fibre propagation is given
by:
dA
dz
=−α
2
A− iβ2
2
∂2A
∂t2
+ iγ|A|2A, (2.16)
where the slowly-varying complex envelope of the optical field A(z, t) is notated as A.
This equation includes all the previously mentioned propagation impairments and needs
to be solved numerically in order to design or evaluate system performance. Some
simplifying assumptions are required for the derivation of Eq. (2.16). In particular, one
uses the slowly varying envelope assumption [82], where the central frequency of the
carrier (ω0) is assumed to be much greater than the signal bandwidth (∆ω), such that
∆ω/ω0 << 1. The use of carrier frequencies of hundreds of THz makes this assumption
valid for pulses as short as 0.1 ps. The NLSE describes the evolution of a single
polarisation signal; however it does not account for the effects of fibre birefringence.
Birefringence is the property of a material whose refractive index presents a dependence
on polarisation and propagation direction of light. The use of the NLSE for optical
fibre communication systems therefore leads to a description of the signal propagation
where the polarisation-dependent effects, such as PMD, are ignored. In order to study
the polarisation-dependent effects, a vectorial form of Eq. (2.16) is needed, known as
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the coupled NLSE [87] given by:
dAX
dz
=−α
2
AX − iβ22
∂2AX
∂t2
+ iγ
(
|AX |2+ 23 |AY |
2
)
AX +
iγ
3
A∗X A
2
Y exp(−2i∆βz)
dAY
dz
=−α
2
AY − iβ22
∂2AY
∂t2
+ iγ
(
|AY |2+ 23 |AX |
2
)
AY +
iγ
3
A∗Y A
2
X exp(−2i∆βz),
(2.17)
where AX and AY are the complex amplitudes of the X and Y polarisations, and ∆β
corresponds to the phase mismatch between both polarisations.
2.3.4.2 Manakov equation
Where the effect of birefringence cannot be ignored, as in transmission system using
more than a single polarisation state to transmit information, the Manakov equation
should be used. Optical fibre communication systems typically present birefringence
beat lengths, transmission distance after which a 2pi phase delay between polarisation is
found, in the range of 10–100 m, and rapid changes in the orientation of the birefringence
of 0.3–300 m [88]. Due to the rapidly varying nature of fibre birefringence, the Manakov
equation is obtained from the coupled NLSE [89] by averaging the nonlinear mixing
between states of polarisation over the Poincaré sphere. From [89], the Manakov
equation is given by :
dAX
dz
=−α
2
AX − iβ22
∂2AX
∂t2
+
8
9
iγ
(|AX |2+ |AY |2)AX
dAY
dz
=−α
2
AY − iβ22
∂2AY
∂t2
+
8
9
iγ
(|AY |2+ |AX |2)AY . (2.18)
It is worth noting that the coupled NLSE and the Manakov equation converge to the
same results, as the spatial resolution used to solve them is increased (or as the step size
used is decreased).
2.3.4.3 Split step Fourier method
Both the NLSE and the Manakov equations are nonlinear partial differential equations
that generally do not have analytical solutions. In order to solve these equations, a
numerical approach is required. One of the methods that is used to numerically solve
these equations is the split-step Fourier method (SSFM) [82]. To explain the SSFM, the
NLSE is used as an example. Eq. 2.16 can be conveniently rewritten as follows:
dA
dz
= (Dˆ+ Nˆ)A, (2.19)
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where Dˆ is the differential operator that accounts for loss and dispersion (linear effects),
and Nˆ is the operator that accounts for fibre nonlinearities. The operators are defined as:
Dˆ =−α
2
− iβ2
2
∂2
∂t2
,
Nˆ = iγ|A|2.
(2.20)
The SSFM obtains an approximate solution to Eq. (2.16) by assuming that in the
propagation of the optical field over a small distance, both linear and nonlinear effects
act independently. Therefore, the transmission from a distance z to z+h is given by:
A(z+h, t) = exp(hDˆ)exp(hNˆ)A(z, t), (2.21)
where the linear operator exp(hDˆ) is evaluated in the frequency domain using the
Fourier transform operator. As mentioned, the SSFM obtains an approximate solution
to the propagation equation that is in general valid as long as the assumptions used for
the derivation of the propagation equation hold.
2.3.5 Estimating system performance in the presence of nonlinear-
ites
To evaluate the performance of an optical transmission system, numerical simulations
are required to solve Eq. (2.16). This is the most accurate option to analyse the wave-
forms that are transmitted through a fibre channel; it is, however, also the most complex
one. Due to the recursive nature of the SSFM and the necessity of a high spatial resolu-
tion to correctly approximate the solution of Eq. (2.16), alternative approaches were
developed to evaluate the system performance. The introduction of the coherent receiver
and the possibility of using DSP to compensate for fibre impairments, such as chromatic
dispersion [83], lead to the possibility of deploying dispersion uncompensated transmis-
sion links. Together with greatly simplifying link design, dispersion uncompensated
transmission links opened the possibility to assess system performance analysis using
relatively simple analytical models [71, 90–92]. Among them, the Gaussian noise (GN)
model [90] has gained popularity due to its simplicity and accuracy. The GN model
treats nonlinear effects as a perturbation to the signal and it allows one to estimate
a noise variance arising from nonlinear distortions. The system performance can be
determined using:
SNR =
Pch
PASE+PNLI
, (2.22)
where Pch is the transmitted signal power, PASE and PNLI are the noise powers from
ASE and nonlinearity, respectively. Key assumptions from the GN model are that the
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signal behaves statistically as a Gaussian process, an assumption partly achieved in
an uncompensated transmission link due to the effect of dispersion on the transmitted
signal, and that nonlinear distortions manifest themselves as additive Gaussian noise.
This is justified due to the generation of new out-of-phase frequency components within
the bandwidth of interest arising from nonlinear interactions. The new frequency
components effectively interfere with the signal of interest and therefore, the noise
variance arising from nonlinear distortions is usually termed nonlinear interference
(NLI) noise in the GN model literature.
From [90], the power spectral density (PSD) of the NLI noise at the end of a
transmission link can be expressed as:
GNLI(ω) =
16
27
γ2L2eff
·
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
GWDM(ω1)GWDM(ω2)GWDM(ω1+ω2−ω)
·ρ(ω1,ω2,ω) ·χ(ω1,ω2,ω)dω2dω1,
(2.23)
where Leff is the effective nonlinear length defined as Leff =
1−exp(−αLs)
α for a fibre
span of length Ls, GWDM(ω) is the PSD of the transmitted signal, ρ(ω1,ω2,ω) is the
normalised FWM efficiency and χ(ω1,ω2,ω) is the phased-array factor responsible for
the coherent accumulation of NLI noise with distance.
The PSD of an arbitrary signal s(t) is defined as [93]:
S(ω) = lim
T→∞
E
[|sˆ(ω)|2] , (2.24)
where sˆ(ω) is the Fourier transform of the signal s(t) over the finite interval [0,T ] and
E denotes the expected value.
Assuming lumped optical amplification in the link, the FWM efficiency and phased-
array factor are defined as:
ρ(ω1,ω2,ω) =
∣∣∣∣∣1− e−2αLse jβ2Ls(ω1−ω)(ω2−ω)2α− jβ2(ω1−ω)(ω2−ω)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
(2.25)
χ(ω1,ω2,ω) =
sin2(Nsβ2Ls(ω1−ω)(ω2−ω)/2)
sin2(β2Ls(ω1−ω)(ω2−ω)/2)
. (2.26)
2.4 Stimulated Raman scattering
Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) is an inelastic process where light is scattered from
the molecules of a medium. It was originally observed in 1928 [94] in liquids and
gases, and in the second half of the century this nonlinear phenomena was achieved in
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optical fibres [95] and used to amplify optical signals. Since then, stimulated Raman
scattering has been a potential alternative for optical amplification of signals in optical
fibres. Raman amplifiers offer attractive properties, such as the potential to design
broadband amplifiers and improved noise characteristic when used as a distributed
amplifier, compared to lumped optical amplification solutions such as EDFAs [56].
2.4.1 Single pump amplification
Consider, for the sake of simplicity, the case where a monochromatic signal is amplified
by a continuous monochromatic pump source. In this case, signal amplification in an
optical fibre by stimulated Raman scattering is governed by the following set of coupled
equations [96]:
dPs
dz
=−αsPs+
(
gR
Aeff
)
PpPs (2.27)
± dPp
dz
=−αpPp−
(
ωp
ωs
)(
gR
Aeff
)
PsPp, (2.28)
where P is optical power, α is previously defined, ω is the optical frequency of a wave
and the subscripts p and s represent pump and signal frequencies, respectively. gR is
the Raman gain coefficient, which depends on the optical fibre properties. The ± sign
represents a co- and counter-propagating pump wave, respectively. By neglecting deple-
tion of the pump due to signal interactions (the second term of Eq. (2.28), Eq. (2.28)
can easily be integrated for the copropagating case to obtain: Pp(z) = Pp(0)exp(−αpz);
and by replacing this result in Eq. (2.27) the output power of a fibre of length Ls is given
by:
Ps(L) = Ps(0)exp
(
gRPp(0)Leff,amp
Ae f f
−αsLs
)
, (2.29)
where Leff,amp is the effective amplification length of the fibre given by Leff,amp =
1−exp(−αpz)
αp . This represents the effective length where signal amplifications is obtained,
which is reduced from the total fibre length due to pump attenuation.
Once the pump power reaches the Raman threshold, power is rapidly transferred
from pump to the longer wavelength wave, called Stokes wave, almost in an exponential
manner [96]. The Raman threshold is defined as the input pump power at which the
power of the Stokes wave becomes equal to the pump power at the fibre output.
2.4.2 Noise performance of Raman amplifiers
There are three major noise sources when considering a Raman amplified signal
propagating through an optical fibre. These are: (i) spontaneous Raman scattering, (ii)
Rayleigh Backscattering and (iii) relative intensity noise (RIN) transfer from pump
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to signal. The first source, and typically the most important, is also referred to as
ASE noise. The spontaneous scattered photons, generated with random phase and
direction, are added to the amplified signal as noise [56]. The amount of ASE generated
depends on the phonon population in the vibrational state, which in turn depends on the
amplifier temperature. Considering the signal evolution including the noise generated
by spontaneous scattering using the NLSE and neglecting, for simplicity, the dispersive
and nonlinear terms, Eq. (2.16) becomes:
dA
dz
=
1
2
go(z)A− αs2 A+ fn(z, t), (2.30)
where go(z) =
gRPp(z)
ap
is the gain coefficient across the fibre, and fn(z, t) is the ASE
noise added. Since the Raman scattering events are time and space independent of each
other, it is possible to model this process as a Gaussian stochastic process [82], with
zero average and a second moment given by:
〈 f ∗n (z, t) fn(z′, t ′)〉= nsph
ω0
2pi
δ(z− z′)δ(t− t ′), (2.31)
where hω02pi is the photon energy and nsp is the spontaneous emission factor. The two
delta functions in Eq. (2.31) mathematically represent the independent emissions of
photons in time and space. Using Eq. (2.31), it is possible to define the PSD of the ASE
noise as follows:
SASE(ω) = nsph
ω0
2pi
G(Ls,ω)
∫ Ls
0
Pp(z)
G(z,ω)
dz, (2.32)
where G(z,ω) is the amplification factor defined as G(z,ω) = exp
(∫ z
0 gR(ω)
Pp(z′)
ap
dz′
)
The noise is constant at all frequencies, as in the case of AWGN, but in practice it is
limited to the amplifier bandwidth, and can be reduced by placing an optical filter at the
amplifier output. From Eq. (2.32) it is possible to see that the ASE is generated along
the fibre used to achieve amplification.
2.4.3 Types of Raman amplifiers
Depending on the medium chosen to achieve optical amplification through the Raman
effect, there are two different amplifier configurations, namely discrete Raman amplifiers
and distributed Raman amplifiers. Both configurations amplify the signal following the
same physical process, and present the same properties regarding amplifier bandwidth
and noise generation. They are shown in Fig. 2.3.
A discrete Raman amplifier, see Fig. 2.3 a), is the one that utilises a dedicated optical
fibre as the amplification medium. A high power pump is injected into a dedicated
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Figure 2.3: Possible configurations of a Raman amplifier, a) discrete Raman amplifier, b)
distributed Raman amplifier.
fibre, separate from the transmission one, to achieve gain. The fibre selected as the gain
medium usually has a high Raman gain coefficient, a property closely related to the
nonlinear coefficient of the fibre. Early studies on the topic proposed the use of DCF
as the gain medium for this type of amplifiers [96][Ch. 4] due to their small effective
area and large Raman gain coefficient. Later research proposed the use of highly
nonlinear photonic crystal fibres, highly nonlinear fibres (HNLF) and inverse dispersion
fibres (IDF) [97–99], all of which offer the possibility of retaining the dispersion
unmanaged properties of modern transmission links. Despite the reasearch performed
in the early 2000s for discrete Raman amplifiers, the majority of the literature focuses
on the amplifier gain properties and linear impairments. References on the nonlinear
impairments introduced by discrete Raman amplifiers can be found in [100, 101],
both using DCF as the gain medium, and only [101] focusing on the implications on
transmission systems.
A distributed Raman amplifier is one that uses the transmission fibre as a gain
medium. In this case, a high pump power is coupled directly into the transmission fibre.
Distributed Raman amplifiers offer an improved noise performance compared to any
discrete amplifier solution.
Depending on the direction the pump is launched into the fibre, different amplifier
configurations are possible. If pump and optical signal propagate together in the same
direction, the amplifier is said to be in a forward-pumping configuration. Alternatively,
if signal and pump propagate in opposite directions, the amplifier is said to employ a
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backward-pumping configuration. When a pump is used in both directions, the amplifier
is said to be bi-directionally pumped. Each configuration presents different noise
properties, in terms of ASE generation, nonlinear effects and other impairments such as
relative intensity noise transfer.
Equation (2.32) describes the evolution of ASE noise in any Raman amplifier
configuration, however, the value of the gain coefficient and the direction the pump
is propagated will determine the total amount of ASE generated by the amplifier. In
general, discrete Raman amplifiers present a higher noise figure than their distributed
counterparts.
2.5 Nonlinearity compensation
The Kerr nonlinearity imposes a limit to the maximum throughput a single optical
channel can achieve after transmission through a fibre channel, by introducing power
dependant distortions that limit the received SNR. Luckily, the majority of the dis-
tortions are deterministic and, with knowledge of the optical field at the receiver, it
is possible to compensate for their effects. However, the interactions between ASE
noise and nonlinearties are a stochastic process due to the nature of ASE noise, and
compensation of such effects remains an open research question. This section will
address 3 different nonlinearity compensation schemes studied throughout this thesis,
namely DBP, OPC, and the use of Volterra series frequency equaliser (VSFE).
2.5.1 Optical phase conjugation
The concept of OPC was introduced by Yariv, Fekete and Pepper in [67] as a way of
compensating for chromatic dispersion effects in a transmission medium, and it was
subsequently extended to include the effects from Kerr nonlinearity [68]. The use
of OPC for dispersion compensation in optical communication systems was experi-
mentally demonstrated in [102], and proposed for joint compensation of dispersion
and Kerr nonlinearity later in [103, 104]. OPC remained as an alternative to disper-
sion compensating fibres during the early 2000s. Early demonstrations of OPC for
optical communication systems employed SOA or periodically polled Lithium-Niobate
waveguides as nonlinear media to conjugate the optical signals [105]
The principle of operation of a transmission system with an OPC is shown in Fig. 2.4
and works as follows. The link is comprised of Ns spans with attenuation coefficient,
GVD parameter and nonlinear coefficient α,β2 and γ, respectively. Considering that the
propagation of pulses in an optical fibre is governed by the NLSE shown in Eq. (2.16),
the complex conjugate of the NLSE is given by [104]:
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of a transmission using OPC for nonlinearity compensation.
dA∗
dz
=−α
2
A∗+ i
β2
2
∂2A∗
∂t2
− iγ|A∗|2A∗. (2.33)
Comparing Eq. (2.16) with Eq. (2.33) we can observe that Eq. (2.33) is equivalent
to the NLSE with with opposite signs for the dispersion and nonlinear terms. When
OPC is placed in the middle of the link, this property allows one to undo the dispersion
accumulated in the first Ns/2 spans in the second Ns/2 spans. Since nonlinearities
depend on the instant power of the optical field, it is not always possible to perfectly
compensate for nonlinear distortions. The nonlinear compensation achieved by OPC
is limited by the asymmetric strength of the Kerr effect relative to the conjugation
point. This is caused by the asymmetric light intensity changes along the link due
to fibre loss. From Eq. (2.33) it can be noted that the conjugation of the field does
not affect the effect of attenuation. Perfect compensation of nonliearities can only be
achieved with symmetry in the signal power profile relative to the conjugation point,
that is if α(z) =−α(2L− z), where L is the conjugation point. The symmetry condition
is hard to achieve in practice, and can only be approached using complex distributed
amplification schemes.
Table 2.1 summarises the latest experiment results obtained using OPC as a nonlin-
ear compensation scheme. Experimental demonstrations of OPC have relied on complex
amplification schemes to improve the sigal power symmetry conditions in transmission
links: in [70] the fibre spans were amplified using second order, bi-directionally pumped
Raman amplification to obtain a 6 dB power excursion and spans with a symmetry of
82%. Furthermore, other experimental demonstrations have employed Raman ampli-
fication and obtained a superior performance from the systems with OPC as seen in
[106, 107, 114, 115, 117, 118]. Although the above mentioned advanced amplification
technologies offer improved performance when used jointly with OPC, the vast majority
of optical links still employ EDFAs to amplify signals during transmission. A lack of
signal power symmetry affects the performance of OPC as a NLC method. However,
demonstrations of EDFA-based systems employing OPC have been shown to offer NLC
gains up 2.5 dB in the system Q-factor [1, 105, 108, 109, 119]. The gains of 2.5 dB
in Q-factor reported in [1, 2] using 64-QAM are extremely large for the used system
configuration. However, they are not consistent with the results presented therein using
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16-QAM, where a gain of 0.6 dB was found. Modern optical fibre transmission systems
do not use in-line DCF, and therefore, if OPC is to become an attractive nonlinear
compensation scheme for future systems it needs to efficiently work under practical
conditions.
2.5.2 Digital back-propagation
The idea behind DBP is a very simple and elegant one: with the knowledge of the
full optical field, digitally reverse the fibre propagation using an inverted fibre link
with negative signs in the attenuation, dispersion and nonlinear coefficients. This can
effectively undo the impairments generated during transmission. It relies on the use of
coherent receivers to convert the optical field into an electrical one. A schematic diagram
of the DBP concept is presented in Fig. 2.5. This scheme was proposed in 2005 in [61]
and later studied in [62]. To digitally back-propagate the received signal, Eq. (2.16)
needs to be solved using reversed signs for the fibre paramters. Computationally this is
a very complex process as it requires the use of the SSFM, that is naturally recursive
and requires high spatial resolution. Different approaches have been proposed in order
to simplify DBP: for example, the use of finite impulse response (FIR) filters as shown
in [62], or the use of reduced number of steps to solve the NLSE in the backwards
direction [120]. Recently, the use of perturbation theory has also been proposed to
Table 2.1: Summary of OPC experimental demonstrations.
Ref
Throughput
(Tb/s)
N◦ chan-
nels
Modulation
format
Transmission
distance
(km)
Max Gain
(dB)
[105] 1.8 44 QPSK 3402 0.5
[106] 1.024 8 QPSK 6000 0.8
[107] 0.912 8 QPSK 10400 1
[108] 0.64 22 16-QAM 800 0.8
[109] 1.12 5 16-QAM 800 0.9
[110] 0.38 3 QPSK 800 3.6
[111] 1.1 24 QPSK 144 1
[112] 2.048 8 16-QAM 900 1
[70] 4 60 16-QAM 2000 0.79
[2] 0.48 6 16-QAM 834 3
[113] 0.2 1 16-QAM 800 0.5
[114] 1.024 8 16-QAM 900 1.1
[1] 960 6 64-QAM 400 2.5
[115] 13.6 92 16-QAM 3840 0.7
[116] 3.6 30 QPSK 2400 2.3
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of a transmission using DBP for nonlinearity compensation.
reduce the number of steps in the DBP algorithm allowing an accurate estimation of the
nonlinearity [121].
As the transmitted bandwidth and the number of channels is increased, the per-
formance of DBP will be limited by 3 different factors, namely the back-propagation
bandwidth, the algorithm complexity and stochastic effects. The receiver bandwidth
determines the fraction of the optical bandwidth that can be back-propagated, and, if
the optical bandwidth is larger than that of the receiver, DBP will perform incomplete
nonlinearity mitigation. After DBP, the signal will have residual distortions generated
from XPM from the uncompensated section of the transmitted spectrum. The possible
gains from using single channel DBP, a technique where DBP is only applied over a
single channel, has been studied in [122] showing a logarithmic reduction on the gains
offered by DBP as the bandwidth increases. If the receiver bandwidth is large enough
it can be used to back-propagate multiple channels at the same time, multichannel
digital back-propagation (MC-DBP), allowing for larger improvements compared to
single channel DBP. However, the complexity of the DBP algorithm rapidly increases
as the back-propagated bandwidth grows [123], requiring a higher spatial resolution
per span to correctly invert the NLSE and account for XPM effects. Finally, stochastic
effects such as PMD can limit the performance of DBP when large bandwidths are
transmitted and back-propagated. PMD causes different state of polarisations of light
to travel at different speeds through the optical fibre, therefore DBP is not able to
compensate for cross-polarisation nonlinear effects as it does not know exactly where
in the fibre they occurred. However, improvements to the standard DBP scheme have
been proposed recently in order to account for the effect of PMD [124, 125], allowing
for an improvement on the gains obtained using the DBP algorithm.
2.5.3 Volterra series frequency equaliser
An alternative to evaluate the NLSE for signal propagation through optical fibre is to
use Volterra series expansion. The use of the Volterra series transfer function (VSTF) to
model the behaviour of optical transmission systems including dispersive and nonlinear
effects was first proposed by Peddanarappagari and Brandt-Pearce [71]. As opposed to
solving the NLSE, VSTF offers the possibility of analysing a transmission system in a
non-recursive manner potentially decreasing the computation complexity compared to
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of a transmission using Volterra series frequency equaliser for nonlinear-
ity compensation.
the SSFM. VSTF can be used to represent systems with any order or nonlinearities, and
it was found in [71] that a third-order VSTF is comparable to using the SSF method for
optical communication links. Additionally, the third-order term in the Volterra series
was shown to be equivalent to the first-order regular perturbation solution of the NLSE
[92].
The VSTF for the system presented in Fig. 2.6 is given by [71]
A˜(z,ω) = A˜(0,ω)H1(z,ω)
+
∫∫
A˜(0,ω2)A˜∗(0,ω1)A˜(0,ω−ω2+ω1)H3(z,ω,ω1,ω2)dω1dω2,
(2.34)
where A˜(z,ω) is the Fourier transform of the optical field at a transmission distance z
and angular frequency ω. The functions H1(z,ω) and H3(z,ω,ω1,ω2) are known as the
Volterra kernels, and can be regarded as higher-order transfer functions of the system.
In particular, the linear kernel H1(z,ω) accounts for dispersion and attenuation and is
defined in the frequency domain as follows:
H1(z,ω) = e(−
α
2+i
β2
2 ω
2)z. (2.35)
The third-order kernel H3(z,ω,ω1,ω2), which accounts for nonlinear effects, is defined
in the frequency domain as:
H3(z,ω,ω1,ω2) = i
8
9
γH1(z,ω)F1(ω,ω1,ω2)ξ(ω,ω1,ω2,Ns), (2.36)
where the total transmitted distance is z = LsNs with span of length Ls and total number
of spans Ns. The FWM efficiency for one span F1(ω,ω1,ω2) is defined as:
F1(ω,ω1,ω2) =
1− e−αLs+iβ2(ω−ω2)(ω1−ω2)Ls
−α+ iβ2(ω−ω2)(ω1−ω2) (2.37)
and the phased array term ξ(ω,ω1,ω2,Ns), responsible for the coherent accumulation
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of nonlinearities over the total number of spans Ns is defined as:
ξ(ω,ω1,ω2,Ns) =
Ns
∑
n=1
eiβ2(n−1)(ω−ω2)(ω1−ω2)Ls. (2.38)
To use the VSTF to compensate for nonlinearities at the receiver, a Volterra series
frequency equaliser (VSFE) can be used to reconstruct the original transmitted optical
field using the received field. Both linear and third-order kernels need to be applied in
the opposite direction, in a back-propagation manner, to the received signal. Finally, the
approximation of the transmitted signal A(ω) is given by:
A˜(0,ω) = A˜(z,ω)H1(−z,ω)
+
∫∫
A˜(z,ω2)A˜∗(z,ω1)A˜(z,ω−ω2+ω1)H3(−z,ω,ω1,ω2)dω1dω2,
(2.39)
with A˜(z,ω) representing the received signal at frequency ω. Demonstrations, either
experimental or numerical, of VSFE used as nonlinearity compensation method can be
found in the literature. VSFE has been previously studied to compensate for nonlinear-
ities in optical fibre communication systems mainly through numerical simulations in
[126–130], showing performance gains similar to DBP with the potential of reducing
the computational complexity, depending on the specific used VSFE implementation.
Additionally, an experimental demonstration of VSFE was shown in [131]. In section
5.2, VSFE will be used for the first time in an OPC-based transmission link to improve
the performance of both nonlinear compensation schemes.
2.6 Experimental testbed
The experiments performed whilst conducting the research described in this thesis were
performed using the optical networks group’s (ONG) experimental test bed. Throughout
this thesis the transmission link used for the propagation of signals was varied depending
on the purpose of the study. Section 4.1 used a recirculating loop configuration, allowing
one to explore the nonlinear effects generated during fibre propagation for links with
lengths in excess of 1000 km. Section 4.2 used a single fibre span with a maximum
distance of 200 km to isolate the effects of SRS between the transmitted channels
from the different components that introduce a wavelength dependent gain/loss, such
as optical amplifiers and passive components. Section 5.1 used an installed optical
network as the transmission link to investigate the performance of OPC in a practical
transmission scenario. While different transmission links were used for the experiments
described in this thesis, the optical transmitter and receiver remained the same for all
experiments and are described in the following section. The optical transmitter and
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of the experimental setup of the optical networks group (ONG) transmit-
ter.
receiver are among the most important assets from the ONG, and these have been in use
for years. The current transmitter was put together by Drs. Kai Shi, Sezer ErkÄs´lÄs´nç,
Zhixin Liu and Lidia Galdino. The high-speed coherent receiver used in the experiments
was build before I joined the group on 2014.
2.6.1 Optical transmitter
A general schematic of the optical transmitter is shown in Fig. 2.7. External cavity
lasers (ECL) were used as optical carriers to modulate information. Depending on the
experiment, a different number of ECLs was used, with a maximum of 14 laser sources
used in section 5.1. The ECLs had a nominal linewidth of 100 kHz and maximum output
power of 16 dBm. The ECLs were coupled together into separate signal paths using two
8x1 couplers, this was performed to ensure decorrelation between adjacent channels by
forming odd and even channels. Each signal path was subsequently connected to an
individual IQ-modulator driven by the electrically amplified outputs from a 92 GS/s
digital-to-analogue converter (DAC). The drive signals were generated offline using
MatLab. Sequencues of 215−1 pseudo-random bits were mapped into QAM formats
with 4, 16, 64 and 256 symbols per constellation. A digital root raised cosine (RRC)
filter was used to spectrally shape the signals and pre-emphasis was applied to overcome
the electrical response of the transmitter components, including the limited bandwidth
of electrical amplifiers and optical modulators. The experiments described in sections
3.2 and 4.1 were performed using single-polarisation modulators. In this case, dual
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of the experimental setup of the ONG receiver.
polarisation (PM) signals were emulated by splitting the modulated carrier into two
copies, delaying one relative to the other and rotating the polarisation state of one copy
by 90◦. Both polarisations were then re-combined by a polarisation beam combiner. The
remaining experiments in sections 4.2 and 5.1 used a dual-polarisation IQ-modulators
avoiding the need for the polarisation multiplexing emulation stage.
To emulate the transmission of bandwidths larger than the available number of
sources, spectrally-shaped amplified spontaneous emission (SS-ASE) noise was used.
SS-ASE was generated separately in each transmission band (C and L-bands) by a pair
of EDFAs, and subsequently shaped by a wavelength selective switch (WSS). The WSS
was also used to create a notch in the SS-ASE, with an extinction ratio of 35 dB, to
couple the modulated signals without compromising their optical signal-to-noise ratio.
The validity of this methodology was verified in [132, 133], showing that this technique
provides a conservative measure of system performance.
2.6.2 Optical receiver
A general schematic of the optical receiver is shown in Fig. 2.8. At the receiver, the
desired signal was filtered using a band-pass filter (BPF) with 120 GHz bandwidth,
and subsequently amplified before entering the coherent receiver. A separate ECL,
with the same parameters as the ones used in the transmitter, was used as the local
oscillator (LO). Signal and LO were combined using a 90◦ hybrid and detection was
carried out by balanced photodetectors with 70 GHz electrical bandwidth and sampled
by a real-time digital oscilloscope with an analogue electrical bandwidth of 63 GHz
at 160 GSa/s. The digitised signal samples were processed off-line to compensate for
channel impairments and carrier phase was estimated. The DSP chain was comprised of:
electronic dispersion compensation (EDC) performed in the frequency domain, matched
filter (MF), channel equalisation (EQ) using a radius directed equaliser [134], with
the constant modulus algorithm equaliser used for pre-convergence [135]. The carrier
phase was estimated (CPE) per polarisation using a decision-directed phase estimation
algorithm [136]. Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation (GSO) [137] was performed in order
to correct for any sub-optimal phase bias in the transmitter and receiver.
As performance metrics SNR and MI between the transmitted and received symbols
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are used in this thesis.
For the experimental and simulation studies performed in this thesis, SNR was
estimated using the received symbols after the DSP chain using:
SNR =
P
σ2Noise
(2.40)
with the variance of the noise power was calculated as:
σ2Noise = E
(|y[n]− x[n]|2) , (2.41)
where yn and xn are the received and transmitted symbols, respectively.
SNR was used as the performance metric when the amount of noise, either linear or
nonlinear, in system was the studied variable.
Although SNR is a performance metric useful for understanding how much noise
is generated in the transmission link, it does not translate directly to the rates at which
the system can transmit information. As described in section 2.1, recent works have
highlighted the importance on quantifying the performance for systems employing
coded modulation schemes, or FEC codes. For this purpose, the MI is a more reliable
indicator of the performance of coded optical fibre systems, regardless of the specific
channel used for transmission [73].
In this thesis, MI was also used as a system performance metric and it was calculated
from the transmitted and received symbol for each polarisation, using a mismatched
decoder approach with a Gaussian auxiliary channel [138][Eq. (14)]. Further details on
the MI calculations are found in appendix A.
2.7 Conclusion
This chapter reviewed the most important concepts to understand the research described
in the following chapters. Chapter 3 will use the theory presented in sections 2.4 and
2.5, while chapters 4 and 5 will mainly use the theory from sections 2.3 and 2.5.
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Raman amplification as an alternative for
higher capacity systems
OPTICAL amplification was one of the enabling technologies that allowed forrevolutionary capacity increases of optical communication systems duringthe early 90s. After the development of high-gain, broadband EDFAs in
the late 80s [139], EDFAs became the number one choice for amplification in optical
communication systems. It became evident later on however, that the bandwidth re-
strictions of the EDFA would impose a limit on the maximum throughput that optical
communications are able to transmit. Alternative solutions to the EDFA are required
to maximise the use of the bandwidth that is available for the transmission of signal in
single mode optical fibres. In this context, all-Raman systems can extend the ampli-
fication bandwidth across the low-loss region of silica fibres allowing for distributed
compensation of signal attenuation with improved noise performance, as described in
section 2.4.
The work described in this chapter studies the benefits and challenges of Raman
amplifiers to increase the throughput of optical communication systems. An experi-
mental characterisation of the SRS effect was performed in section 3.1 to validate the
numerical methods used to simulate Raman amplifiers.
Despite the improved noise performance offered by distributed Raman amplification,
for some transmission scenarios such as network configurations with high losses due
to routing components, or readily deployed links, a discrete optical amplification
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Figure 3.1: Experimental setup to characterise Raman amplifiers.
solution may be a more attractive solution. For this reason, section 3.2 describes the
experimental characterisation of different gain fibres used to build discrete broadband
Raman amplifiers, and their transmission performance.
Finally, section 3.3 details the study of distributed Raman amplifiers as an alternative
for EDFAs in long-haul transmission systems. The linear and nonlinear regimes were
studied, and for the first time, the benefits of using distributed Raman amplifiers in
combination with DBP in long haul transmission systems occupying the full C-band
were evaluated.
3.1 Raman gain and signal power profile
As described in chapter 2, Raman amplification is obtained through stimulated Raman
scattering between a high power pump and an optical signal. During this process,
energy is transferred from a pump wave to a signal wave by a factor proportional to the
Raman gain coefficient. The Raman gain coefficient is, therefore, the main property
that determines the amount of amplification that can be obtained using a pump wave.
Due to the small values of the Raman coefficient in silica based fibres (approximately
0.3 W−1km−1 for SMF), long fibre lengths and high powers (compared to EDFAs) are
required to observe amplification. This implies that the transmitted signal is amplified
using fibres with lengths of several kilometres, which affects the signal power evolution
along the fibre, and as a result modifies the nonlinear behaviour of the amplifier. The
same phenomenon is observed for either configuration of Raman amplifiers, discrete or
distributed, and for any pumping scheme. Therefore, an experimental characterisation
was performed in order to, firstly, measure the Raman gain coefficient for a standard
transmission fibre (SMF) and, subsequently, characterise the signal power profile to be
able to emulate the Raman amplifier in numerical simulation.
The experimental setup used to characterise the optical fibre is shown in Fig. 3.1. A
single tuneable laser was used as a signal together with SMF spans of different lengths
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Figure 3.2: Raman gain coefficient measured for single mode fibre.
used as the transmission fibre. Two polarisation multiplexed high power laser diodes
centred at 1445 nm were used as pump source emitting a total of 200 mW optical power.
The pump power into the transmission fibre was monitored using a power meter and the
output signal amplitude after the fibre span was measured using an optical spectrum
analyser.
The on-off gain of a Raman amplifier (Gon−off) is defined as the ratio between the
amplified signal power at the end of the fibre span and the signal power at the output of
the fibre without Raman amplification. Mathematically, this is expressed as:
Gon−off =
Ps(L)
Ps(0)exp(−αsL) = exp(g0L), (3.1)
where g0 = gR
(
P0L
Ae f f Le f f
)
and is known as the small signal gain, a condition that can
be satisfied when no pump depletion is incurred. From Eq. (3.1), the Raman gain
coefficient of an optical fibre can be estimated using:
gR(Ω) =
Aeff
LeffPp(0)
(
log
(
Ps(L)
Ps(0)
)
+αsL
)
, (3.2)
where Ω is the frequency separation between pump and signal. The small signal gain
condition was satisfied in the characterisation by using a signal power into the fibre of
0 dBm.
The Raman gain coefficient, normalised by the fibre’s effective area (Aeff), was
characterised as a function of Ω by changing the wavelength of the tuneable laser,
and the result is shown in Fig. 3.2. The gain coefficient shows a maximum value of
approximately 0.3 W−1km−1 at a frequency separation of approximately 13 THz.
Using the measured gain coefficient value, the theoretical on-off gain for different
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Figure 3.3: Theoretical and experimental on-off gain achieved using 200 mW of pump power
for different span lengths.
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Figure 3.4: OTDR traces for a 50 km span of SMF a) Passive fibre , b) backward pumped
Raman amplifier.
span lengths and a fixed pump power of 200 mW was calculated and compared to the
experimental data. These results are shown in Fig. 3.3. A maximum difference between
the experimental measurements and the theoretical prediction of 0.4 dB was found to be
due to the changes in attenuation coefficient in the fibre spans tested. With knowledge
of the Raman gain coefficient it is possible to use the propagation equations presented in
the previous chapter to describe the characteristic signal evolution in a Raman amplified
fibre span.
To characterise the signal power profile along the span, an optical time domain
reflectometer (OTDR) was used, in place of the tuneable laser source in Fig. 3.1. The
OTDR traces were compared to the power profile obtained using Eqs. (2.27) and (2.28).
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Figure 3.4 shows the results for a 50 km span with and without Raman amplification.
In Fig. 3.4 (a) the OTDR trace can be observed together with the theoretical prediction
for a non-amplified span using Eq. (2.10). For the Raman-amplified span, the pump
power was adjusted in order to compensate the attenuation present in the fibre span.
The OTDR trace and the theoretical signal power profile can be seen in Fig. 3.4 (b).
Again, good agreement can be seen between both curves. The knowledge of the signal
power evolution across the optical fibre can be used to predict system performance
by numerically solving any of the propagation equations, allowing for the analysis of
nonlinear effects arising from the higher signal power across the fibre span.
3.2 Broadband discrete Raman amplifier
One of the main attractive features of SRS is that it can be generated at any wavelength
in silica fibres, as long as a pump power higher than the SRS threshold is provided.
Contrary to the EDFA, where the amplification window is determined by the properties
of the doped fibre, Raman amplifiers can be designed to amplify large optical bandwidths
by multiplexing pump sources at different wavelengths. During the late 1990s, when
dispersion compensated transmission was widely used, the idea of introducing a Raman
pump into the DCF modules to reduce their high loss was proposed. This lead to
the development of discrete or lumped Raman amplifiers, where a dedicated fibre
independent from the transmission link would be used to amplify a signal. This would,
ideally, replace the mature EDFA offering the alternative of amplifying arbitrarily large
bandwidths by employing multiple WDM pumps [8, 55]. Several configurations were
proposed to achieve gains comparable to the ones obtained from EDFAs, such as bi-
directional pumping and dual stage amplifiers. With the rediscovery of the coherent
receiver, dispersion compensation was moved from the transmission line to the receiver,
removing the need for in-line DCF modules. With this in mind, new fibre types were
studied for the development of discrete Raman amplifiers such as highly nonlinear
photonic crystal fibres, highly nonlinear fibres (HNLF) and inverse dispersion fibres
(IDF) [97–99].
Although next-generation systems may be designed using distributed Raman ampli-
fication for higher capacity, discrete Raman amplifiers will remain important to upgrade
existent systems that require increased bandwidth and in networking scenarios. In this
context, it is necessary to identify which gain fibre exhibits the best linear and nonlinear
performance.
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3.2.1 Design of discrete Raman amplifier
There are 3 main properties of a discrete Raman amplifier, namely net gain, noise figure,
and optical bandwidth. In analogy to an EDFA, the net gain is defined as the gain
experienced by the signal at the output of the amplifier compared to the input as:
Gnet =
Ps(L)
Ps(0)
, (3.3)
where L is the length of the gain fibre. Similarly, the noise figure is defined by the
ASE noise increase from input to output. Finally, the optical bandwidth is defined by
the number of pump wavelengths used to pump the amplifier. Design guidance for
amplifiers covering bandwidths of 100 nm were proposed in [8, 55], by incorporating
every pump signal into the system of coupled equations described in Eqs. (2.27) and
(2.28). By solving this system, the pump-pump interactions are considered, and an
optical amplifier with a constant gain profile as a function of wavelength can be designed.
As the number of pump wavelengths increases, the equalisation of the gain spectrum
becomes easier with a greater control of the gain as a function of wavelength; however
the power consumption of the amplifier module is increased.
In the design of discrete Raman amplifiers the pump power is optimised to maximise
the gain and bandwidth. Neglecting pump depletion, the net amplifier gain is a function
of the fibre length as in the following expression:
Gnet(z) = exp
(
gRP0
1− exp(−αpz)
αpAe f f
−αsz
)
, (3.4)
with the all parameters previously defined in chapter 2 section 2.4. From Eq. (3.4)
it is evident that two main features determine the gain of the amplifier, namely, the
on-off gain (GA) experienced by the signal, and the signal attenuation. As the gain fibre
increases in length, the signal loss becomes the most important contribution to Eq. (3.4),
whilst for shorter fibre lengths the on-off gain dominates the net gain. Equation (3.4)
experiences a maximum gain in terms of the fibre length when:
z =− 1
αp
log
(
αsAe f f
gRP0
)
, (3.5)
leading to an optimum gain fibre length to minimise pump power consumption and
maximise the net amplifier gain.
3.2.2 Experimental characterisation
Experimental characterisation of discrete Raman amplifiers was done to investigate
the pump power consumption, net amplifier gain, amplifier noise figure and bandwidth
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Table 3.1: Gain fibre parameters
Fibre type αs dB/km αp dB/km peak gR/Ae f f D ps/nm/km
DCF 0.7 0.9 2.9 90
HNLF 0.9 1.7 6 2
for different gain fibres. The experimental setup used for this purpose was shown in
Fig. 3.1, however additional tuneable lasers were added together with an ASE noise
source. Three unmodulated tuneable lasers spaced by 50 GHz were coupled together
using 3 dB couplers. The laser outputs were coupled with a 70 nm flat ASE source
generated using a separate discrete Raman unit. The amplifier module comprised of
an isolator followed by the gain fibre. Backward pumps were coupled to the gain fibre
by a WDM combiner. The pumping module was composed of eight laser diodes with
four different wavelengths (1427, 1445, 1467 and 1490 nm) and a maximum output
power of 250 mW per laser. Each frequency was polarisation multiplexed through a
polarisation beam combiner. Drive currents for each laser were adjusted to obtain the
same output power in both polarisations. Four different gain fibres were studied, three
of them being DCF with different lengths, and a HNLF. The parameters of the fibres
used are listed in Table 3.1.
3.2.2.1 Gain fibre length
The four discrete Raman amplifiers were set to have a net gain of 10 dB by adjusting
the pump powers. The required pump power to achieve such gain was measured,
with the results shown in Fig. 3.5 as a function of the DCF and HNLF gain fibre
length. The measured pump powers were compared to the theoretical predictions
using Eq. (3.4). From Eq. (3.4) the pump power is inversely proportional to the gR
and the Le f f ; therefore, shorter gain fibres lead to a significantly higher pump power
requirement, as shown in Fig. 3.5. To minimise the power consumption, an optimum
gain fibre length can be obtained and for a specific fibre it depends exclusively on the
effective amplification length. The optimum lengths for the evaluated DCF and HNLF
gain fibres (highlighted with circles in Fig. 3.5) were found to be 8.4 and 5.2 km,
respectively. The optimum HNLF fibre length is shorter compared to DCF due to the
higher attenuation coefficient αp, and therefore a shorter effective amplification length.
3.2.2.2 Noise figure and net gain
After the pump powers were adjusted, the amplifier net gain and noise figure was
characterised as a function of the amplification bandwidth using an optical spectrum
analyser (OSA) with 0.1 nm resolution. Both parameters were measured every 5 nm
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Figure 3.5: Pump power requirements for a discrete Raman amplifier. Solid lines represent
theoretical values, and markers represent experimental data. Optimum length highlighted with
circle.
with the tuneable laser signals. Due to the total pump power limitation of 1 W, the
highest achieved net gain was 10.2 dB.
The net gain and noise figure from the amplifiers was characterised as a function of
the signal wavelength and the results are shown in Fig. 3.6. A total gain bandwidth of 70
nm was obtained and the largest gain ripple of±1.01 dB was found for the HNLF-based
amplifier. The large bandwidth of the discrete amplifier is the most attractive of its
features, considering the simple pump configuration and pump wavelength allocation.
This offers a good trade-off between amplifier complexity and bandwidth. For the
DCF-based amplifiers, the highest gain was obtained using the shortest fibre (7 km),
whilst for longer gain fibres this was reduced using the same pump power. As seen
from Eq. (3.4) and the results of Fig. 3.5, for longer lengths of gain fibre the signal
attenuation is increased while the on-off gain is maintained, leading to a smaller net
gain.
The average measured noise figure across the 70 nm of amplification bandwidth
was found to be 7.1, 7.5 and 8.1 dB for the 7, 10 and 15 km DCF-based amplifiers,
respectively. For the HNLF-based amplifier an average noise figure of 6.5 dB was
measured across the amplification bandwidth. The noise figure for all amplifiers was
calculated by measuring the increase of the ASE noise level generated by the amplifier,
using [140]:
NF =
PASE
hv∆vGnet
+
1
Gnet
. (3.6)
From Fig. 3.6 a) and b) it was concluded that a shorter fibre length leads to an
improved net gain of the amplifier together with a smaller noise figure; however, the
length of the gain fibre needs to be carefully chosen or the benefits obtained from a
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Figure 3.6: Characterisation of discrete Raman amplifiers, a) net gain as a function of
wavelength, b) amplifier noise figure as a function of wavelength.
reduced noise figure can be outweighed completely by a dramatic increase in the pump
requirements.
From the performed characterisation it was possible to conclude that among the
studied gain fibres, the best solution was the HNLF. With a Raman gain coefficient
of 6 W−1km−1 and a pump attenuation of 1.7 dB/km, a reduced noise figure with a
lower pump consumption for a fixed net gain, compared to the DCFs, can be obtained
if a fibre length close to the optimum is used. Although the aforementioned conclusion
holds for a linear characterisation, the use of high powers in a transmission system
modifies the way the amplifier behaves. Due to the long gain fibre lengths, compared to
other discrete amplifier solutions (e.g. EDFA), the impact of other fibre impairments,
namely chromatic dispersion and the nonlinear coefficient of the optical amplifier, need
to be studied in a realistic transmission configuration.
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Figure 3.7: Schematic of the experimental setup to characterise the performance of discrete
Raman amplifier in a transmission system.
3.2.3 Transmission performance using discrete amplifiers
A simple transmission experiment was performed to study the behaviour of discrete
Raman amplifiers in a transmission system, and the implications the gain fibre properties
have in this scenario. The transmission setup shown in Fig. 3.7 was used for the
characterisation. The ONG transmitter (see section 2.6) was used to generate 11
channels, centered at 1550 nm, shaped with a RRC with 0.1% roll-off, and modulated
using PM-QPSK or PM 256-QAM at a symbol rate of 8 GBd. The channel spacing was
8.1 GHz, to maximise the spectral efficiency of the transmitted channels. The generated
signal was amplified and subsequently passed through a variable optical attenuator
(VOA) to set the launch power. The first study was to measuring the receiver sensitivity
using the Raman amplifiers. For this reason, QPSK was chosen as a modulation format
due to its high noise tolerance, and the signal was connected directly from the transmitter
to the receiver in a back-to-back configuration. Following the sensitivity measurements,
a transmission fibre was used before the Raman amplifier. The fibre was a span of
Corning®SMF-28®ULL fibre with a length of 54.3 km and a total attenuation of 9.2 dB
in order to match the gain from the discrete Raman amplifier. The transmission fibre
had a dispersion parameter (D) of 18 ps·km−1·nm−1 and nonlinear coefficient of 1.1
W−1km−1.
At the receiver, an EDFA with 5.2 dB noise figure was used to maintain a constant
received power into the coherent receiver. The use of the EDFA does not influence the
noise figure of the the discrete Raman amplifier. In fact, the overall noise figure of a
chain of amplifiers is given by [140]:
NFtotal = NF1+
NF2−1
G1
, (3.7)
where NFi corresponds to the noise figure of the i-th amplifier in the chain, and Gi is
the gain of the i-th amplifier. From Eq. (3.7), clearly the noise figure from the first
amplifier, in this case the Raman amplifier, will dominate the noise contribution of the
entire amplifier chain. Therefore, the use of the EDFA did not represent a significant
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Figure 3.8: Receiver sensitivity for different discrete Raman amplifiers. Black solid line
represents the theoretical back-to-back performance. Red, green and blue markers represent
experimental data for back to back, HNLF and DCF based Raman amplifiers, respectively.
modification of the overall noise figure, and in this configuration, the EDFA only
degraded the overall NF of the system by approximately 0.2 dB.
The signal was detected using the ONG receiver (see section 2.6). EDC was
modified to take into account the additional dispersion incurred within the discrete
Raman amplifier.
3.2.3.1 Receiver sensitivity
Evaluation of the discrete Raman amplifiers noise performance was done by measuring
the sensitivity of the receiver. For this study, only the DCF module with 7 km length
was used, due to the improved performance observed compared to longer lengths of
DCF, as seen previously in Fig. 3.6. The bit error rate (BER) of the received signals
was measured as a function of the received power and the results are shown in Fig. 3.8.
The back-to-back performance of the system is illustrated by the red markers and
solid black line, representing experimental data and theoretical predictions respectively.
The performance for the different discrete Raman amplifiers is shown by the blue
and green markers for DCF and HNLF-based Raman amplifiers, respectively. The
back-to-back configuration corresponded to the use of an EDFA with 5 dB noise figure
instead of the discrete Raman amplifier. These results show good agreement with the
previous noise figure measurements of Fig. 3.6 b). The receiver sensitivity obtained
for both Raman amplifiers shows a penalty of approximately 2 dB compared to the
back-to-back configuration, corresponding, therefore, to amplifiers with a noise figure
of approximately 7 dB. As in the previous section, the HNLF-based amplifier presents
a sensitivity improved by 0.6 dB compared to the DCF amplifier. This indicates that
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Figure 3.9: Received SNR as a function of signal launch power after the transmission of one
span. Green and blue markers represent experimental data for HNLF and DCF based Raman
amplifiers, respectively.
both studied Raman amplifiers perform similarly in the linear regime of an optical
communication system.
3.2.3.2 Transmission performance
The performance of both discrete Raman amplifiers was subsequently evaluated in a
transmission scenario. Additionally, the transmission system was numerically simulated
and compared to the obtained experimental performance.
The received SNR of the central sub-channel was measured as a function of the
signal launch power and the results are plotted in Fig. 3.9. In the linear regime, where
the performance is dominated by amplifier ASE noise, the HNLF gain fibre shows an
improved performance by 0.2 dB. This was expected due to the 0.6 dB different between
the noise figures found in the previous section. As the signal power was increased, a
maximum value for the received SNR of 20.7 dB was found for both amplifiers under
test. In the nonlinear regime similar performance was observed for both amplifiers,
despite the difference in the nonlinear coefficient of both gain fibres. Due to the lack of
multiple amplifiers with 70 nm bandwidth, no recirculating loop could be built to study
longer transmission distances, and this study could only be performed numerically. The
Raman amplifiers were simulated after fibre propagation using the Manakov equation
including Raman gain and an ASE noise term as detailed in appendix A. Nonlinear
coefficients of 5.5 and 10.5 W−1km−1 were used to simulate the DCF and HNLF
gain fibres, respectively. Fig. 3.10 shows the received SNR for both amplifiers after a
transmission distance of 1954.8 km, corresponding to 36 spans of 54.3 km. After long
distance transmission the HNLF-based amplifier outperforms the DCF one in every
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Figure 3.10: Received SNR as a function of signal launch power after the transmission of 36
spans. Green and blue solid lines represent simulation data for HNLF and DCF based Raman
amplifiers, respectively.
power regime. Just as in the transmission over one span, the linear regime shows a
received SNR 0.2 dB higher for this amplifier due to the reduced noise figure. The
DCF amplifier, with a total dispersion of -650 ps·nm−1, was partially compensating for
the dispersion of the span, amounting to 918 ps·nm−1. This effect lead to a temporal
compression of the optical pulses, leading to a higher instantaneous power during
transmission, which was translated in stronger degradation of the received SNR due
to nonlinear effects. At optimum power, the HNLF-based amplifier presented a SNR
higher by 1 dB, compared to the DCF-based one. Even with a higher nonlinear fibre
coefficient (γ) from the HNLF-based amplifier, after transmission of 1954.8 km, HNLF
outperforms the DCF-based amplifier in the nonlinear regime.
The characterisation performed for discrete Raman amplifiers provides some inter-
esting design guidelines to optimise their performance in a transmission system. Firstly,
the use of the optimum length, defined using Eq. 3.5, for the gain fibre minimises
pump power consumption. To minimise the amplifier noise figure a gain fibre with a
high Raman gain coefficient is required. Finally, for long distance transmission, a gain
fibre with positive dispersion is recommended to avoid the enhancement of nonlinear
effects during transmission due to dispersion compensation. Although a characteristion
including more fibre types, such as IDF [99] and the nonlinear fibre from [97] remains
to be performed, it can be concluded that among the evaluated gain fibres HNLF is the
most convenient solution for the design of discrete Raman amplifiers, albeit only 1 dB
in received SNR improvement was found using this fibre type.
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3.3 Distributed Raman amplifiers
Besides the possibility of providing gain in any spectral region, Raman amplifiers can
also provide an improved noise performance when used in a distributed configura-
tion. The reduced ASE noise performance can be used either to extend the distance
between repeaters (pumping stages) for a transmission system with a fixed distance, or
alternatively, to extend the transmission distance for fixed target received SNR.
Current research on distributed Raman amplifiers is focused on the reduction of
impairments generated by the amplifier during transmission, such as ASE noise or RIN
transfer, by adopting novel pumping configurations [141–144]. Distributed Raman
amplifiers have also been used jointly with OPC to improve the NLC efficacy of OPC, as
described in section 2.5. Experimental demonstrations lead the state-of-the-art research
in distributed Raman amplifiers, with little attention given to numerical studies, and
therefore, to the generation of nonlinear impairments.
In this section the benefits obtained by adopting a distributed Raman amplifier
configuration are studied.
3.3.1 Noise comparison
The simplest pumping configuration of a Raman amplifier uses a single first-order pump
to overcome fibre attenuation. Although forward pumping configuration is usually
discarded due to the high RIN transfer [145], compared to the backward pump configur-
ation, it is interesting to understand the performance limits of both configurations due
to nonlinear effects.
A study of the linear noise generated for different amplifier configurations was
performed to quantify the improvement provided by the use of a distributed Raman
amplifier. For this study, a multi-span transmission link was assumed based on ultra-low
loss single mode fibre, with the fibre parameters are listed in Table 3.2. The transmission
distance was varied from a single span up to 10,000 km.
To calculate the ASE noise powers for the distributed Raman amplifiers Eq. 2.32
Table 3.2: Transmission fibre parameters
Parameter Value
Ls 80 (km)
αs 0.165 (dB/km)
αp 0.2 (dB/km)
Ω 13 (THz)
gR@Ω 0.3 (W−1·km−1)
ω0/2pi 193.5 (THz)
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Figure 3.11: Total ASE noise power generated as a function of transmission distance. Brown,
red and blue lines represent theoretical predictions for EDFA, backward and forward pumped
distributed Raman, respectively.
was used. The calculated total ASE noise power generated for transmission over a 32
GHz bandwidth is shown in Fig. 3.11 as a function of the total transmission distance.
The ASE noise generated using a backward and forward configuration was calculated,
and it was compared to an ideal EDFA with a 3 dB noise figure. From the results it can
be seen that both Raman configurations generate less ASE noise than an ideal EDFA
for all studied distances. For a backward pumped configuration, an improvement of
6 dB was found in the ASE generation compared to the EDFA. This is translated to
an increase of the transmission distance from 400 km to 3000 km for a target ASE
noise level of -35 dB. The best performance was obtained by the use of a forward pump
configuration. This configuration was shown to increase the transmission distance from
400 km to approximately 9000 km for an ASE level of -35 dBm. The use of forward
pumping Raman presents a reduction of the ASE noise level of approximately 10 dB
compared to an ideal EDFA.
Although the potential improvement in terms of ASE noise level offered by the use
of distributed Raman amplification is extremely large, this is not necessarily directly
translated into system performance. The increased average signal power over the trans-
mission spans leads to an increase in the amount of NLI generated during transmission
when employing distributed Raman amplifiers. Therefore, the received SNR of both
pumping schemes is degraded, and the gains due to ASE noise generation are reduced.
This effect has a greater influence in the forward pumping configuration. As the pump
and signal propagate in the same direction along the transmission fibre, amplification
is obtained in the first kilometres of the span. The higher average signal power along
the span dramatically increases the NLI noise generated in transmission. Similarly,
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the backward pump configuration also experiences an increased generation of NLI;
however, as the signal is amplified towards the end of the fibre span the average signal
power remains lower than in the forward pumping configuration. To quantify this effect,
simulations were performed for the same fibre parameters presented in Table 3.2 and
using a single PM-16-QAM channel. The results are presented in Fig. 3.12. The use of
an ideal EDFA exhibits a maximum received SNR of 19.5 dB at a signal power of -2
dBm. The received SNR is increased to 21.1 dB using a distributed Raman amplifier.
When RIN transfer is neglected, both forward and backward pumping configuration
exhibited the same transmission performance due to a similar generation of nonlinear
distortions.
3.3.2 Nonlinear distortions in distributed Raman amplifiers
As mentioned in the previous section, although distributed Raman amplifiers exhibit a
large improvement in terms of the amount of ASE generated during transmission, the
modified signal power profile leads to an increase in the NLI noise. To date, the use of
NLC in Raman amplified systems has received limited attention, and few experimental
demonstrations show gains of approximately 1 dB in the system Q-factor [63, 64], or
an increase in transmission distance [65, 66] have been reported. While the benefits and
challenges of DBP in EDFA-based optical systems are well known, a complete study
of multi-span, distributed Raman systems has not been performed to date.
To study the performance of distributed Raman and EDFA-based systems, the GN-
model [90] was used to estimate the NLI noise of both amplification schemes. The
enhanced Gaussian noise (EGN) model requires an additional set of integrations to be
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performed, which are usually computational time consuming, especially for non-ideal
distributed Raman amplification and large optical bandwidths. For this reason and to
ensure that the computational effort was manageable the modulation format dependence
of NLI noise was neglected in this study.
Assuming that the NLI noise behaves as an additive noise source, SNR at the
receiver is given by [146]
SNR =
P
PASE+Ps−s+Ps−n
, (3.8)
with signal launch power P, ASE noise power PASE, NLI noise power resulting from
signal-signal interactions Ps−s and NLI noise power resulting from signal-noise inter-
actions Ps−n. This corresponds to an extension to Eq. (2.22) presented in section 2.3
including signal-noise interactions. When the system only compensates electronic-
ally for chromatic dispersion at the receiver, then the term Ps−s is much larger than
Ps−n and so Ps−n can be neglected. When full-field DBP (FF-DBP) is performed the
signal-signal interactions are fully compensated for at the receiver, and the term Ps−s is
ideally reduced to 0. It is assumed that the NLI coefficients for signal-signal interactions
are approximately equal to the ones of signal-noise interactions. The NLI terms are
computed similarly to [146], where:
Ps−s = N1+εs ηP
3, (3.9)
Ps−n ≈ 3PASEξηP2, (3.10)
with
ξ≈
Ns
∑
k=1
k1+ε, (3.11)
with NLI coefficient η, number of spans Ns and coherence factor ε, responsible for
coherent noise accumulation along the link. ε is calculated according to [90]. The NLI
coefficient for the central channel is computed using:
η=
16γ2
27R2s
∫ ∫ B
2
−B2
Π
(
ω1+ω2
B
)
ρ(ω1,ω2)dω1dω2, (3.12)
with total bandwidth B = Nch ·Rs, where Nch represents the number of channels, Rs
the symbol rate, and Π(x) denotes the rectangular function. The function ρ(ω1,ω2)
in Eq. (3.12) depends on the signal power profile along the span, and therefore, on
the used amplifier scheme. The signal power profile of distributed Raman amplifiers
is defined by the set of coupled differential equations defined in Eq. (2.27) and (2.28).
For lumped-like amplification (e.g. EDFA) and non-ideal backward-pumped Raman
amplification the functions ρ(ω1,ω2) are given by (in the case of negligible pump
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depletion)
ρEDFA =
∣∣∣∣∣1− eαsLse jω1ω2β2Lsαs− jω1ω2β2Ls
∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (3.13)
ρRaman =
∣∣∣∣e− gRPp0αp ∫ Ls0 e−αsze
CRPp0
αp e
αpz
e jω1ω2β2zdz
∣∣∣∣2 , (3.14)
with the span length Ls, the group velocity dispersion parameter β2 and the initial pump
power Pp0.
Equations (3.8)–(3.14) were used to calculate the SNR at optimum signal launch
power, the power at which the maximum SNR is found in the system. At optimum
power, both the linear and nonlinear noise contribution are balanced to allow a maximum
SNR. A relationship of 2:1 between the ASE and NLI noise powers is found at optimum
power [57].
Expressions for the maximum SNR can be obtained from Eqs (3.8)–(3.14) for both
amplification schemes, and for better theoretical understanding, the gain of FF-DBP
relative to EDC only is expressed as the ratio between both SNRs to obtain:
SNRFF−DBP
SNREDC
=
3
1
2 N
ε
3+
1
2
s
2
5
3ξ
1
2η
1
6 P
1
3
ASE
(3.15)
For a fixed number of spans, the logarithmic scaling of Eq. (3.15) dependent on the NLI
coefficient and the ASE noise is given approximately by:
∆
SNRFF−DBP
SNREDC
[dB]≈−1
6
η[dB]− 1
3
PASE [dB]. (3.16)
In addition to the possibility of studying the received SNR of the system either
with EDC or FF-DBP, the GN-model offers the possibility to study different back-
propagation bandwidths. To do this, Eq. (3.9) is redefined as:
Ps−s = (N1+εcs ηc−N1+εDBPs ηDBP)P3, (3.17)
where ηc and εc are the NLI coefficient and the coherence factor of the total transmitted
optical bandwidth B in the transmission link. The back-propagated bandwidth is then
defined as BDBP, and ηDBP is the NLI coefficient of the back-propagated signals with
coherence factor εDBP. Eq. (3.17) indicates the residual NLI noise over the central
channel bandwidth after DBP is applied over a bandwidth BDBP, and is an extremely
useful tool in studying systems that employ optical bandwidths computationally hard to
simulate.
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Figure 3.13: (a) Schematic of the simulation system. (b) Signal power profiles used for Raman
(red) and EDFA systems (blue).
3.3.3 DBP in distributed Raman amplifiers
In the previous sections it was seen that the use of distributed Raman amplifiers increases
the amount of NLI noise generated during transmission due to the modification of the
signal power profile. However, they also offer a reduced ASE noise performance
compared to any lumped amplification solution. The interaction, or balance, between
both noise sources determines the system performance, with or without NLC schemes.
This section focuses on the use of DBP as an NLC method for distributed Raman
amplifiers, studying the gains and challenges presented by DBP in this configuration
and comparing it to a typical EDFA amplified transmission link.
3.3.3.1 Simulation setup
Numerical simulations were carried out to analyse the transmission performance of
a system using either EDFA or distributed Raman amplification, with the simulated
system shown in Fig. 3.13(a). The transmitted signal consisted of 5 channels modulated
at 32 GBd using PM 16-QAM and a RRC filter with a 0.1% roll-off factor. In both
simulated cases the optical amplifiers were set to compensate exactly the loss of the
span, and 480 mW was used as the Raman pump power for this purpose. The receiver
performed either ideal EDC in the frequency domain or FF-DBP. DBP was implemen-
ted by solving the Manakov equation using the symmetrized SSFM (see appendix A)
with negative signs on the fibre parameters, representing propagation in the opposite
direction than the transmission fibre. A schematic diagram of the DBP implementation
is shown in Fig. 3.14. Each step of the DBP algorithm evaluated the dispersion operator
in the frequency domain, and the nonlinear operator in the time domain. The distributed
gain, g0(z), was computed off-line for the Raman amplifier to match the signal power
profile seen in Fig. 3.13 (b). When EDFA was used the distributed gain was set to zero.
Each signal power profile generates different NLI noise during transmission, and in
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Figure 3.14: Schematic diagram of DBP implementation with distributed gain.
order to properly compensate signal-signal nonlinear interactions the power profile used
for back-propagation needs to match that used in transmission. SNR was used as the
performance metric of the numerical simulations. Additional fibre parameters can be
found in Table 3.3.
Two different system scenarios were analysed in this work. The first corresponds
to the transmission of a 5×PM-16-QAM channel, which will be called super-channel
systems, and the performance of both amplification schemes was assessed at different
distances through simulations and the GN-model. The second scenario extends the
results to a fully loaded C-band system using the GN-model.
3.3.3.2 Super-channel system
The performance of the 2 systems was analysed for different distances, ranging from
2000 km up to 8000 km, and signal launch powers from -15 to 10 dBm per channel.
SNR was measured for different signal powers and transmission distances and the
results are shown in Fig. 3.15 and 3.16, respectively. In Fig. 3.15 it can be seen that
the improved ASE noise performance from the distributed Raman amplifier offers a
better performance in the linear regime, which is translated into a 2.9 dB higher SNR
at optimum launch power compared to EDFA when only EDC is carried out at the
receiver. Furthermore, a more severe degradation of the SNR in the nonlinear regime is
clearly visible when Raman amplifiers are used, due to the higher signal power in the
transmission fibre, as seen in Fig. 3.13(b). The use of FF-DBP at the receiver allows
deterministic nonlinear distortions experienced during propagation to be compensated
Table 3.3: Fibre parameters
Parameter Value
Attenuation coefficient @ 1550 nm (αs) 0.160 (dB)
Attenuation coefficient @ 1450 nm (αp) 0.20 (dB)
Dispersion parameter (D) 16.2 (ps·nm−1·km−1)]
Nonlinear coefficient (γ) 1.2 (W−1km−1)
PMD 0 (ps/
√
km)
Span length (Ls) 80 (km)
Raman gain coefficient (gR) 0.2 (W−1km−1)
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Figure 3.15: Received SNR as a function of signal launch power at 2000 km. Blue and red
markers represent EDFA and Raman simulated systems, respectively. Crosses correspond to
EDC only and circles correspond to the use of DBP. Solid lines represent GN model predictions.
for, thus enhancing the SNR. At 2000 km in the EDFA system, back-propagating all 5
transmitted channels resulted in an increase in the maximum SNR of 8.9 dB, compared
to EDC only. However, when FF-DBP was applied in the Raman amplified system, an
increase of 10.2 dB was found, compared to the EDC only case. Equation (3.16) offers
insight into the parameters of the optical system that influence the achievable SNR gain
when applying FF-DBP. A higher NLI coefficient leads to a decrease in the gain of
FF-DBP. Likewise, a larger ASE noise contribution from the amplification process
will have the same effect. Backward-pumped Raman amplification exhibits a higher
nonlinear distortion coefficient due to a higher average power along a span; however,
the improved ASE noise performance leads to a larger FF-DBP gain in Raman systems
compared to the gain in EDFA systems. For the analysed system, the use of distributed
Raman amplification together with FF-DBP exhibits a gain 1.3 dB higher, than in the
EDFA case. Additionally, it is worth noting the good agreement between simulations
and the GN-model for both amplification schemes, at least up to optimal launch power
when EDC and DBP were applied at the receiver, as can be seen in Fig. 3.15. Using
FF-DBP, beyond optimal power a first-order perturbation analysis is not accurate to
discribe the performance of the system, and second-order signal-noise interactions need
to be included in the used model[147, 148].
The SNR at optimal launch power was measured as a function of the transmission
distance and the results are plotted in Fig. 3.16. In the absence of nonlinearity compens-
ation, the use of distributed Raman amplification always offers a better performance
than EDFA, with 2.9 dB higher SNR at optimal signal launch power. This benefit is
enhanced by the use of FF-DBP, with an improvement in SNR (up to 4.2 dB) at all
evaluated distances, consistent with the theory described by Eq. (3.16). The observed
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Figure 3.16: Received SNR as a function of distance at optimum launch power. Blue and red
markers represent EDFA and Raman simulated systems, respectively. Crosses correspond to
EDC only and circles correspond to the use of DBP. Solid lines represent GN model predictions.
FF-DBP gains for the EDFA system at 2000, 4000, 6000 and 8000 km were 8.9, 7.5,
6.7 and 6.1 dB respectively. The FF-DBP gains observed in the Raman systems were
10.2, 8.8, 8.2, and 7.5 dB for the same distances. This means that the 1.3 dB increase in
NLC gain presented by the Raman based system is maintained even at longer distances,
where DBP gains are decreased due to the interaction between ASE noise and nonlinear
distortions.
The DBP algorithm needs to properly match the power profile from the signal in
the forward propagation to compensate for deterministic nonlinear effects that take
place during transmission, as a result the use of backward-pumped distributed Raman
amplification, with a more complex signal power profile, leads to an increase in com-
putational complexity, due to the increased number of steps required for the SSFM in
the backward direction to obtain the maximum gain from the DBP algorithm. For the
systems studied the algorithm complexity was evaluated at 2000 km by measuring the
number of steps per span required to obtain the maximum gain when applying FF-DBP.
The signal power profiles used are shown in Fig. 3.13 (b), and, in order to perform a fair
comparison, no simplified variants of the SSFM (e.g. logarithmic step for EDFA) were
used in the DBP algorithm to reduce the number of steps per span on either amplification
schemes. To assess the DBP complexity, the number of steps per span was swept from
1 to 400 in increments of 40 for both amplifier schemes. Figure 3.17 shows the gain in
SNR after DBP was performed as a function of the number of steps per span used in the
algorithm. For the EDFA system a total number of 160 steps per span were required to
achieve the maximum gain from DBP, showing good agreement with previous studies
in this area [123]. For the Raman-amplified system however, 200 steps per span were
required to obtain a larger gain than EDFA. This represents a 25% increase in the
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Figure 3.17: Gain obtained from performing FF-DBP using different steps per span. Blue and
red markers represent EDFA and Raman simulated systems, respectively.
required number of steps to achieve the maximum gain from DBP. During transmission,
the signal experiences power-dependent phase shifts from nonlinear interactions. In the
presence of distributed amplification the nonlinear phase shifts are distributed along
the fibre span as the signal power does not experience large losses during propagation.
EDFA-based systems, on the other hand, experience the majority of the nonlinear effects
in the first kilometres of the fibre span, where the signal power is highest. For this
reason, the signal power profile from distributed Raman amplifiers is responsible for
the complexity increase in the DBP algorithm and the larger number of steps required
to fully compensate for the impairments experienced during transmission. Additionally,
the use of an insufficient number of steps for back-propagation leads to an incomplete
compensation of the nonlinear distortions, resulting in lower gains than expected, or
even detrimental effects due to back-propagation inaccurately compensating for the
nonlinear effects experienced during transmission effects. For the Raman-amplified
case, the use of less than 80 DBP steps leads to detrimental effects.
3.3.3.3 Fully loaded C-band system
The study of large bandwidth systems requires complex computational simulations or
experimental demonstrations. Each one of them come with limitations, such as the
availability of computational resources for simulations or implementation penalties
that limit the gains expected from nonlinearity compensation. Analytical models
however, offer the possibility of studying a variety of systems, and good agreement
with simulations and experimental demonstrations has been previously shown [90]. In
order to study the benefits of DBP for both amplification schemes in a more practical
transmission environment, a system with a total of 155 WDM channels, occupying the
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Figure 3.18: Received SNR as a function of back-propagated bandwidth for C-band loaded
Raman and EDFA amplified systems. Solid lines represent the SNR after DBP, dashed line
represents the EDC performance of the Raman amplified system. Blue and red lines represent
EDFA and Raman simulated systems, respectively.
entire C-band (≈ 4.96 THz), was analysed using the GN-model. All the other system
parameters remain the same as in the previous numerical studies in this chapter.
Equation (3.17) was used to explore the benefits of back-propagating a different
number of channels over a distance of 2000 km. The number of back-propagated
channels was varied from 0 (EDC-only) to 155 (FF-DBP) and the SNR values at the
respective optimum signal launch power were calculated. The calculated SNR values
for both systems as a function of the back-propagated bandwidth are shown in Fig. 3.18.
The maximum SNR of the EDFA system using EDC was found to be 16.2 dB at a signal
power of -6 dBm per channel, while in the Raman case, SNR was 19.1 dB at -9 dBm
per channel.
In the absence of DBP, distributed Raman amplification exhibited 2.9 dB higher
SNR compared to the EDFA, showing similar gain in performance as the super-channel
system. As the number of back-propagated channels increases, the NLI arising from
signal-signal interactions is mitigated, increasing the gain experienced in both amplific-
ation schemes. When approaching FF-DBP, the term Ps−s presented in Eq. (3.17) tends
to zero, therefore the gain experienced by the system will be limited by the interaction
between nonlinear effects and ASE noise, as shown in Eq. (3.16). The result of com-
pensating all the deterministic nonlinear effects in the Raman amplified system yields a
4.4 dB improvement for the studied transmission system compared to the use of EDFA.
In general, the use of DBP in Raman systems offers improved performance for all the
back-propagated bandwidths studied with a maximum improvement obtained when
FF-DBP is used. Moreover, the Raman amplified system using only EDC outperforms
the EDFA system even with the use of DBP over a small number of back-propagated
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Figure 3.19: Received mutual Information as a function of back-propagated bandwidth for C-
band loaded Raman and EDFA amplified systems. Solid lines represent the MI using 64-QAM,
dashed line represents MI using 256-QAM. Blue and red lines represent EDFA and Raman
simulated systems, respectively.
channels. In order to obtain the same SNR in an EDFA system, DBP needs to be applied
over 70 channels, which corresponds roughly to 45% of the transmitted bandwidth.
The system throughput is directly related to the SNR and the modulation format
used to transmit information, as described in chapter 2. Therefore, different gains in
SNR after DBP will translate into different system throughputs. To quantify the benefits
of DBP on the achievable rates in both studied amplification schemes, the MI for the
modulation formats of PM 64- and PM 256-QAM was calculated. Both modulation
formats were chosen due to the large SNR obtained for the systems under study, as seen
in Fig. 3.18. The obtained SNR values from Fig. 3.18 were used to calculate MI using
Monte-Carlo estimation under an AWGN channel assumption, as described in chapter
2, and is shown as a function of the number of back-propagated channels in Fig. 3.19.
For example, if 64-QAM is used as the modulation format, the 16.2 dB SNR obtained
for the EDFA with EDC system is translated into 10 bits per symbol. As expected, the
highest achievable rates are given by the modulation format with the highest number
of constellation points. The highest possible MI for 64-QAM, 12 bits per symbol (6
b/sym over both polarisations), is obtained when the back-propagated bandwidth is
increased to 60 channels in the Raman system. In the EDFA system however, this value
is only achieved by performing FF-DBP. The use of 256-QAM offers similar gains in
MI for both amplification schemes. However, the Raman system exhibits higher MI
for all the studied back-propagated bandwidths due to the higher SNR offered by this
amplification scheme. In general, higher SNR and SNR gains obtained with the use of
distributed Raman amplification, compared to EDFA-based systems, are translated into
higher achievable information rates.
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3.4 Summary
In this chapter, the physical properties of Raman amplifiers were studied together with
the advatanges they offer when used in optical communication systems. Discrete Raman
amplifiers were studied due to the possibility of extending the amplifier bandwidth
compared to traditional EDFA amplifiers, and distributed Raman amplifiers were studied
focusing on the reduced linear noise they generate. The key results from this chapter
are the following:
• The performance of Raman amplifiers as a replacement for conventional EDFAs
was experimentally and numerically studied. Highly nonlinear fibre (HNLF)
and dispersion compensating fibre (DCF) were studied as gain mediums to build
discrete Raman amplifiers with 70 nm of bandwidth. HNFL was shown to be the
best medium presenting some performance improvement in transmission due to
the generation fewer nonlinear distortions, compared to DCF.
• For the first time the benefits of using distributed Raman amplifiers together with
full-field DBP in long haul transmission systems were quantified. The use of
FF-DBP in distributed Raman amplifier-based systems presented an additional
1.3 dB gain in SNR with respect to EDFA, for all evaluated distances. However,
due to the characteristic signal power profile of distributed Raman amplifiers, the
complexity of the DBP algorithm is increased, requiring an increase of at least
25% in the number of steps per spans used.
• For a system utilising the entire C-band, distributed Raman amplification was
found to outperform EDFAs for any back-propagated bandwidth. In fact, only
compensating for chromatic dispersion in Raman systems exhibits better perform-
ance than the use of DBP with EDFA amplification when less than 45% of the
bandwidth is back-propagated.
• Even in the presence of higher nonlinear distortions, distributed Raman amplifiers
are an attractive solution to increase system capacity. This is due to their improved
performance when DBP is used, leading to higher achievable information rates
compared to EDFA solutions, in addition to the possibility of extending the
bandwidth beyond the conventional EDFA limitations.
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OPTICAL FIBRES are the fundamental transmission medium for modern com-munication systems. Among their most attractive features is that they presenta low-loss region that spans tens of Terahertz. Alternative optical amplific-
ation solutions need to be considered to fully exploit this potential, such as Raman
amplification discussed in the previous chapter. The nonlinear nature of silica fibres
however, implies that as the signal bandwidth grows larger, nonlinear interactions also
become stronger, increasingly degrading the performance of the communication system.
A solution to increase the capacity of optical communication system is the use of
a larger optical bandwidth. Therefore, the work described in this chapter studies the
growth and generation of nonlinear distortions in wideband transmission.
An experimental study on the generation of NLI noise arising from Kerr nonlinearity
as a function the signal bandwidth is described in section 4.1, and evaluation of the
accuracy of analytical models presented in the literature is performed in this ultra-
wideband regime.
With the transmission of larger optical bandwidths the inter-channel stimulated
Raman scattering (ISRS) effect becomes increasingly important. For this reason, sec-
tion 4.2 reports the experimental study of the impact ISRS has on an ultra-wideband
transmission system, namely, how it modifies the NLI noise, and the use of DBP as a
way to mitigate this effect. Additionally, a proposed modification to the GN model in
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[60] to account for ISRS was experimentally validated.
Finally, in section 4.3, the potential throughput increase that can be obtained by
increasing transmission bandwidth is theoretically studied using the experimentally
validated models.
4.1 Implications of increasing the transmission band-
width on fibre nonlinearities
There are a number of physical effects, described in chapter 2, which limit the achievable
rates and overall throughput of optical fibre communication systems. Significant efforts
have focused on understanding and modelling the impact of NLI noise on optical
fibre system performance and achievable information rates. The validity of these
models, including the GN model described in section 2.3, has been assessed for several
transmission fibre types and modulation formats via numerical simulations [57]. Due
to the computational complexity required to simulate the propagation of large optical
bandwidths using the SSFM, these validations have typically been limited to a small
number of channels, e.g. 5 and 15 channels in [90, 149] respectively. Experimentally,
several papers have shown good agreement with the model prediction [58, 59, 150] up
to 3.5 THz, and results as a function of distance, at optimum signal power, for C-band
systems have been reported [151]. However, a detailed experimental study analysing a
variety of bandwidths and signal powers in the nonlinear regime has not been performed
to date.
This section focuses on experimentally studying how NLI noise grows in an optical
communication system as a function of the transmitted optical bandwidth and the
results are compared to the predictions of the GN model. Moreover, the performance
degradation of the transmission system is assessed, quantifying the achievable rates in
the presence of nonlinear distortions.
4.1.1 Methodology
The study of any noise source in a transmission system requires a complete knowledge
of the system parameters and the characteristics of the subsystems used. Subsystems,
such as the transmitter and receiver, will introduce different amounts of noise at different
stages of the system; however, if the amount of noise introduced by the transceiver
subsystem is known, the study of the NLI noise generation remains feasible. This work
assumes that the noise generated by the transceiver subsystem, ASE noise and NLI
noise are independent and uncorrelated. Although interactions between different noise
sources do exist during signal propagation, they remain relatively small compared to
ASE, NLI and transceiver noise. Therefore, in the absence of nonlinearity compensation
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they can be neglected. For example, as shown in the previous chapter in Eqs. (3.9) and
(3.10), signal-signal interactions grow proportional to the signal power cubed, while
signal-noise interactions grow proportional to the signal power squared. In this case, it
is possible to use the methodology proposed in [152] to estimate the total noise variance
after transmission. Here the different noise contributions are added in the form:
σ2total = σ
2
ASE+σ
2
NLI+σ
2
TRX, (4.1)
where σ2 represents the variance of a noise source, and the sub-index ASE, NLI
and TRX represent ASE noise, NLI noise and transceiver noise, respectively. The
quantity σ2TRX needs to be characterised in a back-to-back configuration with the same
parameters used for the transmission system. Using this approach, the received SNR
after transmission can be estimated using the following extension to Eq. (2.22):
SNR =
Pch
PASE +PNLI +PT RX
, (4.2)
where the noise from the transceiver subsystem PT RX = σ2T RX . Using the experimentally
measured SNR at the receiver and the measured values of ASE noise and transceiver
characteristics, Eq. (4.2) was used to extract the NLI noise variance.
4.1.2 Transceiver characteristics
For this experimental work, the transmitter and receiver that comprise the ONG testbed,
described in section 2.6, were used. For this experiment, seven ECLs were used as light
sources and were modulated using 64-QAM with a 0.1% roll-off factor RCC shape at a
rate of 40 GBd. Dual polarisation signals were obtained using a PM emulation stage
described in section 2.6. The channels were spaced 41 GHz apart and were centred
at 193.5 THz. SS-ASE noise was used to emulate the transmission of larger optical
bandwidths. The propagated bandwidths used in this work were 40, 280, 600, 1200,
2500, 4100 and 7300 GHz. The C-band extended from 1535 to 1566 nm and the L-band
was occupied from 1570 to 1591 nm. A gap of 4 nm between the C and L-bands
was necessary to perform optical amplification in each band, due to the use of WDM
combiners and the spectral roll-off they present. At the receiver, the optical BPF was
set to 125 GHz to allow joint reception of 3 channels.
The transceiver performance was characterised as a function of the received optical
signal to noise ratio (OSNR). This was performed by coupling the generated signal
together with an ASE noise source before the coherent receiver, allowing the control of
the OSNR by adjusting the amount of added ASE noise. The characterisation is shown
in Fig. 4.1, where the received SNR is plotted as a function of the signal OSNR. The
OSNR was measured using an optical spectrum analyser with a resolution of 0.1 nm
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Figure 4.1: Back-to-back characterisation of the transceiver subsystem. Received SNR as a
function of signal OSNR measured in 0.1 nm bandwidth. Red markers represent single channel
system and blue markers WDM system. Inset shows the maximum SNR in back-to-back
configuration, corresponding to SNRTR, for all the signal bandwidths under investigation.
connected to one of the outputs of the coupler used to combine the signal with the ASE.
A linear relationship between SNR and OSNR was observed for OSNR values below
16 dB. Higher OSNR resulted in a small increase in the SNR, which was eventually
saturated after reaching 20 dB for a single channel and 19 dB in the WDM case. Beyond
this point, increasing the OSNR does not increase the received SNR, mainly due to the
noise introduced by the electrical components of the transceiver, such as the limited
effective number of bits (ENOB) of the DAC and sampling scope, and the electrical
amplifiers to drive the optical modulators. In this experiment, the ENOB of the DAC
was of 5 bits at 15 GHz, and the electrical amplifiers had a noise figure of 6 dB at 15
GHz.
The inset of Fig. 4.1 shows the maximum SNR in the back-to-back configuration
for all the signal bandwidths under investigation. A SNR of 20.1 dB was obtained
when a single channel of 40 GBd was generated and detected, however, a penalty of
approximately 1 dB was found when transmitting a larger bandwidth. This penalty arises
from the use of digital oscilloscopes with interleaved analogue-to-digital converters
(ADC) for the sampling of large bandwidth signals. This penalty is observed when
the received signal occupies the entire oscilloscope bandwidth. The average received
SNR for WDM signals is 18.9 dB, this value corresponds to σ2T RX in Eq. (4.2) and
was used to calculate the theoretical SNR. The high extinction ratio of 35 dB from
the WSS allowed for the OSNR of the transmitter, of 35 dB as seen in Fig. 4.1, to be
maintained after combining the signal with the SS-ASE. Thus, the transmission of
signals occupying bandwidths beyond 280 GHz was not affected by the introduction of
additional penalties due to ASE accumulation.
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4.1.3 Transmission setup
The experimental setup used to study the accumulation of NLI noise as a function of
optical bandwidth is shown in Fig. 4.2. A single span recirculation loop was used
to emulate long distance transmission. It is important to highlight that a single span
recirculating loop only underestimates the transmission system performance in the linear
regime compared to a straight-line system or a multi-span loop. This is because the ASE
noise introduced by the EDFAs used to overcome the losses of the passive components.
However, this does not change the nonlinear behaviour of the transmission system.
The recirculating loop comprised a pair of acousto-optic modulators (AOM) acting as
switches to determine when new light enters the loop and when the transmission is
finished. A loop synchronous polarisation scrambler (PS) was used to ensure random
polarisation rotations during transmission and a WSS was used as a dynamic gain
flattening filter to compensate for any gain variation as a function of wavelength arising
from operating the EDFAs using different input powers. The WSS in the loop was
configured to filter the optical spectrum for maximum spectral flatness. The filter shapes
were designed by measuring the optical spectrum at the output of every recirculation and
applying the inverse profile to the WSS. This was done for every transmission distance
at optimum launch power for the 7.3 THz signals. Subsequently, at 1010 km, the filters
were updated, again using the received optical spectrum, for every signal launch power.
Finally, the same filters were used for the transmission of smaller bandwidths. Optical
amplification in the loop was carried out in separate bands by EDFAs. The maximum
output power of the C- and L-band EDFAs was 33 and 23 dBm, respectively, hence the
maximum signal power per channel for C+L-band transmission was limited to 4 dBm
in order to maintain a constant PSD between both transmission bands. Since no optical
power was inserted in the gap between the two transmission bands, that region of the
spectrum did not contribute to the increase of NLI noise in the transmission system.
Finally, the fibre span used was a 101 km of Corning® Vascade® EX2000 Fiber with an
attenuation coefficient of 0.160 dB/km, dispersion parameter of 20.2 ps·nm−1·km−1
and nonlinear coefficient of 0.85 W−1km−1. The signal power into the fibre span was
controlled using a variable optical attenuator and monitored using a 2% tap and an
optical spectrum analyser with a resolution of 0.1 nm. As an example, the transmitted
spectrum of 7.3 THz is shown in Fig. 4.3.
4.1.4 NLI-induced impairments
The study of the accumulation of NLI noise over different bandwidths was first per-
formed using a fixed transmision distance of 1010 km, corresponding to 10 fibre spans.
From [57], a minimum accumulated dispersion needs to be reached in order for the
signal to be statistically similar to a Gaussian process. Although this "Gaussianity"
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of experimental setup.
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Figure 4.3: Optical spectrum of the transmitted signal measured using an optical spectrum
analyser with 0.1 nm resolution.
assumption is never completely fulfilled using square QAM formats with a finite car-
dinality, after approximately 200 km of fibre this condition is sufficiently achieved to
ensure accurate predictions using the GN model.
The first experiment consisted of a signal launch power sweep from -10 dBm per
channel to the maximum output power allowed by the EDFAs. The received SNR
as a function of the signal launch power is shown in Fig. 4.4. A difference of up to
0.8 dB was seen in the linear regime, highlighted in the figure, due to the different
operation points of the EDFAs during transmission. Although the WSS was used to
flatten the transmitted spectrum, this procedure failed to keep the noise performance
of the EDFAs constant. Here, as the optical bandwidth is increased, a higher total
power is transmitted for a fixed PSD, thereby changing the dynamics of the EDFAs and
their noise figure. Another factor that influences the linear noise performance is the
power equalisation process performed by the WSS within the recirculating loop. As
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Figure 4.4: Experimental performance of the transmission system for all bandwidths under
study after 1010 km transmission.
the propagated bandwidth is increased, the tilt from the EDFAs becomes larger and the
WSS must be adjusted accordingly to correct the tilt, leading to different overall loop
loss. From this figure, it is also possible to see that nonlinear effects continue to grow
when the bandwidth is increased, with the highest SNR obtained for the transmission of
a single channel of 15.25 dB, this is then reduced to 12.95 dB for 7.3 THz due to NLI
noise.
Subsequently, the obtained results were compared to the predictions provided by
the GN model using Eq (4.2). The NLI noise variance it is equal to:
PNLI = ηP3ch, (4.3)
using η as defined in chapter 2 in Eq. (2.23). This was calculated using the transmission
fibre parameters and the transmitted signal spectrum. Additionally, the ASE noise
variance was measured from the experimental data for all the studied bandwidths at
-8 dBm per channel. This power is low enough to guarantee that the generated NLI
noise is negligible compared to the ASE level, allowing precise estimation of the ASE
noise. Finally, the noise from the transceiver subsystem was obtained from the initial
characterisation, and the results for all studied bandwidths can be seen in the inset of
Fig. 4.1.
The SNR as a function of the signal launch power for different transmitted band-
widths is shown in Fig. 4.5. Towards the highly nonlinear regime, beyond 2 dBm
per channel, for a fixed signal launch power, a penalty in SNR can be observed as the
transmission bandwidth is increased. This behaviour is expected from the growth of the
NLI noise power. For instance, at a launch power of 4 dBm per channel, the difference
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Figure 4.5: Performance of the transmission system for different transmitted bandwidths after
1010 km, solid lines represent the predictions obtained using GN model and markers correspond
to experimental data.
observed in SNR between the transmission bandwidths of 40 GHz and 7.3 THz is
approximately 2.7 dB. Figure 4.5 additionally depicts the performance of the system
using solid lines for all the evaluated bandwidths obtained using the GN model. As
discussed in chapter 2, one well-known limitation of the GN-model is the assumption
that the transmitted signal behaves statistically like a Gaussian process, neglecting
modulation format dependence of the NLI noise. The fact that modulated signals do not
behave statistically as a Gaussian process even after a substantial amount of chromatic
dispersion, is translated into an overestimation of the NLI noise by the GN model. This
overestimation of the NLI noise variance leads to an underestimation of the system
performance in the nonlinear regime when SNR or MI is used as a performance metric.
Even though this issue has been addressed in the literature [153, 154], and alternative
or improved models have been proposed, the use of the EGN model leads to additional
complexity when computing the NLI noise power, especially for large bandwidth sys-
tems. Using the experimental data, the GN model was confirmed to give a slightly
pessimistic prediction of performance in the nonlinear regime for the all evaluated
bandwidths. For example, a penalty of 0.6 dB was found between the experiment
and the predictions from the GN model at a signal power of 6 dBm per channel. The
performance underestimation is reduced as the transmitted bandwidth increases for this
experiment for one main reason: bandwidths greater than 280 GHz were transmitted
using modulated signals together with SS-ASE. SS-ASE was generated from ASE
noise that is usually modelled using Gaussian statistics. Therefore, NLI noise affecting
the signal under test arising from wavelengths transmitting SS-ASE will agree with the
GN model calculations.
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The underestimation of the system SNR in the nonlinear regime, however, is reduced
at optimum power and the experimental data is seen to be in closer agreement with the
GN model. This effect is due to the balance between the linear and noise variances.
At optimum signal power and in the absence of transceiver noise, a 2:1 ratio between
the linear and nonlinear noise is found [57], which leads to a closer agreement in the
difference between the predictions of the GN model and the experimental data according
to the rule (as seen in [57, Eq. (32)]):
∆SNR[dB]≈−1
3
∆η[dB], (4.4)
where ∆SNR[dB] and ∆η[dB] are the observed difference between the GN model and
experimental data in SNR at optimum power and in NLI coefficient, respectively.
Once the overall performance of the system was studied using the received SNR as
performance metric, the total amount of NLI noise generated during transmission was
studied. In order to analyse the growth of the NLI noise as a function of transmitted
bandwidth, the NLI noise power was obtained from the experimental results at a distance
of 1010 km. To carry this out the following method was used: firstly, the received SNR
was measured in the linear regime (at -8 dBm per channel as in the previous results),
where NLI noise is negligible. This way it was possible to estimate the linear noise
(PASE). Secondly, to estimate the nonlinear noise, the received SNR was measured at
high signal launch power (+4 dBm per channel) and the NLI noise power was extracted
using the following:
1
SNRNLI
=
1
SNR
− 1
SNRASE
− 1
SNRTRX
(4.5)
Figure 4.6 shows the NLI noise power as a function of transmitted bandwidth. A
closed-form expression was presented to calculate the NLI coefficient for a single span,
defined as [57, Eq. (14)]):
GNLI(0)≈ 827γ
2G3WDM
loge(pi2β2Le f f ,aB2WDM)
piβ2Le f f ,a
, (4.6)
where BWDM corresponds to the signal bandwidth. From Eq. (4.6) it is seen that the NLI
coefficient is proportional to the logarithm of the total transmitted bandwidth. This same
trend can be observed in Fig. 4.6, where the NLI noise power grows in a logarithmic
way as the bandwidth is increased. The dashed line represents the predictions from the
GN model using Eq. (4.3). An offset between the model and the experiment can be
seen; this is again due to GN model NLI noise overestimation issue. For a bandwidth of
40 GHz, a difference of 1.5 dB was found between the model and experiment, and for a
bandwidth of 7.3 THz this was reduced to 0.4 dB. The NLI noise growth observed in the
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Figure 4.6: Growth of NLI noise power as the signal bandwidth is increased, evaluated after
transmission of 1010 km. Markers show the experimentally obtained data and the dashed line
the results predicted by the model.
experimental data follows the same logarithmic relationship with the signal bandwidth.
Approximately 50% of the total NLI noise generated in the transmission of 7.3 THz
occurs as the bandwidth is increased from a single channel of 40 GHz to 280 GHz.
This is because as the signal bandwidth is increased, the outer channels with the largest
frequency separation with respect to the evaluated channel contribute less to the total
NLI noise power due to dispersion induced walk-off effects. Additionally, due to the
use of SS-ASE to load the bandwidth beyond the 7 modulated channels, the accuracy
of the model is improved in relationship to the experimental data as the larger fraction
of the transmitted bandwidth corresponds to SS-ASE, as discussed previously.
4.1.5 The effect of NLI on the communication system performance
After analysing the impact NLI has on the SNR after transmission through an optical
fibre, the next step was to investigate the effect of NLI on the optical communication
system performance. The analysis of how the NLI decreases the information rates was
performed using MI as a performance metric.
The previous subsection showed that NLI noise decreases the received SNR as the
total transmitted bandwidth increases through an approximately logarithmic law. In
an AWGN channel that uses square QAM constellations as modulation format, the
received SNR determines the maximum achievable rate of a communication system
(Eq. (1.1)), thus if the the SNR is decreased the achievable information rates will do
so accordingly. To study this effect, the MI of the received channel was estimated as a
function of the total transmitted bandwidth for a transmission distance of 1010 km, and
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Figure 4.7: Impact of the NLI on the achievable rates at a transmission distance of 1010 km.
Markers represent experimental data and solid line represents model predictions
the results are plotted in Fig. 4.7. It can be seen that when a single 64-QAM channel
is transmitted, a MI of 9.4 bits/symbol can be achieved. Increasing the number of
transmitted channels from 1 to 7 reduces the MI of the central channel to 9 bits/symbol
due to the additional NLI noise generated during transmission. Finally, when the
total transmitted bandwidth is increased up to 7.3 THz the MI is further decreased to
8.1 bits/symbol. This corresponds to a loss in the information rate of approximately
15% for the 64-QAM modulation format when the bandwidth is increased from a single
channel to a full 7.3 THz optical bandwidth. Additionally, Fig. 4.7 shows the predictions
from the GN-model converted to MI assuming a Gaussian channel.
The achievable rates in a communication system depend on the total transmission
distance due to the accumulation of linear and nonlinear noise. To study the impact of
NLI noise as a function of distance, MI values of a single 40 GBd channel and from a
channel within a total bandwidth of 7.3 THz, were measured at different transmission
distances, with the results plotted in Fig. 4.8. At short transmitted distances, below
300 km, there is only a small difference in the performance for both bandwidths
(0.75 bit/symbol), since the system is largely dominated by the limited SNR from
the transceiver. From the inset of Fig. 4.1, it is possible to note that back-to-back
SNR for a single channel was approximately 1 dB higher than all the other evaluated
bandwidths, as discussed previously. For both analysed bandwidths then, it can be
seen that achievable rates converge to the back-to-back performance at short distances.
At longer transmission distances, the MI of the central channel is reduced for wide
bandwidth transmission due to the increased NLI noise and a difference of 1.1 bit/symbol
after 2500 km transmission was observed, corresponding to a 15% decrease in the
achievable information rate. It is expected that this difference will be maintained for
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Figure 4.8: Achievable information rates as a function of transmitted distance for the trans-
mission of a single channel (red) and 7.3 THz total bandwidth (black). Markers represent
experimental data and solid line represents model predictions
transmission distances beyond those evaluated. Due to the relationship between SNR
and MI, we find that the accuracy of the model improves when used to predict the
achievable rates of the system, as can be seen from Fig. 4.8, with the largest observed
difference between the model and the experiment of 0.2 bit/symbol for the transmission
of a single channel. Therefore, as achievable throughput is ultimately the quantity of
interest, it can be concluded that the GN model is particularly accurate at estimating
central channel performance at optimum launch power, even in C+L-band transmission
systems.
Finally, the trade-off between the use of large optical bandwidths and the accumula-
tion of NLI noise was analysed using the measured MI. This analysis was carried out
assuming that all the transmitted WDM channels are equally affected by NLI noise and
ASE noise. Although this assumption is not valid in a realistic transmission scenario
where the noise figure of the optical amplifiers can vary as a function of wavelength and
the outer channels of the spectrum experience less NLI noise. However, this assumption
provides sufficiently useful insight to study how the system throughput behaves in a
transmission system impaired by NLI. It is well known that the capacity of an AWGN
channel is given by Eq. 1.1, where W corresponds to the signal bandwidth. Ideally,
the SNR is not reduced with the use of larger bandwidths if the channel is linear;
therefore, increasing the transmission bandwidth would allow a linear growth in the
system throughput. However, due to the accumulation of NLI noise as the bandwidth is
extended, the MI of the transmitted channels is reduced resulting in a sublinear scaling
of the system throughput. To address this nonlinear penalty on the system, Fig. 4.9
shows the system throughput as a function of the transmitted signal bandwidth after
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Figure 4.9: Total system throughput as a function of the transmitted bandwidth. Red line
represents a system not impaired by NLI noise, obtained from the reiceved OSNR, and black
line corresponds to the transmission system. Markers represent experimental data.
1010 km. The red line illustrates the throughput obtained from the measured received
OSNR for each value of the transmitted bandwidth at optimum signal launch power;
this represents a system not affected by nonlinear impairments. To calculate this, the
received SNR was estimated from the OSNR using the back-to-back characterisation
from Fig. 4.1, and subsequently, the MI was calculated from the estimated SNR. The
degradation of the system throughput due to NLI noise was studied from the exper-
imental data from Fig. 4.5 at optimum power, with the black line showing the total
throughput as a function of bandwidth obtained using the GN model and the markers
are the experimental data. For the transmission of a single channel, the throughput
is reduced by 6% from 317 to 298 Gb/s due to the effect of nonlinearities. The in-
crease of NLI noise is translated into a larger throughput penalty for the transmission
of larger bandwidths. For a transmitted bandwidth of 7.3 THz the data throughput is
decreased from 52 to 47.5 Tb/s due to nonlinear effects, corresponding to a reduction of
approximately 10%. A number of digital and optical techniques have been explored to
mitigate the impairments introduced by NLI noise, which would enable an increase in
the received SNR. However, due to the logarithmic relationship between the system
capacity and the SNR, the benefits of these techniques are limited for state-of-the-art
nonlinearity compensation bandwidths. Increasing the transmission bandwidth, on
the other hand, despite the sublinear scaling introduced by the accumulation of NLI
noise, offers an attractive solution to increase the throughput in optical communication
systems.
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4.2 The inter-channel stimulated Raman scattering ef-
fect on large bandwidth transmission
Although an increase in the transmission bandwidth appears to be a promising solution
for increasing the throughput of optical communication systems, it is important to
be aware that additional nonlinear effects are likely to have a significant impact as
the optical bandwidths are further increased. One major issue is SRS between the
transmitted channels. When a signal is intentionally amplified by a high power pump,
as seen in the previous chapter, the SRS effect can provide a variety of benefits allowing
for distributed amplification. When the signal bandwidth is increased however, the
low wavelength region of the signal spectrum acts as a Raman pump for the longer
wavelengths. Due to the large frequency shift from the Raman gain spectrum in
silica fibres, this effect does not influence the transmission using the C-band; however
larger bandwidths will suffer from this effect. The nonlinear interaction between the
channels propagating through an optical fibre through SRS will be termed inter-channel
stimulated Raman scattering (ISRS) and is the focus of this section.
4.2.1 The ISRS effect
The simplest form of signal amplification from the SRS effect manifests itself when a
monochromatic pump amplifies a monochromatic signal. The evolution of signal and
pump in an optical fibre in this case is given by Eqs. (2.27) and (2.28). When a WDM
signal with a large optical bandwidth is being propagated through a fibre, the interaction
between the channels can be described using the following set of coupled differential
equations [155]:
dPi
dz
=−
M
∑
j=i+1
ω j
2ωi
gR(Ω)
Ae f f
PjPi+
i−1
∑
j=1
gR(Ω)
2Ae f f
PjPi−αPi, (4.7)
where i is the channel index being evaluated from a total of M channels, Pi is the optical
power of chanel i , Ω is the frequency separation between channel j and i, and the
remaining symbols were defined in chapter 2. The channels are indexed such that the
highest frequency channel has index i = 1.
The Raman gain coefficient of SMF was measured as a function of the frequency
separation gR(Ω) in chapter 3 and plotted in Fig. 3.2. From it, it is evident that if a
WDM signal has a bandwidth smaller than 5 THz, almost no power transfer from ISRS
will be experienced during transmission. However, signals with bandwidths larger than
7 THz will suffer from this effect, with almost a linear increase in the Raman gain
coefficient for bandwidths up to 13 THz approximately. When a transmitted signal
experiences ISRS, the power evolution through the optical fibre is affected with two
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potential outcomes: if the signal is amplified from ISRS the increased average power
can increase the generation of NLI; on the other hand, a depleted signal can experience
lower NLI in the presence of ISRS.
4.2.2 Methodology of this study
The effects of ISRS on a transmission system were studied after signal propagation over
an optical fibre. Firstly, the accuracy of the set of coupled differential equations from
Eqs (4.7) was experimentally evaluated for different wavelengths as a function of signal
power and wavelength. To correctly asses this, it is necessary to measure the Raman
gain coefficient at the desired frequency shifts and wavelengths. This was performed
using a high power tunable source in the C-band to amplify a signal in the L-band and
measuring the gain experienced using the methodology described in chapter 3.
Secondly, as before, the received SNR was used as a performance metric to study
how ISRS changes the NLI generated during transmission. To do this, different
wavelengths were studied with and without the effect of ISRS.
Finally, the experimental results were compared to predictions based on the analyt-
ical model described in [60]. The model represents one of the first attempts to include
the effects from ISRS in the GN model. It treats ISRS as a pure signal gain or loss
component with no noise transfer between channels. This assumes that crosstalk, as a
result of time-varying power fluctuations of the modulated channels, averages out due
to the high number of uncorrelated interacting channels [156].
4.2.3 Transmission setup to characterise the effects of ISRS
The experimental setup to perform the study of ISRS on optical transmission systems is
seen in Fig. 4.10. For this study the ONG testbed was used. The transceiver comprised
the transmitter and receiver described in chapter 2. In this case, 14 C-band ECLs were
placed between 1529 and 1540 nm, and spaced 100 GHz apart. The C-band sources
were used for signal generation together with a tunable L-band ECL. The ECLs were
modulated using 32 GBd 256QAM signals, shaped using a root raised cosine filter
with a 1% roll-off factor. SS-ASE noise was used to emulate additional interfering
channels and fill the remaining bandwidth. The SS-ASE was shaped as channels with a
rectangular spectrum, 32 GHz bandwidth and 100 GHz spacing in the C-band. 1000
GHz spacing was used in the L-band, resulting in a total transmitted bandwidth of
9 THz. The number of channels in the L-band was determined by the maximum output
power of the EDFAs of 23 dBm, and the channel spacing was chosen to maintain the
power spectral density for all powers under study.
In this experiment transmission over a single fibre span was performed. The use of
a single fibre span, as opposed to a recirculating loop, allowed us to completely isolate
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Figure 4.10: Schematic of experimental setup.
the ISRS from other optical components or devices that present a wavelength dependant
gain or loss, e.g. the gain tilt from EDFAs. Because long distance transmission
requires dynamic spectrum equalisation, performed by the WSS in the ONG testbed,
the influence from ISRS on the system performance after transmission may have
been affected. For transmission, ultra-loss fibre with standard core area was used,
with attenuation coefficient of 0.18 dB/km, dispersion parameter of 16 ps·nm−1·km−1
and nonlinear coefficient of 1.3 W−1km−1. The measured normalised Raman gain
coefficient was 0.42 W−1km−1 at a Stokes shift of 11.5 THz. The performance of single
span transmission is directly determined by the length of the fibre. With nonlinear
interaction being strongest in the first kilometres of transmission due to the higher
signal power, the linear noise generated by the optical amplifiers dominates the system
performance. The amount of ASE noise determines the optimum signal launch power,
requiring higher signal powers to achieve the best performance when the transmission
fibre is longer. For this reason, three different fibre lengths of 100, 160 and 200 km
were used in this study. After the fibre span the optical signal was amplified by a set of
C+L EDFAs. Finally, the receiver used in this experiment is described in chapter 2.
4.2.4 Signal gain/loss from ISRS
The affects of ISRS on the transmitted signals was evaluated by measuring the optical
power transferred during propagation through the fibre for every channel. To do this,
the optical spectra at the input and output of the fibre were measured using an OSA
with 0.1 nm resolution. The power of the optical signal was varied using a VOA before
being launched into the fibre. The input spectrum can be seen in Fig. 4.11 a) using an
input power of 10.7 dBm per channel. When the optical spectrum is strongly affected
by ISRS a large shift in power is observed. This effect is seen in the spectrum at the
output of the fibre in Fig. 4.11 b). Comparing the input and output, the effect of ISRS is
evident, and a tilt in the spectrum of approximately 15 dB is seen at the output of the
fibre.
Two different wavelengths, located at opposite ends of the optical spectrum, were
selected to measure the gain and loss experienced due to ISRS, as a function of the input
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Figure 4.11: Optical spectra measured using 0.1 nm resolution at: a) fibre input, b) fibre output.
power. The chosen wavelengths were 1530 and 1600 nm, and the results are plotted
in Fig 4.12. When the launched power was small, no power is transferred due to the
ISRS effect; however as the power was increased ISRS started to become significant
leading to a power transfer exceeding 0.2 dB for launch powers larger than -5 dBm. To
place these values into context, they can be compared to the transmission experiment
from Section 4.1. This power would be located in the linear regime of the transmission
system and is still 7 dB below the optimal operation point of that system. Additionally,
in a multi-span transmission system the effects of ISRS would accumulate in every span,
making the influence of this effect increasingly important for long distance links. As
the total launch power was increased, the channel placed at 1530 nm became depleted
and its optical power was transferred to the longer wavelengths. The channel placed
at 1600 nm however, was amplified as seen in Fig 4.12. Additionally, the model from
Eq. (4.7) was compared to the measured power transfer, and showed a good agreement
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Figure 4.12: Power loss/gain from ISRS as a function of signal launch power for channels
placed at 1530 and 1600 nm. Markers represent experimental results and solid lines the model.
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Figure 4.13: Power transfer due to ISRS as a function of signal wavelength for a input signal
power of 10.7 dBm per channel. Markers represent experimental results and solid line the
model.
with these experimental observations.
Finally, the power transfer at a fixed power was measured as a function of the
signal spectrum, and is plotted in Fig 4.13. It can be seen that the power transfer
follows the pattern from Fig. 4.11 b), with almost a linear tilt increasing from shorter
to longer wavelengths. Because the model assumes that the Raman gain coefficient
increases linearly with frequency, some experimental points show a deviation relative
to the theoretical line in the figure. The maximum deviation is approximately 1 dB at
1560 nm.
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Figure 4.14: Three different signal power profiles obtained using Eq. (4.7).
4.2.5 Influence on NLI from ISRS
The power transfer experienced by the channels during transmission influences the
signal power profile along the fibre, and therefore it changes the nonlinear interactions
due to the Kerr effect act on the sigal. As an example, the signal power profiles along
an optical fibre of two channels in the presence of ISRS and a channel experiencing
pure loss is shown in Fig. 4.14. Here it is possible to see that the power transfer
occurs in the first section of the fibre span, exactly the section where the majority of
NLI is generated. This implies that in the presence of ISRS, NLI generated during
transmission is also affected by the signal power. For modelling purposes, the previous
assumptions of Eq. (4.3) are no longer valid, and the dependence on power of η becomes
necessary. An initial attempt to include this effect in GN model was performed in [60].
Subsequently, several derivations for a GN model that includes the ISRS effect were
published [157–159], however they all lacked experimental validation.
To investigate the impact of ISRS on a transmission system, two different channels
were evaluated using SNR as a performance metric. Firstly, the transmission was
performed using a single transmission band: only C-band for the 1530 nm channel and
only L-band for the 1600 nm channel. This scenario represents a transmission system
not impaired by ISRS due to the limited bandwidth used. Subsequently, the complete
spectrum was transmitted and the performance of both channels was evaluated as a
function of input power.
Figure 4.15 shows the results for both transmission scenarios for the channel placed
at 1530 nm and the three different distances under study. It is possible to note that the
optimum power was shifted towards the higher powers as the fibre span increases in
length. As described before, this effect is due to the larger ASE noise generated to
compensate for the loss of a longer fibre span. For the 100 km span it was not possible to
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Figure 4.15: SNR as a function of launch power at 1530 nm. Markers show experimental data
and solid lines represent the theoretical model. The transmission of the entire spectrum (9 THz)
is shown in blue and the transmission of either only C-band or L-band channels are shown in
red colour.
clearly distinguish the optimum power due to the effect of the noise from the transceiver
subsystem. With a back-to-back SNR of 19 dB, this was the highest achievable SNR
after transmission, and, therefore, saturation of the received SNR was found when the
linear and nonlinear noise are smaller than this value. For the spans with lengths of 160
and 200 km the optimum power was found to be 6 and 8 dBm, respectively. Comparing
this to Fig. 4.12, the channel located at 1530 nm experienced a power loss due to ISRS
of 0.2, 1.5 and 2.6 dB for the 100, 160 and 200 km spans respectively. The depletion of
the channel lead to a decrease in the NLI; however, due to the loss of power the optical
amplifier after the fibre span needed to compensate a greater loss, introducing additional
ASE in the process. For the spans of 160 and 200 km, the detrimental effect of the
additional ASE noise can be seen before reaching the optimum power, with a reduction
on the received SNR. As the signal power was increased, the channel experienced a
stronger power depletion because of ISRS, the effect of NLI was reduced. This can be
seen for all the evaluated distances, with the channels obtaining a higher received SNR
after optimum power due to the ISRS effect.
At the other end of the spectrum the opposite effect was found. The measured SNR
as a function of launch power is plotted in Fig. 4.16. The optimum powers for the three
fibre spans when no ISRS was present were found to be 0, 7 and 9 dBm per channel.
The difference, as compared to the 1530 nm channel, was due to the higher noise figures
of the L-band EDFAs. As seen before, the 1600 nm channel experiences amplification
due to ISRS. This amplification leads to a smaller gain required from the EDFAs after
the fibre and, therefore, to a reduction of the ASE noise level at the receiver. For both
spans of 200 km, an improvement in the received SNR before reaching optimum power
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Figure 4.16: SNR as a function of launch power at 1600 nm. Markers show experimental data
and solid lines represent the theoretical model. The transmission of the entire spectrum (9 THz)
is shown in blue and the transmission of either only C-band or L-band channels are shown in
red colour.
was found when the channel was amplified. The higher signal power also increased NLI
noise, and for all three fibre spans a stronger degradation beyond the optimum power
was observed. At 1600 nm, the overall performance of the channels was improved due
to ISRS, with the reduction in the ASE level and the increase in NLI noise reducing
the optimum signal power towards lower powers by approximately 1 dB. The received
SNR was increased by 0.3 dB for the fibre with a length of 160 km, and by 0.9 dB for
the 200 km long fibre.
As seen from the results ploted in Figs. 4.15 and 4.16, a system employing large
optical bandwidths will be severly affected by nonlinear effects. ISRS and NLI are
closely related, with ISRS influencing the generation of NLI. To design and plan the
optical networks for the future, a precise channel model is required that includes all
these nonlinear effects. In this work, the experimental results were compared to the
modified GN model presented in [60]. The modified model uses the set of equations
Eq (4.7) to calculate the power profile of a given channel i, and utilises an effective loss
coefficient (αeff) that matches the actual effective nonlinear length of the channel under
test. The performance of the system is then given by a modified version of Eq. (1.1):
SNRi =
Pch
PASE,i+PNLI,i
, (4.8)
where PNLI,i = ηi(Pch)P3ch, with ηi(Pch) described in [60]. The difference between
Eq. (4.8) and Eq. (1.1) is that the ASE and NLI noise terms depend on the location of
the evaluated channel i on the optical spectrum. The main assumption of this model
is that no noise is transfered from one channel to another due to ISRS interactions.
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From the experimental results in Figs. 4.15 and 4.16 it can be seen that the used
model correctly predicts the performance of the system, both in terms of ASE and
NLI noise generation. The crosstalk-free ISRS assumption is, therefore, confirmed
by the experimental data following the predictions from the model for the ASE noise
level (PASE,i), with no additional penalties observed. This assumption would later be
independently verified in [160].
4.2.6 Improving system performance using DBP
As the transmitted bandwidth is increased and the ISRS effects starts to dominate the
nonlinear impairments of the systems, solutions to cope with ISRS are required. It has
been noted in the literature that to maximise the system throughput, ISRS needs to be
harnessed without trying to suppress it by reducing the signal power [60]. A potential
solution to maximise the system throughput is the use of power equalisation, as seen in
[157], where the power of each transmitted channels was optimised to maximise the
overall throughput in a system impaired by NLI noise and ISRS. In this section the
use of nonlinearity compensation, namely DBP, is proposed to reduce the additional
generation of NLI noise due to the ISRS effect.
In chapter 3, the use of DBP was introduced for distributed Raman amplifiers.
Although it has a higher computational complexity due to the signal power profile, an
improved performance was observed with the use of Raman amplification. Distributed
Raman amplifiers are one of the possible applications of stimulated Raman scattering.
The signal power evolution they present, especially in the forward pump configuration,
can be similar to the one from a channel experiencing gain from ISRS. Then, if a
channel is amplified by ISRS and the NLI noise grows for this reason, DBP can be used
to mitigate this effect. Just as in the previous chapter, the signal power profile used in
the backward propagation needs to match the one in the forward direction to maximise
the nonlinearity mitigation.
In this section, Eq (4.7) was used to calculate the power evolution of the channel
of interest at every power, which in turn was used in the back-propagation algorithm.
DBP was implemented as described in chapter 3, in Fig. 3.14. The received SNR was
calculated after using DBP in a channel impaired by ISRS as a function of the signal
power and the results are plotted in Fig. 4.17. The studied channel was centred at
1600 nm, and two different distance of 160 and 200 km were evaluated. In both cases,
the maximum SNR influenced by ISRS was improved by approximately 0.4 dB. In this
wideband transmission regime, the gain is limited by the available received bandwidth,
with DBP only compensating for nonlinear distortions within that bandwidth. Beyond
the optimum power, it is evident that the nonlinear compensation obtained by DBP was
not constant as a function of the input power, due to the extremely rapid growth of NLI
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Figure 4.17: Received SNR as a function of launch power at 1600 nm. Triangular markers
show the performance after DBP in the presence of ISRS. a) 160 km span, b) 200 km span.
noise as the power was increased.
DBP can be used to enhance the received SNR also in the presence of ISRS. Ad-
ditionally, if used in the section of the spectrum where the channels are amplified due
to ISRS, greater benefits can be observed due to the reduction of linear noise. Finally,
it has been shown that the use of short fibre spans leads to an improved linear noise
performance and therefore a higher received SNR can be obtained. An implication of
this is that optimum signal power is found at lower powers, which in turn can help to
reduce the effect of ISRS.
4.3 Benefits of increasing the fibre bandwidth
This chapter has focused on understanding the behaviour of nonlinear effects for the
transmission of signals with bandwidth up to 9 THz. In this study, the validity of the
GN model with the necessary modifications to include the ISRS effects have been exper-
imentally confirmed for this transmission regime. The impairments introduced by fibre
nonlinearity effectively limit the information rates at which an optical communication
system can transmit information by setting a maximum SNR that can be obtained after
transmission. As seen from Eq. (1.1), once the SNR is limited, the only way to increase
the achievable rates in an AWGN communication channel is by increasing the signal
bandwidth. Unfortunately, optical communication systems only support transmission
in a small fraction of the low-loss region of silica fibres due to the scarce availability
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of amplification solutions and components beyond the traditional transmission bands,
making the use of larger optical bandwidths for signal transmission a difficult task.
Additionally, as seen herein, as the transmitted optical bandwidth grows larger nonlinear
effects continue to accumulate, further degrading the SNR of the transmitted channels.
To date, experimental demonstrations have achieved increases to the system through-
put using techniques such as nonlinear compensation, coded modulation and constel-
lation shaping schemes, either independently or in combination, for example in [49].
However, the benefits of all these techniques remain relatively limited, and even com-
bined, they are unlikely to satisfy the capacity demands of future networks. Before
the task of using a larger optical bandwidth by introducing new optical components to
support said endeavour is undertaken, it is necessary to address the potential benefits of
this approach. Numerical simulations for large optical bandwidths require enormous
computational resources and, for this thesis, simulating beyond 10 THz was not feasible.
Analytical models, on the other hand, offer a great trade off between complexity and
bandwidth scalability. It was seen in this chapter that the GN model and its modified
versions to include ISRS remain accurate up to 9 THz. The question to answer in this
section is, then, how beneficial is the use of a larger optical bandwidth as a solution to
increase the capacity of communication systems.
4.3.1 Methodology of this study
This section describes a purely theoretical and idealised study of ultra wideband trans-
mission. Due to the nature of the large optical bandwidth, no experimental demonstra-
tions can be carried out because of the lack of components across the entire bandwidth.
To perform this study, the received SNR was used as a system performance metric and it
was estimated using analytical models. This study first focused on analysing an optical
fibre impaired only by ASE noise arising from optical amplifiers, and nonlinear effects
were included later. The GN model, both in its original form from [90] and the ISRS
modified version from [60] were used to calculate a NLI coefficient for every channel
in the transmitted spectrum.
As a reference system a multi-span system was chosen, formed by 80 km spans
and a total distance of 2000 km. The optical fibre had low loss and standard core area,
with attenuation coefficient of 0.165 dB/km at 1550 nm and 80 µm core area. The
optical signal was assumed to be formed by WDM channels shaped using an ideal
root raised cosine filter, allowing for Nyquist channel spacing and a modulation rate of
32 GBd. The WDM signals had an uniform input power into the fibre spans. Optical
amplification was assumed to be carried out in parallel bands for different spectral
regions of 5 THz after every span and was performed by ideal optical amplifiers with
a noise figure of 3 dB. The amplifiers had a maximum output power of 27 dBm. This
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power level is already commercially available for C- and L-band solutions. A summary
of the used system parameters is shown in Table 4.1. Finally, an ideal coherent receiver
was assumed. This allowed us to neglect linear fibre impairments such as chromatic
dispersion and polarisation mode dispersion due to the capability of DSP to compensate
for them after transmission.
Parameter Value
Fibre Length 80 (km)
Centre Wavelength (λc) 1480 (nm)
Dispersion (Dλc) 13.15 (ps/nm/km)
Dispersion slope (S0) 0.092 (ps/nm2/km)
Nonlinear coefficient @ 1480 nm (γ) 1.2 (1/W/km)
Attenuation @ 1550 nm (α) 0.165 (dB/km)
Maximum Raman gain coefficient (gR) 0.4 (1/W/km)
Mode field diameter @ 1310 nm 9.2 (µm)
Mode field diameter @ 1550 nm 10.5 (µm)
Symbol Rate 32 [GBd]
Number of spans (N) 25
Maximum amplifier power 5 [W]
Table 4.1: Transmission fibre parameters for ultra wideband transmission.
4.3.2 The linear channel
The performance of a linear fibre channel, with Rayleigh backscattering and infra-red
absorption considered to be the only causes of fibre attenuation across the spectrum
[84], was analysed first. In this scenario, the SNR at the receiver is limited by the ASE
noise from the optical amplification process and the output power available from the
amplifiers. Any lumped optical amplifier introduces a total amount of ASE noise power
given by [82]:
PASE(ω) = nsph
ω0
2pi
(G−1)Fb, (4.9)
where Fb is to the symbol rate of the channel centred at a frequency ω0, nsp is the
spontaneous emission factor and G is the amplifier gain at ω. While in Eq. (4.9) the
ASE noise generated within a channel is assumed to be spectrally flat, this assumption
changes for greater bandwidths. With the use of large optical bandwidths two terms
from Eq. (4.9) will significantly change between channels at different regions of the
optical spectrum. Firstly, the central frequency (ω0) of the channels can change over
20 THz operating in the low-loss region of SMF (1300-1700 nm), and secondly, the
gain (G) required to amplify each channel is changed by the wavelength dependent
attenuation coefficient, as see in Fig. 2.2. Using the attenuation coefficient from Fig. 2.2,
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Figure 4.18: Received SNR as a function of channel wavelength for an ASE impaired system.
the loss for each of the channels within the spectrum was calculated, and subsequently
used to compute the amount of ASE generated by an ideal optical amplifier. The SNR
was then calculated as the ratio between received channel power and ASE noise in the
channel bandwidth, where the received channel power was determined by the maximum
amplifier output power. The SNR for every channel placed between 1230 and 1750 nm
can be seen in Fig. 4.18. An increase in the received SNR is seen when moving from
short wavelengths towards the longer ones, following the attenuation profile of Rayleigh
backscattering. A maximum SNR can be seen within the L-band at approximately
1580 nm; beyond this point, SNR starts to decrease due to infra-red absorption. Due to
the rapid increase of the infra-red absorption on silica fibres following a law proportional
to exp(λ) the SNR was decreased accordingly, reaching a value of 0 dB at 1728 nm.
Increasing the transmission bandwidth beyond 1700 nm offers diminishing returns due
to the rapid increase in the attenuation coefficient. Extending the optical bandwidth
towards the higher wavelength region of SMF is not a real solution for higher capacity
communication systems. Altough some interest has emerged in researching optical
amplifiers that operate in this spectral region [161], the properties of silica fibres will
not take full advantage of it. However, this region can still remain useful for short or
low data rate optical links. Towards the lower wavelengths a much slower decrease in
the received SNR is seen and fibre attenuation does not impose a limit on the spectral
region that can be used for transmission. However, towards the lower wavelengths, the
condition of single mode guidance through optical fibres is no longer satisfied. In this
region, power from the fundamental model will be lost to generate higher order modes:
therefore, this study will remain confined to a minimum wavelength of 1260 nm, the
cut-off wavelength of Corning SMF [162].
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4.3.3 The nonlinear channel
The performance of a linear optical fibre system is limited by the attenuation exper-
ienced by light during propagation, but as described in section 2.3, optical fibre is
a nonlinear medium, and it is of interest to include this behaviour in the study. To
do so, the GN-model was used to calculate the NLI coefficient of the system under
study using Eq. (2.23) for a variety of optical bandwidths. Two different types of
nonlinear interactions were included: (i) signal-signal distortions generated by crosstalk
induced between channels propagating together through the fibre, and, (ii) signal-noise
distortions generated by the joint propagation of ASE noise with the optical signals.
Therefore, the total NLI noise for the channel i was calculated using:
PNLI,i = Ps−s,i+Ps−n,i (4.10)
with Ps−s,i = ηiP3i and Ps−n,i = 3PASE,iηiP
2
i ∑
Ns
k=1 k.
Here η was calculated using Eq. (2.23) for one span, and bandwidths varying
from 1 to 35 THz, using a central wavelength of 1480 nm and considering a uniform
input power across the spectrum. To calculate η, a wavelength dependent nonlinear
coefficient (γ(λ)) was used to include the variation of γ across the studied spectrum.
This was carried out by using a linear scaling relative to the increase of the mode-field
diameter (MFD) of the optical signal as a function of wavelength. The values used here
were 9.2 and 10.5 µm at 1310 and 1550 nm from [162]. Finally, the NLI noise was
assumed to add incoherently at every span, an assumption justified by the use of large
optical bandwidths [57].
The calculated NLI coefficients for the reference system are shown in Fig. 4.19.
The maximum bandwidth for the study of nonlinear effects was limited to avoid the
zero dispersion wavelength of the optical fibre. In the spectral regions where dispersion
has a value of 0, the assumption of the GN model are never obtained, and, therefore,
the predictions of the model are not valid. For a fixed channel, as the signal bandwidth
was increased, the NLI continues to accumulate. For the bandwidths under study, the
channels on the outer edge of the spectrum experienced smaller nonlinear distortions
compared to the central ones. The tilt observed for the NLI coefficients with a decrease
from shorter to longer wavelengths is due to the dispersion slope that increases chromatic
dispersion for longer wavelengths, along with the growth of the MFD towards this region.
The received SNR obtained using Eq. (2.22) for the studied cases are shown in Fig. 4.20.
Compared to the linear case, nonlinearity clearly imposes a limit on the performance of
the system by restricting the power into the fibre spans. The maximum SNR is reduced
by approximately 10 dB compared to the linear case due to nonlinear effects. As in the
linear channel, the received SNR is increased towards the longer wavelengths due to
the reduced ASE noise and smaller NLI coefficient. The optimum signal power was
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Figure 4.19: NLI coefficient as a function of chanel wavelength.
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Figure 4.20: Received SNR as a function of channel wavelength for NLI impaired system.
defined as the power that maximises the sum of SNR over all channels, and it was
found to be -3 and -4 dBm for the studied bandwidths. As the bandwidth was increased,
nonlinear effects continued to grow, and for the largest studied bandwidth of 35 THz,
the received SNR ranged from approximately 6 dB for the lower wavelengths up to 16
dB at 1580 nm.
As seen in section 4.2, ISRS becomes increasingly important as the transmission
bandwidth grows: therefore, its inclusion for all studied bandwidths was necessary. The
signal power profiles for the channels within the bandwidth of interest were calculated
using Eq. (4.7). The power profiles were used to obtain new NLI coefficients in the
presence of ISRS using the model from [60]. Finally, the received SNR was calculated
for signal launch powers from -20 to 0 dBm. The nonlinear interactions included for
this calculation were the same as Eq. (4.10), namely signal-signal and signal-noise
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interactions, however the linear noise was modified to include the signal depletion or
amplification experienced due to ISRS. The overall ASE noise introduced by an optical
amplifier after a fibre span including the ISRS effects is given by:
PASE,i = nsph
ωi
2pi
(
Gα,i
GISRS,i
−1
)
Fb, (4.11)
where Gα,i is the gain to compensate for the loss due to fibre attenuation, and GISRS,i is
the gain to overcome the effect of ISRS. The term GISRS,i is greater than 1 if the channel
is amplified, thus an overall gain smaller than the one from fibre attenuation is required
after a span. Conversely, the term GISRS,i is smaller than 1 when the channel is depleted
and an overall higher gain needs to be compensated for after the span. The power
transfer effect from ISRS modifies the signal power profile of every channel along the
optical fibre, either reducing NLI if the channel is being depleted or increasing it if the
channel is being amplified with other crosstalk effects being negligible. This effect
becomes stronger as the optical bandwidth grows, reaching a maximum at approximately
13 THz. Beyond this point, the Raman gain coefficient is rapidly reduced as seen in
Fig. 3.2, therefore in this study a channel is assumed to scatter photons due to ISRS
only up to a frequency shift of 13 THz.
The received SNR was calculated as a function of the channel wavelength and
launch power for three different transmitted bandwidths, and the results are plotted in
Fig. 4.21. For the transmission of 1 THz the effect of ISRS is negligible, with little
reduction of the received SNR compared to Fig. 4.20. Again, a reduced amount of NLI
noise is experienced by the channel in the outer region of the transmitted spectrum and
almost equal performance for the channels in the centre was found. Optimum signal
power in this case was found to be -3 dBm as in the previous analysis. For 9 THz,
the power shift from ISRS dramatically reduces the SNR for longer wavelengths as
the signal power is increased. It can be seen in Fig. 4.21 b), that for input powers
above optimum, the contour of the surface plot was changed due to ISRS, with longer
wavelengths experiencing increased NLI noise, and shorter wavelengths presenting
improved nonlinear tolerance due to power depletion. For the central part of the optical
spectrum ISRS has little influence, this is because channels in the central section of
the spectrum experience depletion and gain, losing power to higher wavelengths and
amplified by the shorter wavelengths. For this bandwidth of 9 THz, optimum launch
power was found to be -4 dBm.
For bandwidths greater than 9 THz, ISRS had a strong influence on the transmis-
sion system, and a reduction of 1 dB in the optimum signal power, compared to the
previous case where ISRS was neglected, was found for the transmission of 33 THz.
Figure 4.21 (c) shows the received SNR for the transmission of 33 THz. Again a contour
change was found in the surface plot due to ISRS. To quantify the effect ISRS has on
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Figure 4.21: Received SNR as a function of signal power and channel wavelength for different
optical bandwidths in the presence of ISRS. a), b) and c) correspond to 1, 9 and 33 THz,
respectively.
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Figure 4.22: Received SNR at optimum signal power as a function of channel wavelength with
and without the effect of ISRS.
the received SNR as a function of channel wavelength, the received SNR at optimum
power for all the evaluated channels occupying a bandwidth of 33 THz is plotted in
Fig. 4.22 neglecting ISRS and considering it. In the lower wavelength region (between
1370 and 1450 nm), an increase in the received SNR was observed, compared to the
scenario when ISRS was neglected. A maximum increase of 0.9 dB was found at 1450
nm. This is due to the smaller generation of NLI noise when the channel experiences
depletion due to ISRS. Wavelengths longer than 1450 nm experienced a decrease in the
received SNR due to ISRS. This detrimental effect was increased for channels at longer
wavelengths, and a maximum difference of 8 dB was found for the longest wavelength
of 1610 nm. On average it was found that the received SNR, across the entire 33 THz
spectrum, was reduced by 2.5 dB due to ISRS, compared to the study when ISRS was
neglected.
Fig. 4.22 also offers insight into the physical processes responsible for the reduction
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of the SNR across the transmitted spectrum. Firstly, the dispersion slope, that reflects
the reduction of chromatic dispersion for shorter wavelengths, is the main reason for
the increase in NLI noise in this spectral region. To reduce this effect, the fabrication
of new optical fibres is required, with an increased dispersion over the bandwidth of
interest. Secondly, ISRS further increases the generation of NLI on the opposite side of
the spectrum. In order to overcome this limitation a new material would be required.
Due to the stimulated Raman scattering response of silica this effect will always be
present in silica based optical fibres.
4.3.4 Benefits of increasing the transmission bandwidth
Extending the usable optical bandwidth will increase the generation and strength of
nonlinear effects. However, as a solution to increase the capacity of modern optical
communication systems, using an extended optical bandwidth can still be an attractive
option. It was seen in this chapter that NLI noise has an approximately logarithmic
relationship with the bandwidth of the transmitted signals. In any logarithmic function,
the fastest growing stage is found close to zero, implying that the closest frequency
components contribute the most to the generation of nonlinear distortions in a channel
of interest, while channels with a large frequency separation present only a small
contribution to it. However, ISRS modifies the generation of NLI along the transmission
fibres making the answer of how much the throughput is increased by using a larger
optical bandwidth not simple.
The potential achievable throughput as a function of optical bandwidth is plotted
in Fig. 4.23. Due to the way the linear and NLI noise are treated in the used models,
the throughput was estimated assuming an additive white Gaussian noise channel,
using log2(1+SNR). For the linear channel, where the fibre attenuation determines the
received SNR, increasing the transmission bandwidth always results in an increase in
the transmitted throughput. An exception is found when the region beyond 1750 nm
is used, where the attenuation exceeds usable values yielding a SNR of 0 dB. In this
linear case, transmitting a total bandwidth of 35 THz would result in throughputs of
558 Tb/s: corresponds to a throughput higher by a factor of 3.7 compared to a linear
system occupying the state-of-the-art available bandwidth of 9 THz.
NLI noise generation in the transmission system reduced the achievable throughput
considerably by changing the optimum optical power into each fibre span. In this
scenario, a throughput of 306.5 Tb/s was found using an optical bandwidth of 35 THz.
This corresponds to a reduction by a factor of 1.8 compared to the ideal linear case.
Employing this large optical bandwidth, however, is still beneficial compared to the
current available fibre bandwidth. In the presence of NLI, a throughput of 86.5 Tb/s
was found using 9 THz.
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Figure 4.23: Estimation of system throughput as a function of the transmitted optical bandwidth.
Finally, including impairments introduced by the ISRS effect, the system throughput
is further reduced. It accounts for a further 10% reduction compared to the NLI
scenario. Including ISRS, a throughput of 279.3 Tb/s was found using the available
35 THz, corresponding to a 3.2 times increase in the throughput of a system employing
state-of-the-art bandwidth of 9 THz. Overall, increasing the transmitted bandwidth
was found beneficial for all the 3 studied scenarios. Considering all the modelled
channel impairments to date, namely ASE, NLI and ISRS, an average increase of 7 Tb/s
was found for every additional THz of bandwidth occupied at this particular studied
distance. This represents however an upper bound on the potential benefits of extending
the transmission bandwidth, due to the idealised nature of the study (ideal optical
amplification and capacity achieving modulation formats).
Even with the dramatic change in the power profiles of the transmitted channels,
and the implications on the generation of NLI noise, using all the available bandwidth
results in an increased throughput, and remains the most attractive solution in increasing
the transmission capacity of single-mode silica based optical fibres.
Summary
Increasing the usable optical fibre bandwidth continues to be a promising solution to
increase the capacity of state-of-the-art communication systems. In this chapter, the
impact of nonlinear effects as the transmitted bandwidth is increased was experimentally
studied. The growth of nonlinear interactions as the occupied bandwidth is increased
does not prevent the throughput being increased. The capacity of single mode silica
based fibre is still fundamentally limited by linear and nonlinear impairments; how-
ever, current communication systems are far from utilising the full potential of the
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transmission channel. The key results from this chapter are summarised as follows:
• For the first time, an experiment was designed and performed to study the growth
of nonlinear effects up to bandwidths of 7.3 THz, confirming a logarithmic law
for all the studied bandwidths. It was found that the predictions of the GN model
remain accurate as the transmitted bandwidth was increased, highlighting its
capability to design and study transmission systems.
• ISRS was confirmed to modify the amount of NLI noise experienced by every
transmitted channel depending of the signal power. Additionally, no linear
crosstalk was found in channels experiencing ISRS. The high speed changes of
the transmitted waveforms, and large amount of modulated channels used create
an averaging effect that allows modelling of ISRS as a pure gain/loss effect. The
proposed modification to the GN model presented in [60] was experimentally val-
idated in a system employing a bandwidth of 9 THz, allowing accurate estimation
of the NLI noise generated by a channel experiencing ISRS.
• The potential benefits of increasing transmission bandwidths were studied using
both models validated for large bandwidth transmission within this chapter. For
bandwidths larger than 9 THz, it was found that, on average, every additional
THz used theoretically allows an increase in the transmitted throughput of 7 Tb/s.
For all the studied cases, increasing the transmission bandwidth was beneficial,
allowing a larger throughput to be transmitted.
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AS SHOWN IN chapters 3 and 4, digital NLC schemes offer promising enhance-ment to the performance of optical communication systems by mitigatingnonlinear distortions generated during fibre transmission. However, all digital
NLC schemes are fundamentally constrained to only compensate for nonlinear effects
within a reduced bandwidth, limited either by the transmitter, receiver or a combination
of both subsystems. As an alternative, optical NLC schemes are implemented in the
optical domain without the need to convert the optical signal into an electrical one. Mak-
ing use of the large bandwidth provided by optical fibres, optical NLC can potentially
compensate for nonlinear effects in multiple channels at the same time, offering the
possibility of operating at a much larger bandwidth that its digital counterpart. Among
the optical NLC schemes, optical phase conjugation (OPC) can notionally provide
nonlinearity compensation without any loss in the available transmission degrees of
freedom. With several experimental demonstrations, and offering transparency on the
used signal (symbol rate and modulation format), OPC is one of the most studied optical
NLC method for current optical communication systems.
This chapter describes, in section 5.1, a study on the performance of OPC on
an installed network employing standard amplification solutions, namely EDFA, and
evaluates how important the power symmetry is to achieve nonlinearity compensation.
Finally, due to the limited gains found obtained using OPC, section 5.2 presents a
new NLC method that brings together the benefits of optical and digital NLC. The
method jointly used OPC and Volterra series frequency equaliser, and shows improved
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performance compared to either of the schemes is used in isolation.
5.1 OPC benefits in EDFA based networks
The use of OPC to compensate for linear and nonlinear impairments was already
introduced in chapter 2 together with a review on the experimental demonstrations
of this NLC method. Perfect symmetry relative to the conjugation point in terms of
signal power and chromatic dispersion is required for ideal nonlinearity compensation.
To obtain the desired power symmetry, advanced amplification schemes are needed.
Noticeably, due to the small slope of chromatic dispersion across the C-band, OPC can
be used as a simple method to jointly compensate for dispersion effects of multiple
channels, allowing a reduction the complexity of the DSP at the receiver.
In this section, the study of the performance of OPC as a NLC method in a 440 km
EDFA-based non-dispersion-compensated field-installed transmission experiment is
described.
5.1.1 Methodology
An experimental study of a transmission system employing EDFAs as the optical
amplification solution and a mid-link OPC module was carried out to evaluate the
potential of OPC as a NLC method. For this purpose, an installed optical network
was utilised, allowing to carry out an investigation moving away from the controlled
laboratory environments where OPC has been shown to work effectively.
The main challenge of such an experiment is the remote optimisation of different
devices and components to obtain the best possible performance. The National Dark
Fibre Infrastructure Service (NDFIS) [163] was chosen as the optical network in which
the experiment was performed. NDFIS offers a dedicated fibre network linking four
universities, UCL, Bristol, Cambridge and Southampton. Remote operation of the
optical network was carried out from UCL, and OPC was performed remotely in the
University of Southampton. Real-time optimisation of the OPC module was carried out
with the help of Yujia Sun at the Optoelectronics Research Centre.
5.1.2 Transmission setup to characterise the performance of OPC
The transmission setup to investigate the performance of OPC as a NLC method in an
installed optical network is shown in Fig. 5.1. For this experiment, the ONG transmitter
and receiver were used. The transmitter comprised of 14 ECLs. The allocation of the
signal wavelengths was varied depending on the transmitted bandwidth to maximise the
conversion efficiency for small bandwidths, and to avoid crosstalk from higher order
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the experimental transmission setup.
idlers for the transmission of all 14 channels. To perform the transmission of different
bandwidths the following configuration was used: for the transmission of three channels
a single sub-band was used, centred at 1555.2 nm; for the transmission of six channels
another sub-band was added centred at 1557.2 nm. Finally, for the transmission of 14
channels the wavelengths used were divided into two sub-bands with 7 channels each:
a short wavelength sub-band between 1552.12 and 1554.13 nm, and a long wavelength
sub-band between 1558.29 and 1560.20 nm. For all three cases, and in both wavelength
sub-bands, the spacing between the lasers was 41 GHz. The ECLs were modulated
using 40 GBd 256-QAM signals shaped using a root raised cosine filter with a 1%
roll-off factor.
Transmission was performed over the NDFIS connecting UCL and the University
of Southampton via two intermediate sites. The first fibre link had a length of 54 km,
the second connecting London and Reading had a length of 77 km, and the third link
connecting Reading and Southampton had a length of 92 km. The total distance of the
optical path was 446 km. Optical amplification was carried out by EDFAs at every node
of the network. Despite the option of using DCF modules at every node, this option
was not chosen due to the tendency of modern transmission systems to compensate for
chromatic dispersion using DSP. Additionally, a similar experiment was performed
using in-line dispersion compensation in [1]. OPC was then performed at the University
of Southampton, corresponding to the middle of the link, and the conjugated signal was
redirected to UCL using a different fibre from the network.
At the output of the transmission link, the signals were amplified and a band-pass
filter was used to select the channel to be detected. At the receiver, the signal was
conjugated back after detection when OPC was in place. This was performed off-line
using the conjugation function from MatLab. The conjugation was performed in the
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time domain for both polarisations. If no OPC was used, the standard DSP chain from
the ONG receiver, described in section 2.6, was used.
5.1.2.1 OPC module
OPC is a process where an optical signal is propagated through a nonlinear medium in
the presence of a pump beam to create a phase conjugated copy (or idler) of the original
signal. Usually, the conjugating medium is a nonlinear optical waveguide which can
support FWM [164], such as HNLF [165]. During the propagation in the nonlinear
medium, when the phase matching condition is met for all the photons participating
in the nonlinear process, the FWM phenomenon creates an idler wave at frequency
ωi = 2ωp−ωS, where ωp and ωS correspond to the pump and signal frequencies
respectively.
Neglecting pump to signal depletion, and assuming that the pump power is much
higher than the signal, the FWM process is governed by the coupled linear differential
equations [82]:
dAs
dz
= 2iγA2pe
−iκzA∗i ,
dAi
dz
= 2iγA2pe
−iκzA∗s ,
(5.1)
with signal and idler optical fields defined as As and Ai, input pump field Ap, and total
phase mismatch κ given by:
κ= β(ωs)+β(ωi)−2β(ωp)+2γP0, (5.2)
where β(ω) is the propagation constant of the fibre at frequency ω, γ is the nonlinear
coefficient of the medium, and P0 = |Ap|2. From Eq. (5.1) it is seen that the amplitude
of the idler field is directly related to the complex conjugate of the signal field.
The conversion efficiency of an OPC module is defined as the ratio between the
output idler power at the end of the nonlinear medium of length L to the input signal
power, is given by:
ηc =
Pi(L)
Ps(0)
=
(
γP0
g
)2
sinh2(gL), (5.3)
where g is the parametric gain of the nonlinear process.
The setup used to perform OPC is shown in Fig. 5.2. It was developed and built in
the Univerisity of Southampton by the students of Prof. Periklis Petropoulos and Dr.
Francesca Parmigiani. This setup corresponds to the one used in the experiments of
[1, 2]. The main features of the OPC module include efficient bandwidth utilisation in a
single nonlinear medium and insensitivity to the polarisation of the incoming signal due
to the use of a dual pump configuration. Firstly, to maximise the bandwidth utilisation,
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Figure 5.2: OPC module setup from [1, 2].
the entire bandwidth was divided into two sub-bands and each sub-band was processed
by an independent OPC device. Here, each OPC device is formed of the same nonlinear
medium, exploiting the possibility of bi-directional transmission of optical fibres and
each sub-band is defined by the position of one pump and the average frequency of the
two pumps.
The operation principle of the OPC module was as follows: the incoming signal
was separated into two different sub-bands by a WSS, and each band was launched
into one end of the nonlinear medium where conjugation would be performed. Two
continuous-wave pumps were used, separated by 12 nm (1.5 THz), and located at
1550.12 and 1562.23 nm. They were amplified separately by EDFAs and filtered to
suppress out-of-band amplified spontaneous emission noise. A pair of polarisation
controllers ensured the orthogonality of their states of polarisation. After the two pumps
were combined in the same fibre, they were split into two copies, directed to the two
opposite ends of the nonlinear medium combined this way with each one of the signal
sub-bands. The power per pump per direction was 22 dBm.
The nonlinear medium chosen to perform the FWM was HNLF. The HNLF was a
101 m span of strained germanium-doped silica fibre with a zero-dispersion wavelength
of 1531 nm, a dispersion slope of 0.018 ps · km−1· nm−2, a polarisation mode dispersion
of 0.31 ps · km−1/2 , and a nonlinear coefficient of 11.6 W−1km−1. The conversion
efficiency of the OPC module was measured, using the output and input signal powers,
to be approximately -10dB.
At the output, the original signals were filtered out by optical band-pass filters,
therefore, leaving the phase-conjugated idlers occupying the wavelengths of the opposite
band.
The optical spectrum of the transmission of 3 channels is shown in Fig. 5.3 for
the transmission employing both EDC and OPC. The received spectrum for the OPC
transmission is shifted towards the long wavelength sub-band. For OPC transmission
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Figure 5.3: Spectra of the received signals after transmission of 3 channels. Blue and red
correspond to a system without and with an OPC module, respectively.
it is also possible to see an increase of 1.6 dB in the ASE noise level. This is due to
the negative conversion efficiency of the OPC module, and the noise generated by the
EDFA used to overcome the conversion efficiency and losses in the module.
5.1.3 Transmission results using OPC
The performance of the transmission system was evaluated for 3, 6 and 14 channels.
Overall, the maximum bandwidth occupied by the signals was of 560 GHz. Additionally,
SSFM simulations were performed to obtain a greater theoretical insight into the system
and the obtained results.
A launch power sweep was performed for all the bandwidths under study. The
system performance as a function of launch power for the transmission of 3 channels is
plotted in Fig. 5.4. In the linear regime both transmission configurations show a similar
performance; however, as noted from the ASE level in the received spectrum, the OPC
configuration introduces a higher amount of linear noise and a reduction of 0.4 dB in
the linear regime was found. As the signal power was increased, the EDC configuration
reached a maximum SNR of 17.7 dB at a power of 2.6 dBm, beyond which the received
SNR decreased due to nonlinear effects. The configuration employing OPC reached
a maximum SNR of 17.4 dB at the same launch power. The nonlinear regime of the
OPC configuration shows however an improved nonlinear tolerance compared to its
EDC counterpart. For all the evaluated power points in the nonlinear regime, the OPC
configuration presented 1.4 dB higher SNR than the EDC configuration. The higher
SNR in the nonlinear regime indicates that the OPC module used in this transmission
does offer nonlinearity compensation, albeit very limited. Although NLC is achieved,
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Figure 5.4: Received SNR as a function of the signal launch power for a system using 3 channels.
Blue and red denote EDC and OPC scenarios; markers and lines represent experimental data
and simulations.
in this transmission configuration OPC does not offer any performance gain compared
to EDC only.
The system performance as a function of launch power for the transmission of 14
channels is shown in Fig. 5.5. The same trend from the transmission of 3 channels
is observed for all powers. The linear regime presented a reduction of 0.2 dB when
the OPC device was used, in this scenario the penalty seems to be reduced due to
optimisation on the power of the pumps used in the OPC module. For this reason,
the same performance was observed for both configurations with a maximum SNR
of 16.9 dB. In the nonlinear regime the NLC gain from OPC is further reduced to
1.1 dB. This reduction in performance is due to the increased optical bandwidth of the
transmitted signal.
The simulation results are shown jointly with the experimental ones in both Figs. 5.4
and 5.5. Good agreement was seen for all cases between the simulations and the
experimental data. The simulations for the transmission of 3 channels show that a
slightly better performance could have been achieved with the OPC device at 3.6 and
4.6 dBm. This is attributed to implementation penalties due to the non-ideal properties
of the OPC module, such as component losses and negative conversion efficiency. The
increase in bandwidth from 3 to 14 channels results in a reduction of the NLC efficiency
of OPC of 0.3 dB, in good agreement with the experimental results. The observed
gain was limited by the properties of the transmission link, e.g., the signal power
profile from the use of EDFA and power asymmetry relative to the conjugation point.
Optical networks often employ different span lengths to connect different nodes, further
reducing the power symmetry, and thus the gain from the compensation of nonlinear
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Figure 5.5: Received SNR as a function of the signal launch power a system using 14 channels.
Blue and red denote EDC and OPC scenarios; markers and lines represent experimental data
and simulations.
effects. The following subsection will describe the study of the degradation caused by
the power asymmetry and different network configurations. The experiment suggests
that the OPC configuration used allows for the processing of an increased number
of transmitted channels without introducing signal degradation by the generation of
parasitic higher-order idlers during the conjugation process. Additional benefits offered
by OPC relate to the simultaneous compensation of chromatic dispersion for all the
transmitted WDM channels within the transmission link, and as the number of channels
is increased this benefit can be exploited to reduce the power consumption of the
receivers and reduce transmission latency.
5.1.4 Gain reduction in OPC systems
The performance of the experimentally studied system employing OPC to compensate
for nonlinear effects was shown to present limited benefits, by only extending the
operation power range by 1 dB and with no overall improvement in the received
SNR, compared to the use of an EDC configuration. Due to the good agreement
found between the numerical simulations and the performed experiment, a variety
of transmission configurations were simulated in order to explore the reason for the
reduced gain obtained by employing OPC. The studied scenarios were the following: (i)
a reduced noise figure from the optical amplifiers, (ii) an ideal transceiver without noise,
(iii) using the same system but with a longer transmission distance, (iv) and a network
with the same average span length connecting every node. The same experimental
conditions were used for all simulations, and the negative conversion efficiency of
-10 dB from the OPC module was used. The overall gains at optimum power observed
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Figure 5.6: SNR gain over EDC using OPC in different system configurations
for all the studied configurations are shown in Fig. 5.6.
The first scenario analysed was the use of optical amplifiers with a reduced noise
figure. The experimental conditions, with only 14 transmitted channels and EDFAs
placed within the installed optical network, significantly influenced the total linear
noise in the transmission link. With only a fraction of the amplifier bandwidth used
by the transmitted channels, out-of-band ASE noise build up without the possibility
of filtering it at each node. To model this effect during the simulation, a noise figure
of 8 dB was used from the optical amplifiers. A reduced noise figure was expected to
reduce the signal-noise interactions in the system and, therefore, allow a higher gain
from the use of OPC; however, as seen in Fig. 5.6, the overall gain was reduced. This
was the result of negative conversion efficiency of the OPC module. Due to the reduced
generation of ASE noise in transmission, the linear noise from the OPC module (fixed
due to the conversion efficiency) represents a larger percentage of the total ASE level
at the receiver, which was translated into a decrease of SNR in the linear regime of
0.5 dB when OPC was used compared to the EDC transmission. On the other hand, the
nonlinear transmission regime presented the same improvement as the experimental
results with an increase in the received SNR of 1.1 dB for signal power values higher
than optimum power. As the optimum power for the system is determined by the
balance between linear and nonlinear noise contributions, the use of OPC resulted in a
SNR penalty of 0.2 dB compared to the EDC link.
The second case studied was that of an ideal transceiver subsystem with no noise
generation. The noise generated by the transceiver limits the back-to-back performance
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of the system independent of the OSNR, and can also limit the performance after
transmission for short distances as seen in the previous chapter in Fig. 4.8. The use of an
ideal transceiver translated into an improvement in the received SNR at optimum power
of 1.7 dB for the EDC and OPC configurations. For this simulation scenario the linear
and NLI noise contributions were the same as in the experimental configuration leading
to the same gain using the OPC configuration, and experiencing a 1.1 dB increase in
the received SNR in the nonlinear regime.
The third test consisted of simulating the transmission of the signals passing twice
through the optical network. The transmission link was comprised by a connection
from UCL to Southampton and back, subsequently OPC was performed at UCL and the
same loop-back link was simulated for a second time. This lead to a total transmission
distance of 892 km. For this configuration the gain from OPC was improved compared
to that experimentally observed, however the increase was only of 0.1 dB. Transmission
links employing OPC modules benefit from the effect of dispersion accumulation, and
therefore present larger gains at longer distances.
Finally, the total distance of 446 km was divided into 6 spans of 74.3 km. This
was performed to improve the symmetry properties in the signal power profile. This
configuration, with spans of equal length, did improve the power profile conditions,
increasing the gain in the nonlinear regime from 1.1 dB to 1.4 dB which was translated
into an overall gain over the EDC configuration of 0.2 dB. This result confirms that the
use of different span lengths in a network environment reduces the power symmetry
even further, and that the gains from nonlinearity compensation are highly dependent
on the power symmetry. The gains reported in this analysis remain limited, and the
effectiveness of OPC as a NLC method in EDFA based links needs to be reconsidered.
These results by no means subtracts from the importance of using the optical domain to
reduce the load on the DSP processing stage at the optical receivers.
As the signal power profile was identified to be the dominant factor to reduce the
effectiveness of OPC as an NLC method, a final set of simulations was performed
to assess the gain of OPC for different power profiles. Three different amplification
solutions were simulated using the parameters from the NDFIS link. A single channel
was simulated and an ideal transceiver was assumed. Finally, all amplification methods
were assumed to generate the same ASE level per span. All mentioned assumptions
were used to study purely the effect of the signal power profile on the OPC performance.
The selected amplification solutions were EDFA, backward pumped distributed Raman
amplifier and an ideal distributed amplifier. The asymmetry of the different amplification
solutions was evaluated using the link asymmetry percentage (AS) as defined in [111]:
AS =
∫ L/2
0 |P1(z)−P2(LsNs/2− z)|dz∫ L/2
0 P1(z)dz
×100, (5.4)
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Figure 5.7: Received SNR as a function of signal for EDC (blue) and OPC (red) based
transmission links. Line styles represent different amplification technologies with EDFA shown
using a solid line, backward pumped distributed Raman amplification using dashed line and
ideal distributed amplification using dotted line.
where P1(z) and P2(z) are the signal power profiles before and after the conjugation
point, and L is the total length of the transmission link. Due to the discontinuities in
the power profile when EDFAs are used, and the different lengths of spans used in the
studied link, the integrations need to be performed in a per span manner as:
AS =
∑Ns/2+1i=1
∫ Li+1
Li |P1(z)−P2(LsNs/2− z)|dz
∑Ns/2i=0
∫ Li+1
Li P1(z)dz
×100, (5.5)
with total number of spans Ns and the length of the n-th span defined as Ln+1−Ln.
Using Eq. (5.5), the asymmetry percentages of the three amplifier solutions studied are
106%, 80% and 0% for EDFA, Raman and ideal distributed amplification respectively.
Figure 5.7 shows the received SNR as a function of the signal launch power for all
three amplification solutions. With the lowest symmetry, the EDFA system presented a
2.6 dB gain using an OPC module, compared to EDC only. The use a Raman amplified
link, with a higher symmetry, presented 5.6 dB gain with the use of the OPC, compared
to EDC only. Finally, perfect symmetry lead to 9.4 dB gain using OPC, compared to
EDC only. In this case, perfect compensation of the deterministic nonlinear effects is
achieved, and it is the only configuration where ASE noise limits the gain obtained due
to the signal-ASE interactions.
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5.2 The Volterra-assisted OPC method for nonlinearity
compensation
In the previous section, a low NLC effectiveness was observed in practical transmission
links using OPC. The signal power profile and, therefore, the lack of power symmetry,
was identified as the main reason for the limited NLC performance. Even with this
limited performance, OPC remains an attractive way to reduce the DSP load at the
receiver. This section describes a scheme capable of improving the NLC properties of
OPC. The proposed NLC scheme was named Volterra-assisted OPC (VAO), and uses a
digital VSFE tailored to an OPC-based link at the receiver to compensate the residual
NLI noise present after transmission due to the lack of symmetry. It is the first joint
optical and digital NLC method, where the optical and digital processing complement
each other to obtain improved NLC.
5.2.1 Volterra series transfer function for OPC-base systems
As described in chapter 2, the use of Volterra series to obtain an approximate solution to
the NLSE was introduced in [71]. Using VSTF the received signal can be constructed
using Eq. (2.34). For standard EDFA-based links, the first and third-order Volterra
kernels are given by Eqs. (2.35) and (2.36). The use of an OPC module changes the
way dispersion, nonlinearities, and the interaction between the two evolve along the
link. For this reason, systems using OPC are not represented by the Volterra kernels
from [71]. Rewriting Eq. (2.34) to model the effects from an OPC, we obtain that the
received signal in polarisation X after a transmission distance of NsLs is given by (see
Apendix B for derivation):
A˜X(NsLs,ω) = A˜∗X(0,ω)
+ iγ
8
9
∫∫
[S∗XXX(−ω,−ω1,−ω2)+S∗YY X(−ω,−ω1,−ω2)]
×H3(NsLs,ω,ω1,ω2)dω2dω1.
(5.6)
Equation (5.6) was derived directly from the Manakov equation (Eq. (2.18)) to account
for the transmission of dual polarisation signals and the fibre birefringence effects. In
Eq. (5.6), the signal kernels SXXX(ω,ω1,ω2) and SYY X(ω,ω1,ω2) are defined as:
SXXX(ω,ω1,ω2), AX(0,ω1)A∗X(0,ω2)AX(0,ω+ω1−ω2),
SYY X(ω,ω1,ω2), AX(0,ω1)A∗Y (0,ω2)AX(0,ω+ω1−ω2).
(5.7)
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Finally, H3(NsLs,ω,ω1,ω2) is defined as:
H3(NsLs,ω,ω1,ω2) = ξ∗
(
Ns
2
,ω,ω1,ω2
)
×K(Ls,ω,ω1,ω2). (5.8)
For EDFA-based transmission links, the FWM efficiency (K(Ls,ω,ω1,ω2)) is given
by:
K(Ls,ω,ω1,ω2),
(e−iβ2∆ΩLse−αLs−1)(α− iβ2∆Ω)
α2+β22∆Ω2
+
(e−iβ2∆ΩLs− e−αLs)(α+ iβ2∆Ω)
α2+β22∆Ω2
,
(5.9)
with ∆Ω, (ω−ω1)(ω1−ω2). As seen here, the FWM efficiency has changed com-
pared to the one defined in chapter 2 due to the presence of the OPC module, and the
phased array only accounts for half of the total transmission distance.
5.2.1.1 Improved symmetry conditions for OPC
Using the third-order Volterra kernel it is possible to study the effect that different
fibre parameters have on the performance of OPC as an NLC method. To assess the
different configurations, the NLI noise power generated by the third-order kernel (H3)
was calculated for system configurations with and without OPC, and the ratio between
both was used as performance metric indicating the suppression of NLI noise. The
calculation of the PSD of NLI noise requires several assumptions on the signal, such
as the ones used in the GN model [57]. However, the ratio between third-order kernel
powers provides enough insight on the physical parameters of a transmission link that
can improve the performance of a system using OPC.
The ratio between the third-order kernels for a system with and without OPC at a
fixed frequency ω is given in dB by:
ψ(ω) = 10log10
( ∫∫ |H3,OPC|2dω1dω2∫∫ |H3,EDFA|2dω1dω2
)
, (5.10)
where H3,EDFA is the third-order kernel for a system without OPC based on EDFA
presented in [71] and shown in Eqs. (2.36)–(2.38).
The systems under investigation were the following: (i) 10x100 km SMF, (ii)
10x100 km record-low attenuation fibre with α = 0.1419 dB/km from [86], (iii)
20x50 km SMF and (iv) 20x50 km record-low attenuation fibre. All systems have
the same transmission distance, however the fibre attenuation coefficient and the span
length were varied. Both parameters directly affect the signal power profile and, there-
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Figure 5.8: Normalised third order Volterra kernel for ω = 0 and transmission of 1000 km
using a) 100 km spans SSMF, b) 100 km spans with α= 0.1419 dB/km, c) 50 km spans SSMF,
d) 50 km spans with α= 0.1419 dB/km
fore, the symmetry conditions of the transmission link. For all four systems studied the
asymmetry percentages were 163, 134, 104, and 77 %.
Figure 5.8 shows the magnitude of the third-order Volterra kernels for the systems
under investigation using a mid-link OPC, normalised relative to the respective kernel
without OPC. All kernels show some degree of nonlinear compensation. Noticeably,
the centre of the kernel together with the combination ω1 = ω2 always has a value of
0, implying complete removal of nonlinearites for the mentioned combinations. Other
frequency combinations, however, present different degrees of NLC that depend of the
parameters of the transmission fibre. With the highest asymmetry percentage, both
links comprised of 100 km spans present a smaller compensation of NLI. The use of a
fibre with a lower attenuation coefficient increases slightly the symmetry conditions of
the link and, therefore, the third-order kernel presents a smaller magnitude compared
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to SMF. The ratios between the third-order kernels with and without OPC (ψ(ω)) at
ω = 0, obtained using 100 km spans were -6.6 and -8.1 dB for α = 0.2 dB/km and
α = 0.1419 dB/km, respectively. The use of shorter spans resulted in an improved
power symmetry, due to the smaller power excursion experienced by the transmitted
signal. Compared to the use of longer spans, the third order Volterra kernel shows a
greater reduction in the generation of new frequency components. The centre region of
both kernels in Fig. 5.8 c) and d), where complete suppression of NLI noise is found,
presented a larger area, compared to the system with 100 km spans. Moreover, the use
of a lower attenuation coefficient in this configuration further improves the performance
of OPC as a NLC method. For both systems using 50 km spans ξ ratios at ω= 0, were
-13.1 and -15.6 dB for α= 0.2 dB/km and α= 0.1419 dB/km, respectively.
As seen in section 5.1, the signal power profile has a strong influence on the
performance of OPC as a NLC method. However, even when using EDFAs it is
possible to improve the link symmetry conditions and thus, the efficacy of an OPC
module used as a NLC method. The use of fibres with lower attenuation than SMF or,
more interestingly, the use of shorter fibre spans lead to a greater NLC using OPC. For
the particular studied transmission distance of 1000 km, decreasing the span length
from 100 to 50 km yields a reduction of 6.6 dB in NLI noise using OPC.
5.2.2 Volterra-assisted OPC
As described in chapter 2, using the VSTF it is possible to implement a nonlinear
equaliser tailored to the the nonlinear response of a system. When an OPC is used in an
EDFA link, a fraction of the nonlinear effects is left uncompensated due to the lack of
power symmetry, and a VSFE derived from Eq. (5.6) can be used to compensate the
residual NLI noise the receiver.
Point-to-point links are formed by an optical fibre followed by an EDFA, repeating
this structure a total of Ns times until the destination is reached. The normalised
third order Volterra kernel for a transmission link comprised of 10 fibre spans of
100 km of SMF is shown in Fig. 5.9 a). The kernel presents a maximum when the
frequencies ω1 = ω2. Frequencies further away from this combination show a decrease
in the strength of nonlinear interactions due to the walk-off effect induced by fibre
dispersion. The oscillations observed in the kernel arise from the coherent accumulation
of nonlinearites in every span.
The nonlinear kernel for the same link using OPC is shown in Fig. 5.9 b) normalised
relative to the kernel from Fig. 5.9 a). The use of OPC effectively reduces the magnitude
of the nonlinear kernel approximately by half, an effect that can be understood from
the phased-array seen in Eq (5.8) only accumulating nonlinearites over Ns/2 spans.
Furthermore, complete suppression of nonlinearities was achieved by the OPC when
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Figure 5.9: Third-order nonlinearity kernels for a 10x100 km SSMF, EDFA-amplified link a)
without OPC, and b) with OPC.
ω1 = ω2, however for different combinations of frequencies the residual nonlinearites
are still present at the receiver. Using the VSTF described in Eq. (5.6), a nonlinear
equaliser can be developed to compensate for the residual NLI noise at the receiver, seen
in Fig. 5.9 b), forming the VAO method. The following section details the simulation
system used to investigate the performance, and how the nonlinear equalisers were
numerical implemented for this study.
5.2.2.1 Simulation system
To characterise the performance of the proposed NLC method numerical simulations
were performed. All the investigated system scenarios are shown in Fig. 5.10, with
different colours representing the different NLC schemes. An ideal optical transmitter
was used to generate 5×PM-16QAM channels at a symbol rate of 32 GBaud with a
sequence length of 216 symbols. The signal pulses were shaped using a root raised
cosine filter with 0.1% roll-off factor. The fibre spans were based on SMF, with an
attenuation coefficient of 0.2 dB/km, dispersion parameter of 17 ps ·nm−1 ·km−1 and
nonlinear coefficient of 1.2 W−1km−1. Within the transmission link the optical signal
was amplified using an EDFA after each span. At the middle point of the link the signal
could either continue to the following span (blue path) or undergo phase conjugation
(red path). Ideal optical phase conjugation was performed by taking the complex
conjugate of the optical signal in the time domain.
In this work two transmission scenarios were studied. Firstly, ASE noise free trans-
mission was simulated to characterise the suppression of nonlinearites using different
NLC methods. In this scenario the ASE noise from the EDFAs was set to zero, leav-
ing the interactions between dispersion and nonlinearites as the only cause of signal
distortions. Secondly, the complete transmission system was simulated to evaluate
performance using the studied NLC schemes in a practical scenario. In this case, the
noise figure from the EDFAs was set to 5 dB.
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Figure 5.11: DSP chain for the different NLC methods under study
At the receiver, one of the following methods was applied: (i) electronic dispersion
compensation if the link did not use OPC (to give a base line to compare all the NLC
schemes under study); (ii) conjugation of the received signal when OPC was in place;
(iii) single-step per link VSFE as described in [166, Eq. (13)] if the link did not use
OPC; (iv) VSFE using a recursive (span per span) implementation; (v) VSFE using
Eq. (5.6) in the opposite propagation direction when OPC was in place; (vi) ideal NLC
performed by solving the Manakov equation in the opposite propagation direction.
Finally, a matched filter was applied to the signal and SNR was used as the performance
metric. The DSP chain for the methods under study is shown in Fig. 5.11.
5.2.2.2 VSFE and VAO implementation
A VSFE aims to reconstruct the transmitted signal field using the Volterra series
expansion through a frequency-domain processing. In the equaliser, the received
signal is multiplied by the Volterra kernels in a back-propagation direction, that is
with inverted signs in the fibre parameters (α,β2 and γ), as described in section 2.5.
Depending on the type of VSFE and system configuration, different nonlinear Volterra
kernels were used to compensate for nonlinearities, however, the implementation of the
nonlinear equalisers remained the same in all cases.
In VSFE, the equaliser processes N samples of the received time-domain signal at a
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time. The nonlinearly equalised signal, for the X polarisation, is then obtained as:
yX ,n = (sX ,n+ pX ,n)e− j(n∆ω)
2β2NsLs for n = 0,1, ...,N−1 (5.11)
where sX ,n is the discrete Fourier transform of the received sampled time-domain signal
over a N-sample window of duration T , and ∆ω= 1/T . The sequence pX ,n corresponds
to the third-order Volterra term, and the exponential term corresponds to the linear
kernel of the VSFE.
For a single-step VSFE with no OPC module in the transmission link, the third-order
Volterra term, pX ,n, is given by:
pX ,n =
N−1
∑
i=0
N−1
∑
j=0
Ξi jkFi jk
[
sX ,isX , jsX ,k+i− j + sX ,isY, jsY,k+i− j
]
(5.12)
where Fi jk , F(i∆ω, j∆ω,k∆ω), and Ξi jk , ξ(Ns, i∆ω, j∆ω,k∆ω) for i= 0,1, ..., N−1
are the discrete frequency-domain representations of the four-wave mixing efficiency
factor and phased-array in a backward direction defined in [71], respectively. As the
frequency-domain signals in (5.8) are replaced by the discrete Fourier transforms, the
integral effectively reduces to the double-summation
The same numerical implementation was used to study an iterative VSFE for the
link without OPC, however the recursive nature of this method requires the equalisation
to be performed one span at a time in a backward direction, hence no phased-array was
used to calculate pn,X . With this in mind, the equalised output of one span is given by:
yX ,n = (sX ,n+ pX ,n)e− j(n∆ω)
2β2Ls for n = 0,1, ...,N−1 (5.13)
and the third-order Volterra term:
pX ,n =
N−1
∑
i=0
N−1
∑
j=0
Fi jk
[
sX ,isX , jsX ,k+i− j + sX ,isY, jsY,k+i− j
]
(5.14)
Finally, due to the compensation of the chromatic dispersion during the link, the
equaliser used in the VAO method did not require compensation of linear impairments,
and hence the nonlinearly equalised signal is given by:
yX ,n = sX ,n+ pX ,n for n = 0,1, ...,N−1. (5.15)
with third-order Volterra term:
pX ,n =
N−1
∑
i=0
N−1
∑
j=0
Ξi jkKi jk
[
sX ,isX , jsX ,k+i− j + sX ,isY, jsY,k+i− j
]
(5.16)
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with Ki jk,K(i∆ω, j∆ω,k∆ω), and Ξi jk, ξ∗(Ns/2, i∆ω, j∆ω,k∆ω) For the VAO equal-
iser, the third-order Volterra term is implemented using Eq. (5.16), however, the FWM
efficiency and phased-array were redefined accordingly using Eq. 5.8. Additionally,
the signal kernels for the VAO equaliser are defined in Eq. (5.7).
In this work, VSFE was applied sequentially over subsequent sequences of samples,
whose size was varied (between 128 and 1024 symbol periods) depending on the
transmission distance. For each processed sequence, a certain number of symbols were
discarded from each side of the window, to account for the cyclic effects. Although
this increases the complexity per sample of the VSFE [130], it benefits the equaliser
performance. As discussed in the following sections, the performance metrics analysed
in this work (NLI suppression and SNR) are closely related to the reduction of NLI
distortion. To always guarantee the best performance, the VSFE window size was
set to 4 times (up to a maximum of 1024 symbols) the estimated channel memory.
A rough estimate can be obtained using M ≈ |β2| ·Rs ·B ·L where Rs is the channel
symbol rate, B is the entire transmitted bandwidth, and L is the total transmitted distance.
Each sub-sequence was sequentially processed by the VSFE, and then detected. The
boundary symbols of the detected sub-sequence were then increasingly discarded until
the performance metric of choice converged within a tolerance of 0.05 dB. Multiple
sub-sequences were then processed to accumulate sufficient received symbols and to
guarantee the accuracy of the performance metric calculation.
5.2.2.3 Nonlinearity suppression
To assess the NLC effectiveness of the proposed scheme, the NLI suppression factor
ηNLC was studied through numerical simulations. This NLC suppression factor can be
defined as:
ζNLC =
σ2EDC
σ2NLC
, (5.17)
where σ2EDC and σ2NLC represent the NLI power when either EDC or NLC was applied in
the absence of any other noise source. The ηNLC factor is crucial to understand, in the
absence of any other noise sources, what is the efficacy of a NLC scheme to reduce the
NLI noise. For an ideal NLC scheme ηNLC tends to infinity as σ2NLC is suppressed to 0.
On the other hand, this value tends to 1 if the NLI is left uncompensated (EDC-only
schemes), or goes below zero when additional nonlinear distortions are added (NLC
schemes with limited accuracy or that introduce numerical errors). To fully characterise
the proposed VAO scheme, the ηNLC parameter was studied as a function of the signal
power for a transmission distance of 1000 km.
The NLI suppression was calculated for the NLC methods under study, namely
OPC, single-step VSFE, recursive VSFE and the VAO scheme, as a function of signal
power and the results are plotted in Fig. 5.12. The use of a mid-link OPC showed a
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constant suppression of NLI as a function of signal power. Due to the nature of OPC,
where NLI is compensated throughout the link, the compensation is independent of the
signal properties, and is only determined by the parameters of the fibre that form the
link. For this particular link, a NLI suppression of 1.2 dB was found.
On the other hand, both implementations of VSFE were shown to be dependent on
the transmitted signal power. From the equaliser structure, with the received symbols
used to calculate the third order Volterra term, this power dependence becomes evid-
ent. Interestingly, both equaliser implementations studied show different trends as a
function of the signal power. The single-step VSFE implementation shows a decreasing
NLI suppression as the signal power is increased. For the powers of interest for a
100 km span (around 0 dBm per channel), the same performance as OPC was found
with approximately 1.2 dB NLI suppression. The improved performance for lower
power, and also reduced performance for higher power, can be understood from the
strength of NLI noise and reconstruction of the received signal from the VSFE. When
VSFE was implemented, the transmitted signal was reconstructed using Eq. (5.6) in
the backward direction. As the signal power is increased, the third-order truncation
of the VSTF becomes insufficient to approximate the stronger nonlinear distortions
experienced by the signal and, therefore, the equaliser is unable to compensate all the
distortions. The opposite behaviour is found as the signal power is reduced, where
a better approximation of the transmitted signal can be reconstructed using only the
third order. This degradation is partly mitigated using a recursive VSFE scheme. The
recursive VSFE scheme performs better beyond 1 dBm/channel and achieves up to 5
dB NLI suppression at 2 dBm/channel, albeit at the expense of a significantly higher
computational complexity than a single-step VSFE scheme. Due to the improved per-
formance of the recursive VSFE at higher powers, it becomes more attractive as NLC
method. However, at least one equaliser must be performed once per span in order
to achieve the shown performance, which in terms of complexity per compensated
symbol requires increasingly more calculations as the transmission distance is increased.
Further discussion on the complexity of VSFE is included in the following subsections.
VAO significantly outperforms both OPC and conventional Volterra equalisation
over the entire range of powers of interest. This can be attributed to the reduction of the
NLI noise and its memory when OPC is applied. Both these effects are beneficial to the
performance of the Volterra equaliser. It is interesting to notice that, the VAO ζ factor is
significantly higher than the sum of the singular ζ contributions arising from OPC and
conventional Volterra equalisation. This demonstrates the particular effectiveness of
matching OPC with a Volterra equaliser. At a launch power of -5 dB an improvement
of 25 dB was found in the NLI suppression factor compared to a single-step VSFE, and
15 dB improvement at 2 dB per channel was observed compared to the recursive VSFE.
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Figure 5.12: Nonlinearity suppression factor (ζ) as a function of transmitted power for the NLC
schemes studied in this work.
However, as the transmission power increases the NLI suppression of the VAO method
is reduced, and a ζ factor of 8.5 dB was found at 8 dB/channel, due to the VSFE used.
5.2.2.4 Performance enhancement of transmission links
Numerical simulations were carried out to assess the performance of different NLC
methods and compare them to the one presented herein. Two different scenarios were
studied: first the performance was evaluated for a fixed transmission distance of 1000 km
as a function of the signal launch power, and secondly, the transmission distance was
varied at optimum power from 400 to 3200 km.
The received SNR was calculated as a function of launch power per channel after
transmission of 1000 km and is plotted in Fig. 5.13 for the different NLC techniques
studied. EDC presented the worst performance of all the methods, with no nonlinear
effects compensated by this scheme, it served as a baseline to evaluate the effectiveness
of the NLC methods under study. EDC exhibited a maximum SNR of 17.3 dB at 0 dBm
per channel. At this distance, OPC presented a gain over EDC limited to 0.4 dB, with a
maximum SNR of 17.7 dB, indicating that only a small portion of the nonlinear effects
were compensated. The spectral region where complete cancellation of nonlinearites
was observed in Fig. 5.9 was not sufficiently large to account for the effects of all 5
transmitted channels. In the highly nonlinear regime, e.g. using a power of 4 dBm, an
increase of 1.2 dB in the SNR was observed with the use of OPC, in good agreement
with the nonlinear suppression factor observer for OPC in the previous section. Similar
performance was observed for the use of single-step VSFE at maximum SNR. In this
case, the single-step VSFE was implemented using a window size of 512 symbols. A
maximum SNR of 17.7 dB was found using this method at a signal power of 1 dBm.
As the power was increased the efficiency of this method was decreased as a result of
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Figure 5.13: Received SNR for different NLC schemes as a function of signal power at 1000 km
the truncation of the Volterra series used for the VSFE, presenting a gain of 0.6 dB at
6 dB/channel. For the recursive VSFE, a window size of 256 symbols was used. This
method presented an improved performance relative to the single-step implementation
with a maximum SNR of 19.4 dB at 2 dBm signal power. Using VAO presented a
significant improvement compared to the previously mentioned NLC techniques, with a
gain of 4.6 dB compared to EDC, 4.2 dB relative to either standard single-step VSFE
or OPC, and 2.6 dB compared to recursive VSFE. The VAO was implemented using a
window size of 512 symbols in the VSFE section, to allow a direct comparison with
the single-step VSFE method. Whilst the VSTF truncation is one of the factors that
limits the performance of standard VSFE implementations, the reduction of nonlinear
effects due to the mid-link OPC is translated in a better reconstruction of the transmitted
signal using the VAO scheme. Finally, as a comparison tool, the performance of
ideal NLC is shown, obtained by propagating the received signal through a perfectly
inverted transmission link. This represents the maximum performance that can be
obtained using any receiver based NLC scheme. Although the VAO scheme presented
improved performance relative to the aforementioned NLC schemes, a 3.8 dB gap was
still observed compared to an ideal NLC method. The maximum received SNR was
calculated for all the NLC methods under study as a function of transmission distance,
and the results are plotted in Fig. 5.14. The same trend from Fig. 5.13 in terms of
nonlinear effects was observed, with EDC exhibiting the worst performance among
the studied methods. OPC presented a reduced gain of 0.2 dB relative to EDC after
200 km, however greater nonlinear compensation was obtained for longer distances and
0.6 dB gain was observed after 3200 km. The opposite behaviour was found for the
use of single-step VSFE, where a superior performance at short distances was found.
The gain over EDC was slowly reduced for longer distances, up to the point where no
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Figure 5.14: Received SNR for different NLC schemes as a function of transmission distance
at optimum power.
improvement was observed. The reduction of gain from VSFE can be understood from
the memory effects introduced by chromatic dispersion. When the temporal spreading
of the propagated signal exceeded the VSFE window size, the performance of both
implementations, single-step and recursive, was dramatically reduced. For the studied
system no gain from NLC was observed for transmission distances longer than 1600 km
using single-step and recursive VSFE implementations.
The VAO scheme was shown to outperform both standard implementations of VSFE,
and OPC at all evaluated distances. For a received SNR of 20 dB, VAO was shown to
attain a 200% increase in transmission distance compared to EDC, going from 500 to
1500 km. The VAO method however, did not offer full NLI compensation experienced
during transmission and reduced performance was found compared to ideal NLC.
Additionally, VAO presented an increased reduction of the gain from NLC compared to
ideal NLC as the transmission distance was increased. We attribute this behaviour to
the nonlinear equaliser in the VAO scheme, that presented the same limitations from
the standard VSFE implementation. Although the system memory was greatly reduced
in the VAO case, a limited window size still leads to an incomplete compensation of
nonlinearities. The use of ideal NLC achieved an extra 66% increase of transmission
distance compared to VAO.
5.2.2.5 On the computational complexity of VAO
Real-time implementation of any NLC method for future optical transmission systems
is determined by the performance, and the complexity required to achieve said per-
formance. State-of-the-art transceivers need to be able to process large waveforms
considering all the concerns from the DSP processing unit within them, such as chip
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area for NLC and power dissipation. In this subsection a comparison on the computa-
tional complexity of different NLC methods is reported. First, the performance of VAO
and single-step VSFE was compared using different window sizes in the equaliser, using
the NLI suppression factor as a performance metric, and subsequently, a discussion on
the complexity of DBP and VAO is performed.
The computational complexity of a VSFE, in its conventional implementation,
scales as O(N2FFT) per sample [126] due to the double integral in the third-order Volterra
kernel shown in Eq. (5.8). For continuous data transmission, this limits the window size
over which the VSFE can be sequentially applied. Conversely, a minimum window size
must be guaranteed to allow for an absorbing window for the fibre channel memory
effects to be factored out.
The NLI suppression factor at 0 dBm was calculated as a function of distance
using a range of window sizes from 128 up to 1024 processed symbols, and the results
for single-step VSFE are plotted in Fig. 5.15. A high NLI suppression of 15 dB was
observed after one span for window sizes larger than 256, with a rapid decrease in
performance as a function of distance for all evaluated time windows, however, for
a window size of 128 symbols, a poor performance was already found after a single
span, where a NLI suppression of approximately 5 dB was present. As the distance
was increased, a larger time window was required to account for the spreading of the
symbols in time. For distances longer than 500 km a sequence length of 128 symbols
did not offer any NLC benefits, in fact the NLI suppression becomes negative due to
the numerical errors in the calculation of the third-order Volterra kernel arising from
the limited number of symbols. The same effect was found for longer sequences at
different distances, with 1000 and 3000 km the maximum distances where gain was
found using sequences of 256 and 512 symbols respectively.
VAO achieves a complete compensation of chromatic dispersion along the transmis-
sion link due to the OPC, reducing the memory effects after transmission. Although
residual memory effects were still present due to the interaction between nonlinearites
and dispersion along the link, this technique presented a significant performance im-
provement compared to VSFE for the same window sizes. The NLI suppression factor
as a function of distance for transmission using VAO are shown in Fig. 5.16. For all
evaluated window sizes the VAO was shown to present a higher NLC suppression factor
compared to single-step VSFE. Additionally, VAO was shown to be more robust as a
function of the transmission distance, with a slower reduction of the obtained gain as
the transmission distance increases. For sequences of 512 and 1024 symbols, the NLI
suppression factor of VAO was shown to be 20 dB higher than VSFE at 1000 km, and
remained approximately 10 dB higher after 4000 km.
Although a performance benefit was observed when comparing VAO to either of the
two NLC methods that comprise this technique, separately shown in Figs. 5.13 and 5.14,
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Figure 5.16: Nonlinearity suppression factor (ζ) as a function of transmission distance and
different equaliser window sizes for VAO.
a substantial performance penalty (e.g. 3.8 dB at 1000 km transmission distance) was
still observed with respect to the use of an ideal full NLC scheme capable of removing
all signal-signal nonlinear distortions experienced during transmission (as seen in
Fig. 5.13). Such an ideal NLC performance could be theoretically achieved through
a full-complexity implementation of the DBP algorithm over the entire transmitted
bandwidth (FF-DBP). Considering this, an interesting question to answer is which
NLC method, VAO or DBP, represents a better trade-off between performance and
complexity.
Comprehensive studies on the complexity of VSFE and different simplified variants
thereof can be found in the literature [126, 166], where the main challenge of VSFE
was described to be the O(N2) number of complex multiplications required to process
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a symbol within a sub-sequence of length N. These highlight the fact that, despite a
complexity per symbol scaling asymptotically as CVSFE ∝ N2 for a standard VSFE im-
plementation, complexity can be reduced down to O(log(N) at the cost of a controlled
performance penalty. In [129, 167] two different VSFE implementations have been
proposed that allow the aforementioned complexity reduction. In [129] parallel equal-
isation branches are proposed similar to the SSFM, however this method was shown
to underperform compared to DBP. Alternatively, in [167] a factorisation method was
applied to the third-order Volterra kernel to reduce the complexity of the algorithm, but
it was also shown to underperform compared to a full VSFE implementation. In an
effort to retain the performance of VSFE, other implementation methods were proposed
in [128, 130] using symmetry conditions from the third order Volterra kernel or parallel
structures for the equaliser that allow the use of shorter sequences. The mentioned
modifications to the VSFE implementation were not applied in this work however,
and the potential complexity reduction they can offer for the computation of the VAO
third-order kernel remains an interesting research problem.
On the other hand, for a large number of processed samples N DBP complexity
per processed symbol scales as Nsteps logN where Nsteps is the number of DBP steps
performed. As in the VSFE/VAO case the minimum value of N for DBP is dictated
by the target NLC performance and the channel memory. The impact of the channel
memory on the required complexity was discussed in, e.g., [130, 168]. Due the log-
arithmic scaling, matching increasing channel memory by increasing N only results
in a minor complexity increase for DBP. The main issue in extending DBP to larger
NLC bandwidths is instead in the minimum Nsteps required to preserve a fixed NLC
suppression. The latter is determined by the accuracy of the SSFM, whose relationship
with Nsteps and the system bandwidth depends on the specific SSFM variant adopted.
For the logarithmic step-size SSFM, for instance, Nsteps scales quadratically with the
NLC bandwidth (at fixed power spectral density) [169]. Conversely, the complexity
per symbol of VSFE scales asymptotically (for large N) as N2. As the memory of
the channel M scales as M ∝ LB2 (in number of samples), the VSFE sequence length
rapidly becomes prohibitively large for an increasing B. However, asymptotic regimes
are often not of interest for real systems. For intermediate NLC bandwidth regimes
(M < 1000), VSFE could still be a viable option when approximated values of the
double summation in the third order kernel are considered [168].
In conclusion, a comprehensive study of the performance/complexity trade-off
between VAO and DBP requires a detailed description of the implementation of both
algorithms, which is outside the scope of this work. However, VAO was shown to be a
valid alternative to DBP, with the same complexity as a standard VSFE or less, when
the NLC bandwidth extends beyond 5 channels, as shown in this section.
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5.3 Summary
The compensation of nonlinear effects is key to increasing the capacity of future optical
communication systems. In this chapter the performance of optical phase conjugation
(OPC) in an installed network was experimentally investigated, with reasons for its
limited performance identified. Additionally, a novel hybrid optical-digital NLC method,
called Volterra-assisted OPC (VAO), was presented, where a Volterra series frequency
equaliser (VSFE) was used to improve the performance of an OPC module in the
absence of symmetry conditions. The key results from this chapter are summarised as
follows:
• Transmission over an installed network using PM 14×256QAM channels was
performed and OPC as NLC methods, achieving a throughput of 5.7 Tb/s. An
increase in the nonlinear tolerance of the system of approximately 1 dB was
observed using OPC. However, practically no improvement on the maximum
received SNR was observed for all bandwidths evaluated.
• The OPC module effectively performed chromatic dispersion compensation dur-
ing propagation, even in the presence of a dispersion slope.
• The transmission distance and the different lengths of fibre in each span were
found to affect the observed gains after transmission. However, EDFA’s noise
figure and transceiver limitations do no improve the performance of the OPC
system.
• The signal power profile along the link was found to be the key limitation on the
NLC performance of OPC. Alternative amplification solutions, such as distributed
Raman amplifiers and ideal distributed amplification were shown to present gains
higher by 3 and 6.8 dB compared to EDFA for the same system configuration.
• A VSTF for systems using a mid-link OPC was derived and used to study how
different system parameters affect the NLC performance of the OPC. It was
shown that shorter span lengths and lower attenuation coefficients improve the
performance of the OPC system. For the particular studied transmission distance
of 1000 km, decreasing the span length from 100 to 50 km yields a reduction of
6.6 dB in NLI noise using OPC.
• A VSFE was implemented to mitigate the residual NLI in asymmetric links using
OPC. The VAO method presented improved performance compared to either
OPC or standard VSFE implementations. A twofold advantage was found for the
VAO method: overcoming OPC limitations in asymmetric links and substantially
enhancing the performance of Volterra equalisers. The proposed scheme was
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shown to outperform both OPC and Volterra equalisation used independently by
4.2 dB in a 1000 km EDFA-amplified fibre link.
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6
Conclusions and future work
THE RESEARCH described in this thesis studied different solutions to increasethe capacity of optical communication systems. Two actions of research wereidentified to achieve this goal, which are: (i) improving the received signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR), and/or (ii) increasing the bandwidth of the transmitted signal. To
achieve this, the use of alternative amplification solutions to reduce noise generation
and increase optical bandwidth was investigated, and, a the study on the generation and
mitigation of fibre nonlinearities in the optical channel was performed.
The benefits of using Raman amplification, as an alternative to the erbium-doped
fibre amplifier (EDFA), were studied in chapter 3. Section 3.2 analysed the potential of
using discrete Raman amplifiers, due to their extended bandwidth, in transmission sys-
tems. Average noise figures of 6.5 and 7.1 dB were measured for highly nonlinear fibre
(HNLF) and dispersion compensating fibre (DCF) based amplifiers. An improvement
in transmission performance of 1 dB was achieved using HNLF-based discrete Raman
amplification, compared to DCF, due to the reduction in the generation of nonlinear
interference (NLI) noise during transmission. Moreover, section 3.3 presented results
on the use of distributed Raman amplifiers in transmission systems. With reduced
generation of amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise , distributed Raman amp-
lifiers allow approximately a 100% increase in transmission distance compared to an
EDFA-based link. Furthermore, the use of full-field digital back-propagation (FF-DBP)
in combination with distributed Raman amplification resulted in higher gains from
nonlinearity compensation (NLC) compared to the use of EDFAs. NLC gains higher
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by up to 1.3 dB were found using backward pumped distributed Raman amplification.
From the results described in chapter 3, it can be concluded that Raman amplifiers are
an attractive solution to increase the capacity of optical communication systems, either
by increasing the optical amplification bandwidth, or by reducing noise and achieving
higher gains using NLC.
Chapter 4 studied the accumulation of NLI noise in a wideband transmission regime.
Section 4.1 presented experiments performed to quantify the growth of nonlinear distor-
tions as a function of the transmitted optical bandwidth, up to 7.3 THz. A logarithmic
increase in nonlinearities as a function of the optical bandwidth was observed with
no signs of saturation. This work was the first to validate the Gaussian noise model,
ubiquitous in the design of transmission links, in this wideband regime. The trade-
off between an increase in the transmission bandwidth and the growth of nonlinear
effects was studied. Increasing the transmission bandwidth was found to, due to the
logarithmic relationship between the system capacity and SNR, outweigh the benefits
of nonlinearity compensation. Therefore, the use of larger optical bandwidths has the
potential to provide revolutionary increases in transmission capacity for future optical
communication systems and networks.
As the transmitted bandwidth is increased, inter-channel stimulated Raman scatter-
ing (ISRS) becomes an important nonlinear effect that dominates the performance of
optical communication systems. In section 4.2, the effects of ISRS were investigated
in a transmission system employing 9 THz of optical bandwidth. For this bandwidth,
due to the strength of the Raman gain coefficient, ISRS becomes a major challenge
transferring power between channels co-propagating in an optical fibre. For the first
time, the change in the signal power profile due to ISRS, and its effect on the generation
of NLI noise was experimentally studied. It was found that ISRS can be modelled as a
pure loss-amplification process modifying the signal power profile, with no significant
noise transfer between signals. Further, the validity of an analytical model capable of
predicting system performance of a system impaired by ISRS [60] was confirmed.
The experiments from sections 4.1 and 4.2 led to a greater understanding of nonlinear
interactions for wideband signals, which is the first step in increasing the usable fibre
bandwidth to maximise optical communications system capacity. In section 4.3, both
the GN model and its modified ISRS version, were used to study the merit of increasing
the transmission bandwidth as a potential solution to boost the capacity of optical fibres.
It was shown that the capacity of a state-of-the-art system using a bandwidth of 9 THz
could be increased by a factor of 3.3 extending the optical bandwidth to 35 THz. For
the studied system it was found that, for bandwidths larger than 9 THz, every additional
THz of bandwidth allows an average increase in the transmitted throughput of 7 Tb/s.
For all the studied cases, increasing the transmission bandwidth was beneficial, with the
potential to transmit a larger throughput regardless of the increase in NLI noise.
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An alternative to cope with the larger NLI noise as the transmitted bandwidth is
increased is optical NLC. In chapter 5 the benefits and limitations of using optical
phase conjugation (OPC) as a nonlinearity compensation method in transmission links
using EDFA were studied. In section 5.1, an experiment performed using the National
Dark Fibre Infrastructure Service (NDFIS) installed optical network was described
showing only 1 dB improvement on the nonlinear tolerance of the system, however
no gain in the received SNR at optimum signal power was observed. The limited
performance was confirmed to be the result of a lack of power symmetry relative to the
conjugation point, and of the use of different span lengths in the transmission links. As
a solution to the limited gain of OPC in EDFA-based transmission links, in section 5.2 a
novel NLC scheme was proposed and developed to overcome the symmetry limitations.
The proposed Volterra-assisted OPC (VAO) scheme was designed to overcome the
limitations of both OPC and Volterra series frequency equalisation (VSFE) in practical
transmission scenarios, whilst preserving the complexity of a conventional VSFE. VAO
was demonstrated to effectively recover the NLC capabilities of OPC over a large optical
bandwidth, in EDFA-amplified links. The addition of mid-link OPC was shown to
significantly enhance the NLC performance of a conventional VSFE. For example, up
to 10 dB higher NLC suppression was demonstrated for VAO and 4.2 dB enhancement
in the received SNR in a 1000 km link compared to either OPC or VSFE.
Overall, from the research work presented in this thesis two overarching conclusions
can be drawn. Firstly, even with the monotonic increase of NLI noise as a function of
the signal bandwidth, increasing the signal bandwidth still appears to be among the
most promising solutions for continuing the development of high capacity systems.
Potentially, a 3-fold capacity increase could be achieved by using a total of 35 THz of
optical bandwidth, compared to state-of-the-art system employing 9 THz. Secondly, to
achieve higher transmission rates in future optical communication systems distributed
amplification solutions are required to reduce the generation of noise, and NLC schemes
will be crucial to mitigate the effect of NLI noise, potentially leading to up to 200%
increases in the transmission distance for a fixed throughput.
6.1 Future work
The research described in this thesis has given rise to a number of additional interesting
research questions, described below:
• Building on the work from chapter 3, several physical phenomena impair the
performance of Raman amplifiers. In this thesis it was assumed that the main
impairment is ASE noise for any configuration studied. In addition to ASE noise,
two other main impairments remain to be studied for Raman amplifiers, namely
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double Rayleigh backscattering and RIN transfer from pump to signal. Although
from [96][Chap. 2], such impairments could be neglected in a backward pump
configuration, which presents double Rayleigh backscattering levels 40 dB lower
than the signal power and a RIN transfer limited in frequency to a few kilohertz.
However, different configurations will suffer considerably more from both effects.
Additionally, the RIN transfer and double Rayleigh backscattering accumulate
linearly in a multi span system, potentially limiting the performance of long-
haul transmission systems. As future work, the inclusion of both impairments
in the Raman amplifier simulator is proposed together with an experimental
characterisation of the amplifiers. Moreover, the limitations arising from both
impairments for transmission systems in different Raman amplifier configurations
can be studied.
• RIN transfer in Raman amplifiers is an impairment that affects mainly low fre-
quency components of the signal being transmitted. In future work, the develop-
ment of digital techniques to mitigate this effect is proposed. For example, line
coding schemes that were developed to achieve DC balance in transmission lines
[170], in addition, different modulation formats or pulse shapes might show an
improved tolerance to low frequency noise.
• Results presented in chapter 3 showed an increase in the generation of NLI noise
in discrete Raman amplifiers based on either HNLF or DCF. A reduction of the
aforementioned nonlinear effects can increase the potential of discrete Raman
amplifiers. Digital NLC methods, such as DBP or VSFE, could fully enable the
use of discrete amplifiers in high-capacity links, however the gain fibre needs to
be considered in the back-propagation algorithm or in the third order kernel of
the VSFE.
• The work presented in chapter 3 also showed increased benefits for NLC when
distributed Raman amplifiers were used due to their lower ASE generation.
Additionally, in chapter 5, it was shown that distributed Raman amplification
greatly enhances the performance of transmission link employing OPC as a
NLC method. It would be useful to study the performance of Raman amplified
links using either a reduced complexity VSFE or the VAO method, and compare
the system performance to a traditional DBP scheme. Appendix B presents a
generalised VSTF for any arbitrary power profile, making the extension to Raman
amplifiers straightforward, and the improved performance of OPC is expected to
further increase the benefits from VAO.
• Regarding the VAO method presented in chapter 5, a comprehensive complexity
study is required. Moreover, the use of simplified VSFE implementations can
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yield further complexity benefits from VAO compared to DBP.
• Finally, a possible solution to mitigate the impact of ISRS in optical commu-
nication systems, studied in chapter 4, is proposed. The solution is based on
the property of frequency conversion through four-wave mixing produced by
OPC modules. This could be done by placing one or several OPC modules in
a system impaired by ISRS, thus inverting the spectrum of the optical signal.
This way, after an OPC module, the following section of link will experience
power transfer due to ISRS in the opposite direction, a phenomenon that could
potentially equalise the effects of ISRS.
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A
Simulation tools
Numerical simulations were carried out throughout this thesis to study the perform-
ance of different system configurations, optical amplification schemes and nonlinear
compensation methods. This appendix describes the general numerical tools used to
performed the simulations.
A.1 Transmitter
The simulation setup starts with a generation of the signals to be propagated through
optical fibres. A pseudo-random bit sequence of length 2n is generated independently for
every channel to be simulated. The length of the sequence n depends on the transmitted
system, and it should provide enough symbols to represent the system memory, and
enough frequency resolution to perform the FFT and IFFT in the SSFM. Typical values
of n used in this thesis range between n= 16 and n= 18. The bits are then subsequently
mapped into the selected modulation format, and labelled using Gray labelling. The
modulation formats include quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) with constellation
size of M, where M is chosen from the set 4, 16, 64, 256. The QAM waveforms are
subsequently upsampled to satisfy Nyquist criteria and include any spectral broadening
effects due to nonlinearites. The upsample factor corresponds to at least twice the
largest frequency component of the total signal to be generated. A root raised cosine
(RRC) is applied with a R% roll-off to shape the optical pulses. The roll-off factor
(R) is determined by the desired spectrum shape of the signal. Typical values range
from R = 0.1 to R = 1. These values allow for a maximum spectral efficiency, due to
the small required channel spacing. Once all the channels are generated, a frequency
shift (FS), determined by the channel spacing of the system, is applied to each channel
separately. The channels are subsequently added in time domain to form a single
waveform, creating in this way the entire optical signal to be transmitted.
In order to simulate systems employing both available polarisation states the second
polarisation is generated independently using the same procedure detailed above, and
both polarisation are stored in a matrix to allow for joint evaluation of the chosen
propagation equation.
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Figure A.1: Schematic of the transmitter for numerical simulations
The final stage of the signal generation corresponds to the addition of additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) to the generated optical signal. This is done to account for
different noise sources contributing to a degradation of the signal quality in experi-
mental cases, such as quantization noise from digital-to-analogue converters (DAC),
the use of electrical amplifiers to drive the optical modulators and limited bandwidth
of components. This is done using a characterisation of the transceiver subsystem in a
back-to-back configuration, where the received signal to noise ratio (SNR) is measured
as a function of the optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR), and AWGN is added to the
generated signal to match the SNR from the transceiver with the highest possible OSNR.
Alternatively, an ideal transmitter can be used and no noise is added for this option.
This is the most convenient way of studying fundamental impairments generated during
transmission. A schematic of the transmitter used for numerical simulations is shown in
Fig. A.1 for illustrative purposes.
A.2 Fibre propagation
The simulation of the signal propagation through the optical fibres that comprise the
transmission link is carried out by numerically solving either the NLSE or the Manakov
equation. Advantages of using the Manakov equation are the inclusion of polarisation
rotation effects due to fibre birefringence, and the possibility of using a longer step size
in the SMF with the same accuracy than a version of the CNLSE with the inclusion of
the rotation of the polarisation state.
The numerical simulation is performed by solving the propagation equation using
the SSFM as detailed in chapter 2. For the work presented in this thesis every simu-
lation was performed using the Manakov equation due to the use of dual polarization
signals. Section 2.3 presented the general implementation of the SSFM, however, for
the numerical simulations performed in this thesis the symmetrized SSFM was used,
that improves the accuracy of the solution by including the nonlinear step in the middle
section of the step h. The symmetrized SSFM was used as follows:
A(z+h,T ) = exp(
h
2
Dˆ)exp
(∫ z+h
z
Nˆ(z′)dz′
)
exp(
h
2
Dˆ)A(z,T ) (A.1)
Two different amplification solutions were used in the fibre propagation simulations:
EDFA and distributed Raman amplifiers.
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A.2.1 EDFA
EDFA-based links are characterised for possessing passive fibre spans with an optical
amplifier following the span to compensate the fibre loss. To simulate passive fibre links,
Eq. 2.18 is used and is numerically solved using the SSFM. The attenuation coefficient
(α) corresponds to that of the fibre, with typical values of 0.2 dB/km for standard single
mode fibre. The EDFA used to amplify the signal after the span was modelled as a
device with a small signal gain of G = αLs, and a fixed noise figure. Typical values of
noise figure for EDFA amplifiers vary between 4.5 and 5 dB.
The ASE PSD generated by an EDFA is given by:
SASE = 2nsph
ω0
2pi
(G−1) (A.2)
The factor of two accounts for the generation of ASE noise in both polarisations.
The term nsp is called the spontaneous emission factor, and it is physically related
to the atomic population levels of the ground and excited energy states, from which
spontaneous emission is generated. On a more practical level, nsp is related to the noise
figure from the optical amplifier by:
Fn = 2nsp
(
1− 1
G
)
)
+
1
G
. (A.3)
A.2.2 Raman
Stimulated Raman scattering is a nonlinear process where energy from a high frequency
wave is transferred to a short frequency wave via the medium used for their propagation.
In silica fibres, the frequency separation (or Stokes shift) between the pump wave
and the idler required to obtain maximum gain is approximately 13 THz. In this
thesis the majority of the theory of Raman amplifiers was covered in chapters 2 and 3,
including experimental characterisation of the Raman gain coefficient and signal power
profiles. To simulate the propagation of signals through optical fibre using distributed
amplification, the loss component in the Manakov equation needs to be modified to
account for the gain experienced during transmission. The linear loss component is,
therefore, modified to −α+g0(z)2 A , where g0(z) is the gain experienced by the optical
signal due to Raman amplification at a transmission distance z.
Independent of the Raman amplifier used, either discrete or distributed, the Raman
gain as a function of distance g0(z) was calculated off-line before performing the SSFM.
For this purpose Eqs. (2.27) and (2.28) were used. Pump depletion was neglected
in the majority of the simulations performed due to the use of a backward pumped
Raman configuration. As detailed in section 6.1, the inclusion of other impairments,
such as RIN transfer and double Rayleigh backscattering, in the Raman amplifier
simulation tools is still necessary together with an experimental comparison to validate
the numerical methods.
A.2.3 Step size of SSFM
The step size used in a SSFM-based simulation depends on a number of factors, in-
cluding the amplification scheme, the fibre parameters/type, the signal input power,
and the signal bandwidth. In general, it is not possible to state a priori what the ideal
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step size should be, however there are several techniques which can be used to simul-
taneously estimate the maximum step size for modelling transmission and accelerate
the simulation. The simplest method for SSFM is to use a constant step size, with an
equal split ratio for the dispersive step. Contrary to some early theoretical studies of
this approach, the constant step size method is extremely flexible in terms of modelling,
e.g. differential group delay (DGD) or non-uniform signal power profiles. However, it
requires the step to be equal to the step required to model the largest nonlinear phase
shift in the transmission link, and is, therefore, computationally expensive to execute.
Logarithmic step size algorithms, originally developed for modelling systems with
periodic, lumped amplification, offer an excellent trade-off between the complexity
of implementation and the ease of modelling the transmission system. Logarithmic
step size simulations can, in fact, be applied to transmission simulations using any
amplification scheme, provided that the minimum step is still large enough to capture
the nonlinear phase shift at the highest signal power point of the simulation. Finally,
the adaptive step size algorithm will estimate the step size required at each step, and
adapt the length of the dispersive step, as appropriate. For example, in the low power
regime, the step size could be of the order of several kilometres, whereas in the high
power regime, the step size could be of the order of a few centimetres. This method is
extremely valuable for modelling systems with a high range of signal powers, but offers
the least flexibility when modelling DGD and non-uniform signal power profiles. For all
of the above methods, the Fourier transform required to change between the time- and
frequency-domains of the SSFM can be accelerated using a general purpose graphics
processing unit (GPGPU). The ONG toolbox typically uses the MATLAB interface to
the GPU (GPUArray), which implements the nvidia CUDA algorithm: cuFFT, although
cuFFT can be implemented outside of the MATLAB environment, if required. For
wide-bandwidth simulations or, more generally, simulations involving a large number
of samples, we tailor the number of samples, the precision and the SSFM algorithm to
the target hardware, in order to minimise both the simulation time, and the memory
(i.e., RAM) required on each GPGPU. Before every set of simulations an optimization
procedure is carried out in order to ensure a minimum step size required to obtain an
accurate representation of the signal propagation using the SSFM. The use of Raman
amplification does not employ the logarithmic step size method. This is because of the
distinct signal power profile from distributed Raman amplifiers that, as opposed to to
EDFA systems, does not follow an exponential loss of power along the fibre span. To
ensure an adequate step size is used for the simulations, preliminary simulations are
performed reducing the step size until convergence is reached in the received SNR after
transmission. An example of this is shown in Fig. A.2, where different step sizes were
used to simulate a transmission span for EDFA and distributed Raman amplifiers at
different power levels. It can be observed that an increase in the signal power requires a
smaller step size, analogous to the use of distributed Raman amplification. For all the
signal powers shown in Fig. A.2, a minimum step size of 100 m was found enough to
accurately represent the transmission fibre. It is noted however, that an increase in the
transmitted number of channels will lead to a further reduction of the step size.
A.3 Receiver and DSP
After transmission, an ideal coherent receiver is simulated impaired only by shot noise.
An ideal DSP chain is performed after the signal is detected. Firstly, the signal undergoes
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Figure A.2: Step size optimisation for different signal launch powers for EDFA system (solid
lines) and distributed backward pump Raman (dashed)
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Figure A.3: Schematic of the receiver for numerical simulations
ideal electronic chromatic dispersion (EDC) in the frequency domain. Alternatively,
NLC methods can be applied such as DBP and VSFE. To performed DBP, firstly a band-
pass filter is used on the received signal to determine the back-propagation bandwidth.
Once the signal bandwidth is determined, the SSFM is used to solve the Manakov
equation in the backward direction. VFSE was implemented as described in chapter 5.
Subsequently, the channel of interested is frequency shifted to baseband where a filter
matched to the signal shape (RRC) is applied. Following the matched filter, the signal
is down-sampled to be represented using 1 sample per symbol, which is later used to
calculate the performance metrics of interest. A schematic of the transmitter used for
numerical simulations is shown in Fig. A.3 for illustrative purposes.
After the receiver and the DSP chain, different performance metrics are calculated.
Firstly, using the received symbols, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is calculated.
To compensate the phase rotations experienced during propagation by the signal,
the genie phase noise removal (GPNR) technique, that uses the transmitted symbol
to estimate the phase difference, was used. For each transmitted symbol within a
constellation, the GPNR algorithm estimates the phase rotation relative to the ideal
transmitted constellation point using θ = ∠y[n] ∗ x[n], and then rotates the received
symbol by y[n]∗ e−iθ.
As mentioned in chapter 2, MI was also used as a performance metric. To calculate
it the transmitted and received symbols were used, and the integration was performed
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using the Monte Carlo approximation as follows:
MI = log2 m−
1
mNs
m
∑
i=1
Ns
∑
n=1
(A.4)
log2
m
∑
j=1
exp
[
−|xi− x j|
2+2Re
{
(xi− x j)∗(yi[n]− xi)
}
σ2
]
,
where m is the constellation cardinality, Ns is the number of received samples, yi[n] is
the n-th sample of the random variable Y corresponding to the transmitted symbol xi.
After the DSP chain, the symbols are de-mapped to obtain the received bits as a
result of this process. The received bits are then compared to the transmitted ones
in order to obtain the amount of incorrectly detected bits, from which the BER is
calculated. Finally, the quality (Q) factor can be calculated from the received BER
using:
Q(dB) = 20log10
(√
2erfcinv(2BER)
)
, (A.5)
where erfcinv corresponds to the inverse complementary error function. For the QAM
modulation format, the Q-factor is related to (but not equal to) the SNR. As both the
order of the modulation and/or the BER increases, the relationship between Q and
SNR is increasingly nonlinear. As is conventional for experimental BER measurements,
simulations should also target the 95% confidence interval. Therefore, to report this
level of confidence for any given simulation, sufficient symbols should be transmitted
such that approximately 100 errors are measured on average.
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Derivation of VSTF for OPC-based
transmission systems
This appendix explains in detail the derivation of the Volterra based filter used for
nonlinearity compensation for links that employ optical phase conjugation.
We begin the derivation of the third-order Volterra kernel from the Manakov equation
in the frequency domain for a dual polarization signal. Here only the X polarization
solution will be derived, noting that the solution for the Y polarization is obtained
interchanging the sub-indexes X and Y . Considering the signal on the X polarization
we have:
∂A˜X
∂z
= j
β2
2
ω2A˜X − α(z)2 A˜X + j
8
9
γF {(AX A∗X +AY A∗Y )AX}, (B.1)
where F {(AX A∗X +AY A∗Y )AX} is the Fourier transform of the signal product in the
nonlinear term. The zero-th order solution in the frequency domain for a propagation
distance of NsLs, where Ns is the number of span and Ls is the span length, is given by:
A˜0X(ω,NsLs) = A˜X(ω,0)e
(
−α(z)2 +i
β2
2 ω
2
)
NsLs, (B.2)
where the optical field at the input of the fibre at frequency ω is A˜X(ω,0). The zero-th
order solution is subsequently used to solve Eq. (B.1) to the first order with solution:
A˜1X(ω,NsLs) =i
8
9
γe
(
i β22 ω
2−α(z)2
)
NsLs
∫ NsLs
0
e
∫ z′
0 (−i β22 ω2+α2 )dz′′D(z′)dz′,
(B.3)
where the term D(z) comes from substituting Eq. (B.2) into the nonlinear term of
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Eq. (B.1), and is defined as:
D(z) =−
∫∫ (
A˜0X(ω2,z)A˜∗0X(ω1,z)A˜0X(ω−ω2+ω1,z)
+ A˜0Y (ω2,z)A˜∗0Y (ω1,z)A˜0X(ω−ω2+ω1,z)
)
dω2dω1,
(B.4)
where the operator ∗ represents complex conjugation. Substituting Eq. (B.4) into
Eq. (B.3) we obtain the first order solution at NsLs:
A˜1X(ω,NsLs) =i
8
9
γe
(
i β22 ω
2−α(z)2
)
NsLs
×
∫∫
[SXXX(ω,ω1,ω2)+SYY X(ω,ω1,ω2)]
F (ω,ω1,ω2)ζ(Ns,ω,ω1,ω2)dω2dω1.
(B.5)
As seen in [71], for a transmission that does not employ an OPC module, the four-wave
mixing efficiency F (ω,ω1,ω2) and the phased array factor ζ(Ns,ω,ω1,ω2) are defined
as follows:
F(ω,ω1,ω2) =
1− e−αLseiβ2∆ΩLs
iβ2∆Ω−α (B.6)
ζ(Ns,ω,ω1,ω2) =
Ns
∑
n=1
eiβ2(n−1)∆ΩLs. (B.7)
The signal kernels, SXXX(ω,ω1,ω2) and SYY X(ω,ω1,ω2), were previously defined in
(5.7), and ∆Ω was defined in chapter 5 section 5.2 as ∆Ω, (ω−ω1)(ω1−ω2).
To study the effect of an OPC module placed in the middle point, that is after Ns2
spans, the solution from (B.3) is conveniently rewritten into two sections, one before
and one after the OPC module. Here the attenuation coefficient of the fibre α(z) is
replaced with the function P(z) to represent any arbitrary power profile. It is noted that
in the case of constant loss this becomes P(z) = e−αz. Rewriting Eq. (B.3) we have:
A˜1X(ω,NsLs) =i
8
9
γe
(
i β22 ω
2
)
NsLsP(NsLs)[∫ Ns
2 Ls
0
P(−z′)e
∫ z′
0 −i β22 ω2dz′′D(z′)dz′
+
∫ NsLs
Ns
2 Ls
P(−z′)e
∫ z′
0 −i β22 ω2dz′′D(z′)dz′.
] (B.8)
Both integrals in Eq. (B.8) represent propagation up to specific part of the transmission
link. The first one correspond to propagation from the transmitted up the mid-link point,
and the second one corresponds to propagation from the mid-link point to the end the
last fibre span. Using the first order solution for the first half of the link
(
A˜1X
(
ω, NsLs2
))
,
Eq. (B.8) is rewritten as follows:
A˜1X(ω,NsLs) = A˜1X
(
ω,
NsLs
2
)
P
(
NsLs
2
)
ei
β2
2 ω
2 NsLs
2
+i
8
9
γP(NsLs)ei
β2
2 ω
2NsLs
∫ NsLs
Ns
2 Ls
e
∫ z′
0
(
−i β22 ω2+α2
)
dz′′D(z′)dz′.
(B.9)
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When an OPC module is used both zero-th and first-order solution undergo conjugation
in time-domain at z = NsLs2 , leading to:
A˜1X(ω,NsLs) =Aˆ1X
(
ω,
NsLs
2
)
P
(
NsLs
2
)
ei
β2
2 ω
2 NsLs
2
+ i
8
9
γP(NsLs)ei
β2
2 ω
2NsLs
×
∫ NsLs
Ns
2 Ls
e
∫ z′
0
(
−i β22 ω2+α2
)
dz′′D(z′)dz′.
(B.10)
where the conjugation of the first order term is given by:
Aˆ1X
(
ω,
NsLs
2
)
, F
{
A∗1X
(
t,
NsLs
2
)}
= A˜∗1X
(
−ω, NsLs
2
) (B.11)
The term corresponding to the first half of the transmission link then becomes:
Aˆ1X
(
ω,
NsLs
2
)
P
(
NsLs
2
)
ei
β2
2 ω
2 NsLs
2
=−iγ8
9
P(NsLs)
∫∫
S∗(ω,ω1,ω2)ζ∗
(
Ns
2
,ω,ω1,ω2
)
dω2dω1,
(B.12)
where
ζ(
Ns
2
,ω,ω1,ω2),
Ns
2
∑
n=1
[
P(nLs)eiβ2∆ΩnLs
α(nLs)+ iβ2∆Ω
−P((n−1)Ls)e
iβ2∆Ω(n−1)Ls
α((n−1)Ls)+ iβ2∆Ω
]
,
(B.13)
and
S∗(ω,ω1,ω2) = S∗XXX(−ω,−ω1,−ω2)+S∗YY X(−ω,−ω1,−ω2). (B.14)
For transmission beyond the conjugation point, the zero-th order solution needs to
undergo conjugation after a distance of NsLs2 . Therefore, the linear solution for z≥ NsLs2
is given by:
A˜0X(ω,z) = A∗X(−ω,0)P(z)ei
β2
2 ω
2(z−NsLs). (B.15)
Substituting (B.15) into D(z) we obtain:
D(z) =−P3(z)ei β22 ω2(z−NsLs)∫∫
A∗X(−ω2,0)AX(−ω1,0)A∗X(ω2−ω1−ω,0)
eiβ2∆Ω(z−NsLs)dω2dω1
(B.16)
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Now the second term in Eq. (B.9) becomes:
P(NsLs)ei
β2
2 ω
2NsLs
∫ NsLs
Ns
2 Ls
P−1(z′)e−i
β2
2 ω
2z′ i
8
9
γD(z′)dz′
= iγ
8
9
P(NsLs)
∫∫
S∗(ω,ω1,ω2)ψ
(
Ns
2
,ω,ω1,ω2
)
dω2dω1
(B.17)
where
ψ
(
Ns
2
,ω,ω1,ω2
)
,e−iβ2∆ΩNsLs
×
Ns
∑
n=Ns2 +1
[
P(nLs)eiβ2∆ΩnLs
α(nLs)+ iβ2∆Ω
−P((n−1)Ls)e
iβ2∆Ω(n−1)Ls
α((n−1)Ls)+ iβ2∆Ω
] (B.18)
Finally, we obtain:
A1X(ω) =iγ
8
9
P(NsLs)
∫∫
S∗(ω,ω1,ω2)[
ψ
(
Ns
2
,ω,ω1,ω2
)
−ζ∗
(
Ns
2
,ω,ω1,ω2
)]
dω2dω1
(B.19)
where the nonlinear kernel in the presence of OPC is given by:
Γ(Ns,ω,ω1,ω2), ψ
(
Ns
2
,ω,ω1,ω2
)
−ζ∗
(
Ns
2
,ω,ω1,ω2
)
(B.20)
In order to suppress the first-order solution for all ω one condition is having
Γ(Ns,ω,ω1,ω2) = 0 ∀ ω,ω1,ω2. This is verified if
P((Ns−n)L−s ) = P((n−1)L+s ) (B.21)
P((Ns−n−1)L+s ) = P(nL−s ) (B.22)
α((Ns−n)L−s ) =−α((n−1)L+s ) (B.23)
α((Ns−n−1)L+s ) =−α(nL−s ). (B.24)
In the case where α= 0 (lossless fibre), all the terms in the sum in (B.20) are the
same and, thus, Γ(Ns,ω,ω1,ω2) = 0. If α(z) = α everywhere except in z = nLs for
n = 0,1,2, ... where α(z) = δ(z−nLs) (EDFA amplification) we have
P((Ns−n)L−s ) = P(nL−s ), (B.25)
P((Ns−n−1)L+s ) = P((n−1)L+s ), (B.26)
α((Ns−n)L−s ) = α((n−1)L+s )
= α((Ns−n−1)L+s ) = α(nL−s ), for n = 1,2, ...,
Ns
2
(B.27)
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and the OPC kernel becomes:
Γ(Ns,ω,ω1,ω2) =ζ∗
(
Ns
2
,ω,ω1,ω2
)
(e−iβ2∆ΩLse−αLs−1)(α− iβ2∆Ω)
α2+β22∆Ω2
+
(e−iβ2∆ΩLs− e−αLs)(α+ iβ2∆Ω)
α2+β22∆Ω2
.
(B.28)
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Acronyms
ADC analogue-to-digital converters
AOM acousto-optic modulators
ASE amplified spontaneous emission
AWGN additive white Gaussian noise
BER bit error rate
BPF band-pass filter
CMA constant modulus algorithm
DAC digital-to-analogue converter
DBP digital back-propagation
DCF dispersion compensating fibre
DSF dispersion shifted fibre
DSP digital signal processing
ECL External cavity lasers
EDC electronic dispersion compensation
EDFA erbium-doped fibre amplifier
EGN enhanced Gaussian noise
ENOB effective number of bits
FEC forward error correction
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FF-DBP full-field DBP
FFT fast Fourier transform
FIR finite impulse response
FWM four wave mixing
GN Gaussian noise
GVD group velocity dispersion
HNLF highly nonlinear fibres
IFFT inverse fast Fourier transform
ISRS inter-channel stimulated Raman scattering
LO local oscillator
MC-DBP multichannel digital back-propagation
MFD mode-field diameter
MI Mutual information
MZM Mach-Zehnder modulator
NDFIS National Dark Fibre Infrastructure Service
NLC nonlinearity compensation
NLI nonlinear interference
NLSE nonlinear Schrödinger equation
OPC optical phase conjugation
OSA optical spectrum analyser
OSNR optical signal to noise ratio
OTDR optical time domain reflectometer
PM polarisation multiplexing
PMD polarisation mode dispersion
PS polarisation scrambler
PSD power spectral density
QAM quadrature amplitude modulation
SMF Single Mode Fibre
RIN relative intensity noise
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RRC root raised cosine
SNR signal-to-noise ratio
SPM self phase modulation
SRS Stimulated Raman scattering
SSFM split-step Fourier method
SS-ASE spectrally-shaped amplified spontaneous emission
SOA semiconductor optical amplifier
VOA variable optical attenuator
VSFE Volterra series frequency equaliser
VSTF Volterra series transfer function
WDM wavelength division multiplexing
WSS wavelength selective switch
XPM cross-phase modulation
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